


VI SYMPOSIUM OF THE INTERNATIONAL WORK GROUP FOR PALAEOETHNOBOTANY 

Dear Colleague, 

We welcome you heartily at the VI IWGP Symposium. We hope that it will be a 
fruitful conference and that you will enjoy your stay in Groningen. Below 
is some information to which we draw your attention. 

Conference sessions 
The lecture sessions will be held in the Heymanszaal (rooml) of the Main 
University Building, Broerstraat 5 (no. 3 on the plan of downtown Groningen). 
The demonstrations of archaeobotanical material and the poster display are 
in the Biologisch-Archaeologisch Instituut, Poststraat 6 (no. 2 on the plan). 
For safety reasons the entrance door of the Biologisch-Archaeologisch Insti
tuut is kept l�cked. If one wishes to get in, one should ring the door-bell. 

Posters 
Those who have requested board space for a poster can arrange their display 
of drawings, photographs, tables etc. after registration. It is advisable 
to do that as soon as possible. One should contact one of the members of the 
local organization committee for the allotment of the board(s) and for 
possible assistance. 

Demonstration of material/poster sessions 
The combination of demonstration of archaeobotanj_cal material and poster 
sessions is an experiment. This cannot be properly organized; improvisation 
will be necessary. Three of these sessions are scheduled (see programme). 
Five binocul�r stereo-microscopes will be available. On Thurday afternoon 
emphasis will be laid on archaeological wheat finds, in particular of naked 
wheat (after the morning lecture session on the same topic). 

Excursion 
Information on the excursion is given on a separate leaflet. The lunch at the 
excursion in not included in the conference fee. Those who ordered lunches (and 
paid for themJwill receive a packe d lunch at the excursion. The others must 
take care of their own lunch. We cannot make stops for buying food. We can order 
extra lunches (Hfl, 7.50 per lunch) if you inform us in time (Tuesday after
noon at the latest). 

Conference volume 
The symposium papers will be published under the title: 

PLANTS AND ANCIENT MAN 
Studies in Palaeoethnobotarty 
edited by 
W. van Zeist and W.A. Casparie

The publisher is A.A. Balkema, Rotterdam (the Netherlands). 
The contributions will be published in offset from camera-ready typescripts. 
The price of the book (250-350 pages) will be Hfl. 75.00. Participants in the 
symposium can purchase copies of the book for Hfl. 50.00 (postage included) 
if they order and pay at the conference. If one orders but does not pay in 
advance, one will be charged for the postage. An order-form is enclosed. 
Completed order-forms should be handed to the conference organization. 



Conference dinner 
The conference farewell dinner will be held in 11Lee Garden" restaurant, 
Nieuwe Ebbingestraat 48 ( 10 minutes walking from the town centre). A.choice 
of Chinese and Indonesian food will be served. Dinner tickets at Hfl. 25.00 
(two drinks included) must be purchased in advance. It will be an informal 
dinner without speeches. The dinner starts at 18.00 h. 

Parking 
There are (limited) parking facilities for the participants in the symposium 
on a nearby University parking lot (1 1Harmonie terrein"). Contact us if you 
wish to make use of this ,facility, 

The local conference organizat�on committee: 

S. Bottema (posters, excursion)
W.A. Casparie (excursion, publication)
G. Entjes-Nieborg (secretary)
L. Tol (cashier, posters)
w. van Zeist 
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Progra=e 

Sunday, May 29 

14.00 - 18.00 h and 
19.00 - 21.00 h 

Monday, May 30 

9.00 - 12.45 h 

12.45 - 14.00 h 

14.00 - 17.15 h 

20.00 h 

Tuesday, May 31 

� - 12.30 h 

12.30 - 13.45 h    

13.45 - 16.15 h

16.30 h 

Arrival of pa1t1c1pants, registration at the 
Biologisch-Archaeologisch Instituut 

Opening of the conference by H.T. Waterbolk (Groningen) 

G.C. Hillman (London), Interpretation of archaeological
pLmt remains: the application of ethnographic 
models from Turkey 

S. Bottema (Groningen), The composition of modern charred
seed assemblages 

D.G. Wilson (Cambridge), The carbonization of weed seeds and
their representation in m<1crofossil assemblages 

D.R. Harris (1.ondon), Ethnohistorical evidence for the
exploitation of wild grasses and forbs 

Lunch 

G.E.M. Jones lCambridge), Interpretation of archaeological 
pl rnt remains: ethnographic models from Greece 

V, Straker (London), Roman London: carbonized grain from 
th! Forum and the Thames waterfront 

V.T. van Vilsteren (Amsterdam), The medieval village of
Do=elen: a case study for the interpretation of 
charred seeds from postholes 

J.R.A. Greig (Birmingham), Information on the palaeoecology 
of British grasslands based on the study of 
ar�haeological finds and modern species-rich meadow! 

Informal gath�ring in the Biologisch-Archaeologisch Instituut 

F,J. Green (Ramsey), The archaeological and documentary 
evidence for plants from the medieval period in 
Er.gland 

K.-E. Behre (Wilhelmshaven), Zur Geschichte des Bieres nach 
Fruchtfunden und schtiftlichen Quellen 

U. Willerding (G�ttingen), Palio-ethnobotanische Befunde
und schriftliche eovie ikonographische Zeugnisse 
in Zentraleuropa 

C.T. Shay (Winnipeg), Comparison of archaeological data with
literary evi'dence in Upper Fort Garry, Manitoba 

G. Forni (Milano), From pyrophytic to domesticated plants:
the palaeontological-linguistic evidences for a 
unitary theory on the origin of domestication 

Lunch 

Demonstration of archaeobotanical material/poster session 

Reception by the Rector Magnificus of the University 



Wednesday, June 

8.30 - 10.30 h 

11 • 00 - 19. 00 h 

Thursday, June 2 

8.30 - 12.30 h 

12.30 - 13.45 h 

14 • 00 - 17 • 00 h 

Friday, June 3 

8.30 - 12.15 h 

12. 15 - 13.30 h

13,30 - 15.45 h 

16.00 - 17.00 h 

18.00 h 

H. Kuster (Stuttgart), Neolithic plant remains
from Eberdingen-Rochdorf (South-Germany) 

J.P. Pals (Amsterdam), Plant remains from Aartswoud, 
a Neolithic settlement in the coastal area 

N. Miller & T.L. Smart (New York), Archaeological
evidence for the use of dung as fuel: 
A study of Malyan, Iran and the Tierra 
Blanca site, Texas 

Excursion. See excursion programme. 

M. Kis lev (Rama t-Gan), Botanical evidence for ancient
naked wheats in the Near East

G.C. Hillman (London), Criteria for distinguishing
 rachis remains of 4x and 6x naked wheats 

S. Jacomet &  H. Schlichtherle (Basel/Hennnenhofen),
Der kleine Pfahlbauweizen Oswald Heers -
Bemerkungen zur Morphologie alter und neuer 
Nacktweizenfunde 

K. Wasylikowa (Cracow), Fossil evidence for ancient
food plants in Poland 

--�. Forni (Milano), From pyrophytic to domesticated 
plants: the palaeontological-linguistic 
evidences for a unitary theory on the origin 
of domestication 

Lunch 

Demonstration of archaeobotanical material/ 
poster session 

On Thursday evening shops are open until 21.00 h! 

D. Kucan (Wilhelmshaven), Kulturpflanzenfunde aus Pod 
bei Bugojno/Zentralbosnien (Hallstatt- und 
La Tene-Zeit) 

H. Kroll (Kiel), Bronze- und eisenzeitlicher Ackerbau
von Kastanas in Makedonien 

W. van Zeist (Groningen), presentation of the papers
prepared by G.N. Lisitsina and 
Z�V. Yanushevich 

K.-H. Knorzer (Neuss), Aussagemoglichkeiten palao� 
ethnobotanischer Latrinenuntersuchungen 

N. Paap (Amsterdam), Botanical investigations in
Amsterdam 

Lunch 

Demonstration of archaeobotanical material/ 
poster session 

Closing session (University building) 

Conference dinner 
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THE ARCHAE\)LCGlCAL AND DOCL'MENTARY EVIDENCE FOR PL4.NTS FRUM 

THE �EDlEVAL PF.RlOD TN ENGLAND 

F.J. Green, Test Valley Archaeological 
Committee, Romsey, 

England 

The evidenc e to be discussed in this paper is confined to informc1tion 

from sites of the lute Saxon through to the late medieval period. 

Although documentary evidence does exist for the Ror.ian period, it was 

not considered particularly useful to include this in this paper. The 

archaeobotoni� ev idence discussed predominantly comes from Wessex or 

central southern England, The documentary information for plants has 

as far as possible been confined to surviving evidence from this 

region, although rr.any sources are clearly of national importance and 

do not specifically refer to a particular locality. For the purposes 

of this paper it was thought worthwhile to outline the types of 

surviving documentary evidence,so that archaeobotanists 1,1orking in 

other parts of Europe might gain some idea of the range and nature of 

this source material, for comparison with their own countrie� surviving 

historical and archaeoldgical data. 

It is also hoped to some extent that this paper might convince 

many historians that archaeobotanic work is nec�ssary and has value. 

There still prevails amongst many British historians the rather 

arrogant notion that medieval documentation can give all the information 

required by historians and thus by archaeologists. The attitude. is 

often expressed that there is no need to find out from careful analysis 

of soil samples what crops were being grm,m, or from bone studies �,;hat 

anir.�ls were kept if a document tells you. 

However, this view simply expresses the general ignorance of �any 

historia'1s in _the recent past, in respect of the nature of t:1e surviving 

archaeological evidence and the requirements of ar�haeologists in 

trying to establish formation processes (Shiffer 1976, 27-41) and the

problems of taphonomy, in their attempt to reconstruct every-day 

activities, the economy and the life-sty1e of people and activities 

nor recorded in historical docu��nts. As an archaeologist and

archaeobct0r.ist th1=,e is aJ,..,ays the hope that lhe archaeological site 

is ?'):ng to reveal dzitu that the historian does not have immediate 

acc:ess to. :n fact lf mediev�! archaeological sites did not produce 

such r:lata there woL1ld be little reason for cxcav.;ition to take place, 
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The archaeologist and the historian have to assess the two sources o f  

data to see how closely the respective information may be complementary 

or contradictory and then to explain the differences. 

Documentation 

References to plants and plant products are commonly to be found as 

isolated and scattered pieces of information in a very wide range of 

documentary sources. For example mention of specific plants may be 

found in charters, deeds, wills, terriers, court rolls and many other 

sources. Many national records indirectly provide information amongst 

which must be counted the Domesday Book, taxation records and even acts 

of Parliament. There are also illustrations of agricultural activities 

in the margins and forming headings in many manuscripts (Fowler 1981, 

268-9). In the later medieval period illustrations contained within 

books of hours provide a source of information on agricultural 

activities. It may be assumed that medieval illustrators and scribes 

may have been much roore familiar with agricultural practices than 

modern European urban based populations, and that such illustrations 

provide an accurate source about techniques and crops from the 10th 

century onwards. However, such sources give no information on the 

species involved, production and the relative quantities of the 

d 1 fferent crops. 

Not too distantly removed from this type of source is the evidence 

contained in narratives and other types of literature. Much of the 

surviving medieval poetry makes passing mention of a wide range of 

· plant species; for examples one only has to look at the works of

Chaucer (Skeat 1912, 15). Such sources can clearly provide a list

of species that might be found on archaeological sites. Legislation

by kings throughout the middle ages can give indirect information,

wlth references to food production, distribution and fines for breaking

laws. An early example consists of the laws of King lne of Wessex,

dating from the 7th-8th century A.O. (Stenton 1943, 285). Tolls and

charges made by king�, individuals or corporate bodies, and commonly

surviving from towns and cities such as found within the Port and

Brokc1ge books of Southampton (Ccbb 1961, Foster 1963, Coleman 1960
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and 1961) are par-ticularly important in indic,:1ting the range of species 

being traded. 

Herbals and medicinal .. t0rks, many of which exist from the 12th 

and 13th century onwards and which were invariably produced by monastic 

inst it ut ions can give a range of in format ion relating to plants. For 

example, the various copies of Apuleius Barbarus (Cameron 1983, 140}. 

A l t ho ugh a d i s t i n c t ,../0 r d o f ea u t i on mus t be ma d e , n-e n y 0 f t he s e h e r ba 1 s 

are poor copies of classical works a5 often indicated by the nature of 

the illustrations (Blunt 1951, 119). However, in the later middle 

ages this type of record may be of more value. 

Agricultural treatises are a most important source of information 

in providing actual details about plant cultivation and often i:,dicate 

the comrron weeds and the methods of harvesting and similar associated 

activities. Such treatises are rare and are exemplified by the 

writings of Walter of Henley, Robert Grosseteste and the anonymous 

husbandry (Oschinsky 1971) dating from the 13th century or the earlier 

work known as the SaQacious Reeve (Addyman 1976, 318-319). 

There are of course many other types of document that in terms of 

the work being undertaken by archaeobotanists may be considered as 

b�ing of far greater importance. These are the n�norial records or 

estate records that survive particularly from the l3th century onwards. 

These records are numerous especially For monastic, collegiate royal 

and other foundations. The records include court and manorial 

accounts. 

The manorial accounts give specific details about crops and areas 

sown. Ar. example being the s1!rviving doCL1ments frorn the estates of 

the Bishopric of 1.nnchester and Priory of St. s,..,ithun, most of which 

refer to lands in the County of Hampshire. These records fnr� one 

of the best sequences in England and possibly Northern Europe. The 

work of assessing these documents has been undertaken by Ti tow (1972) 

and forthcoming. From this work it is possible to indicate the areas 

of land sown with different crops and to ascertain production. It is 

also possible to see what changes there were in cropping thtough time. 

With the knowledge of which est�tes and areas of land involved it is 
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also possible to relate the information to local geology and aspects 

of land potential. 

On most of the estates for which records survive, both at 

Winchester and elsewhere, the documents are divided into several 

distinct entries or record. The grange accounts that survive give an 

indication of the movement of grain crop by_crop. The headings 

include grain sold, grain recorded �s received at the mills and grain 

purchased as seed. In the later case the grain recorded as imported 

for sowing often corresponds with the records for sown grain. Tenants 

of such large estates were often paid in kind and the nature of such 

payments is commonly recorded. Double accounting frequently occurs 

rn such records especially where goods may be transported between 

the different �anors belonging to a large institution. Double 

accounting occurs in other areas and by detailed examination it is 

often possible for historians to wdrk out linguistic problems associated 

with the names and types of crops represented. These estate records 

are clearly what the owner wished to grow, and rarely if ever give a 

picture of peasant agriculture. The peasants m.:3y well have grown 

different crops, because their requirements were different. There 

are occasional records of receipts at mills, where the peasants were 

having their cereals ground, and in very rare cases records of tithes 

pc!id to the Church also survive (Titow Pers. Comm. and Postan 1973, 231). 

All these estate records are invaluable for studying medieval 

production in England between about 1200 and 1350. Case studies of 

individual manors are available and a published example includes the 

. work of Harvey (1965 and 1976} on the Manor of Cuxham owned by Merton 

Coliege. Oxford. However good these records ITlc!Y appear there are 

problems, not the least being that it is difficult to apply statistics 

to the data (Titow Pers. Comm,). Also, these records are by no means 

complete, spanning only a short part of the middle ages. 

1 n many towns and cities and on many_ manors, court records 

involving lltigation and the administration of justice can often give 

a further ir.d i cat ion of crops, espec ia 1 ly those crops grown by peasants 

N,d ordinclry urban inhabitc1nts. The evidence from Winchester is 
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particularly good in this respect (Keene Pers. Comm.). Records also 

often exist of rents b�ing paid in kind (Stenton 1943, 285) on some 

manors. An example from the Winchester records shows rent being paid 

in strawberries (Goodman 1934, 18), a very seasonal crop, with a limited 

storage life and a crop that could not travel a great distance. 

Similarly rents might be paid in other agricultural commodities 

including hay as at Winchester. The common English phrase a 1 p�ppercorn 

rent I derives from this particular practice. 

Records about food consumption, actual plant products consumed at 

feasts survive, altnough only from the later middle ages, for example 

the evidence of medieval cookery gooks (Austin 1888). Such records 

i�dicate what some wealthy groups consumed, and sometimes tell us how 

these plant products were prepared, and hence by infere�ce what might 

or might not be expected to survive in the archaeological record. 

Similar evidence can be obtained from the account records of large 

institutions an example being Winchester College (Beveridge 1939). 

Royal records such as the accounts for the Kings Wardrobe (an 

administrative branch of the Royal household) indlcate the nature of 

purchases and goods held by the King. 

It can be seen from this all too brief summary of surviving 

documentary evidence that a wide range of information does survive, 

but that little can be used in a quantifiable fashion, The various 

records can be used to compile 1 ists of the different species available 

to different economic groups in the m.iddle ages. It is important 

though to make one or two cautionary points. Documents do not indicate 

exactly what species of 1,,1heat or barley may have been cultivated and 

even for many other plants they commonly only provide a generic term 

which may encor:1pass species from different genera. No mention is 

made in the documentary sources of the state of these crops, for example 

what condition or stage of processing had been reached when they were 

imported, especially in the case of exotic crops. Documents do, however, 

provide a welath of information including information about mixed crops 

such as nie,;lin (v1heat and rye), dredge (barley and oats), berenEncorn 

(wheat and winter barley) and mixt11 lo (wheat and rye). They also 

provide evidence about other field crops such as beans, peas, and 
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vetches. 

The Sources of Archaeo log i ea I In format ion 

When studying the plant remains from any period there are clearly 

two areas of infor�ation that have to be considered over and above the 

available documentary evidence. One of these is the nature of the 

plant remains themselves �nd the other is the nature of the context 

from which they have been recovered. The archaeobotanist relies on the 

independent assessment of the archaeological context by the excavator 

as based on other archaeolog lea 1 criteria, Thus the nature of the 

deposits, the type of feature involved, pit ditch, well, hearth and 

where possible specific details of the type of pit; whether it is a 

cesspit, general rubbish pit, or a pit used in its primary phase for 

tanriing,wretting, bell casting or some other industrial activity. In 

the cas es of these features it is imperative to know if the botanical 

�aterial being examined is from the primary usage or as with wells, 

that the material is from a secondary phase of use when the feature 

was no longer required and it was backfilled with general rubbish. 

It is also important that the number of different phases of refuse 

disposal are known. Often the organic fill of pits rots, shrinks and 

further phases of refuse disposal of possibly a completely different 

character takes place. 

It is imperative that the archaeologist defines usage independent 

of the plant remains, otherwise circular arguments about function can 

arise. The archaeobotanist also needs to be provided with the 

information as revealed by ceramics and archaeozoological material, so 

that other independent information about the status of the deposits 

is available, even though in some circumstances this may provide little 

help or appear contradictory. 

It is only when material from clearly defined features has been 

examined; and when these contexts have been characterised on the 

basis of other archaeological information, as being of a particular 

socic)J status, that the evidence fro�1 poorly defined features may be 

indicated as typically originating from or being comparable to evidence 
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from a specific type of feature. Of course the requirements of the 

excavator are specifically that he hopes the soil scientist or 

environmentalist will be able to indicate what the feature contains 

and why it was excavated (Williams 1977: 18 and Biddle 1975: 317). 

A wide range of different features and contexts exist on 

archaeological sites indicative of specific activities. Important 

information has been recovered from daub, bell moulds, street deposits, 

ditches, docks, waterchannels (Green 1979c, 42-44) and post holes 

(Green 1981, 147). However, one of the most important types of deposit 

discussed by Dennell (1972: 150), the heartli or oven, has rarely been 

encountered on excavations in southern England from the medieval 

period. Where such features have been located they have singularly 

failed to produce the evidence encountered by Dennell on prehistoric 

sites. This lack of information is important in itself for indicating 

the nature of domestic clean] !ness and that models produced for one 

geographic location and period may have 1 ittle relevance to other 

areas or periods. Negativ� information from medieval sites is as 

important as the pas itive information recovered from other contexts 

and tells us about aspects of plant utilisation cJnd disposai. 

The archaeobotanic information often has other limitations imposed 

on it. This is often caused by the excavator who has 1 imited time 

or funds available. Thus deep features such as wells have r2rely 

been examined in detail, and this has resulted in a lack of comparative 

information about the primary siltings of wells. It is only by 

understanding the type of feature and the nature of the surviving 

evidence, by whatever means possible, th-3t any degree of reliability 

can be placed on aspects of r3fuse disposal and the cultural and 

natural transformations involved, Archaeobotanists are primarily 

concerned with re-establishing the exact procedures involved in an 

attempt to reconstruct agricultural production. For the pr-esen: 

purposes of this paper one specifically well defined context or group 

of material will be d1scussed, that it the evidence of large grain 

depo�;its. Tt,e reason for choosing this rreterial is that there are 

inhc,·C:ntly less :nterpretative problems. At present it is not 

possible to �valuate solely from the plant ren�ins if the archaeologicol 
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features from medieval sites for example pits, represent the same 

methods of refuse disposal through time. This is important since the 

number of deposits available for study from the medieval period are 

at present limited, and discussion of these other contexts has been 

included elsewhere (Green 1979c). 

Archaeobotanists are of course abundantly aware of the limitations 

of their work just in the same way that historians are aware of the 

problems with t�eir evidence. Not only do the different sorts of 

context pose problems, but preservation conditions (Green 1979c and 

Green 1979d) encountered on medieval sites, not only increase the 

range of plant materials available for study, but increase problems of 

interpretation. The methods of sampling archacolgoical deposits is 

also a problem (Van der Veen 1982) and of course the methods of 

assessing the material have been widely discussed (Dennell 1978, 22, 

and Hubbard 1975, and Green 1982, 44-45). Problems of contamination 

by modern material has been considered (Keepax 1977), and of course 

palaeo-contarnination and the mixing of archaeological deposits is 

another variable that has to be considered. Problems of identification 

of the plant materials are also not to be overlooked although this is 

an area whe�e considerable advances have been made,for example Korber 

Grohne (1981). Problems of interpretation as based on ethnographical 

information must not be di5counted, However, it is felt that these 

problems are no more insurmountable than those already existing for 

the historical sources of data. 

In many senses medieval European documents and recorded 

agricultural practices in the post-medieval period are the only source 

of reliable ethnographic data available, and even though this nEy be 

deficient in providing so much that is required for understanding 

medieval agriculture and plant products, it is better than no 

documentary evidence at all, and clearly far better than the use of 

ethnographic data from other geographical locations. 
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There are two levels of comparison that can be made between the 

archaeological and historical sources of evidence. There is of course 

the simple comparison betw8en the surviving evidence for the species 

involved, as recorded in these two different sources. A higher level 

of analysis is the relative frequency of occurence on the archaeological 

site with the frequency of occurence for exar:iple ,vithin estate records. 

This pro vides comparisons between aspects of known production and what 

i s a va i 1 a b 1 e from the a r cha eo log i ea l s i t e s • 

Fot the purposes of assessing the surviving species evidence from 

documentary and archaeolgoical sources a range of documentary records 

have been used. Most of the documentary evidence coming from 

Winchester and Southampton. The Local Port Books of Southampton and 

the Southampton Brokage books which have already been discussed, have 

been specifica 1 ly used. The Winchester court records (Keene Pers. Comm.) 

and information from Winchester College (Beveridge 1939: 76), as wcl l 

as two 15th century cookery books (Austin 1888), one of which 1:Bkes 

reference to a feast at Wirx:hester Castle in 1399. have provided 

additional species informaticn, More general works have also been 

used and these ir.clude Neckham (Wright 1863) and Gardener (Amherst 

1894). Where possible l have tried to confine co�parisons with 

published historical sources. 1t must be mentioned that the work of 

Neckham, like the evidence for herbals discussed earlier, has always 

been questioned by historians (Hadfield 1969, 25) and may simply 

represent information copied from a continental source, 

From the 1 ists compiled from these sources in Table 1, it can be 

seen that at least 50% of all species recorded represent herbs or 

spices and that a very high proportion of these species are exotic 

imported or luxury crops. It is probably best to look at the surviving 

evidence for the various species under several major headings, such 

as cereals, legumes, orchard crops, exotic crops, other crops, weeds 

and natural environment, information about the later items
1 

weeds and 

envlrcr.:r1cni:
1

ace specifically not recorded in the documentary information 

in a meaningful way. 



Common name 

Absynth 

Almonds 

Ange 1 i ea 

An f se 

Apple 

Barley 

Bas i I 

Beans 

Beets 

Borage 

Bui lace 
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Arternes ia abs intheum L. 

Prunus amygdalus Batch. 

Anqel ica archanqel ica L. 

(Various) 

Ma l us s I/ 1 vest r is 

Hordeum sp. 

(Var lous) 

Vicic1 faba L. 

cf, Beta Maritima/vulgaris L. 

Borago officinalis L. 

Pr un us ins it it i a l, 

Cabbage (Coles) Brassica oleracea L. 

Celery 

Cherry 

Chervil 

Cinnamon 

Clary 

Cloves 

Colycynth 

Comfrey 

Coriander 

Cotton 

Cress Garden/ 
Town 

Cucumber 

Cumin 

Damsons 

Dates 

D i1 l 

Ditany 

Figs 

Fennel 

Apium graveolens L. 

£.f. Prunus avium L. 

Anthr iscus cerefo 1 ium l. 

cf. Canella alba L. 

Salvia sp. (Various) 

Eugenia caryopyl lata Thunb. 

.£.f.. Citrulus colocynthus Shrad. 

Symehvtum officinale L.

Coriandum sativum L. 

£f.. Gossvpium herbaceum L. 

Lepidium sativum l. 

Cucumis sativus L.

Cuminum cvminum L. 

P r •Jn us s pp . 

Phoenix dactvlifera L.

Anethum araveolens L. 

(Various) 

Ficus sp. 

Foeniculum vu..l.921,e Mill. 

2 3 4 5 6 

X - -

X - X X X 

X - - X 

X - - -

- X X X X X 

- - X - X

X - - -

- X X X 

X - X

X X X -

- - X - - X 

- X X - ?

. X - X

X - - - X X

X 

- - X X 

- X X -

- X X X 

- X

- X -

X X - - - X 

- X

X X - ?

X -

- - - X

- X X 

X - X X 

X -

X 

X - X X - X

X X - X



Flax 

Frank incense 

F ument y 

Gal ingale 

Ga 11 s 

Ga r 1 i c 

G i 1 1 i f l owe r 

Ginger 

Grains of 
Paradise 

Grom,.,re l 1 

Hawthorn 

Maze 1-n ut 

Hemp (Raw) 

Herb mercury 

Herb Robert 

Hops 

Hore hound 

Hysop 

Leeks 

Lemons 

Lentiscus 
(Mastic) 

Lettuce 

Liquorice 

Maces 

Madder 

Ma 1 lows 

Malt 

Medlars 

Mint 

Mulberries 

Mustaro 

Myrtle 

Nu�mcgs 
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Lin urn urs itat iss imum L.

Bos .. ,e 11 i a ea rter i L. 

F u,r,a r i B officinalis 

Ctee r us lungus l. 

Quercus sp. 

�i.- A 11 1 um sativurn 

Armer ia maritima L. 

Zinqiber officinale 

A framomum me lequeta 

l,.itho�ermum sp. 

C r�tae uq us monoqvna 

�orLlus avellan2 L. 

Cannabis sat i va L. 

L. 

L. 

Rose. 

Rue. 

L. 

Mercur ia 1 is annua L.
----- -

or ChenoPodium album L.
-�------

Geranium robe rt in um L.

Huniu l us 1 upul us L.

Ba 1 lota sp. 
----

(Various) 

A 11 i um :io r rum L.

C it ru 1 us 1 i rron Burmann. 

Pistacio ler,t iscus 

Lact uca sat i va L.

(Various) 

(Various) M .- r is t i ea 

Rub la tinctor:um 

Ma 1 va sp, 
---

(Various) 

Mer:i�� sp. 

Mor us n i ora 

Bn s s i ea sp, 

(Vario _us) 

L. 

L. 

(Various) M:z r s t i ea 

L.

sp, 

sp. 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X X X 

)( X 

X X X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X - X - X

X X X 

X 

X 

X - X

X X 

X X X - X

X X X X

X - X

X X 

X 

- X X X

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X X 

X X 

X X X X X

X 

X X 



Oats 

01 ives 

Onions 

Avena sp. 
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Olea euroeaea l.

Al I i urn ceva L.

0rache (Hastata) Atriplex £· hortens is 

Oranges 

Ori ganum 

Parsley 

Parsnip 

Pears 

Peas 

Pe 11 i to ry 

Pennyroyal 

Pepper 

Pine nuts 

Plums 

Polypody 

Pomegranates 

Poppy 

Pumpkins 

Purslaine 

Qu i nee 

Radish 

Raisins 

Rice 

Rue 

Rye 

Saffron 

Sage 

Savoury 

Shallots 

Sma l lage 

Sorrel 

Southernwood 

Spinach 

Strawberries 

C itrul l us sinensis osbeck. 

(Various) 

Petroselonium sp. 

Past inaca sat iva L.

Pr-rus communis L.

Pisum sativum L.

cf, AnacLclus prytrum 

Mentha :;u 1 eq i um 

(Various) 

cf. r in us pinea 

Prunus sp.

Polyeodium sp. 

Punc ia arana tum 

(Various) 

(Various) 

(Various) 

L.

L.

Cvdon ia oblonqa Mi 11 

Raohanus sat i vus L.

Viti s vinifera L.

Or:z'.Za sat i va L.

(Various) 

Seca le cereale L.

Crocus sat i vus L.

Salvia off i c i na 1 is l, 

Sat ure j a sp. 

A 11 i urn as ea I on i um L.

cf. aoium araveolens 

(Various) 

L.

L.

Artemes ia abrotanurn L.

Seinacea oleracea l.

Frarieria sp.

X - X

X 

X X X X X 

X X X X 

X X X 

X ? 

X X X X 

X ? 

X X - X X 

X X X X 

X X X 

X 

X X X X X 

- X

X X X 

- X

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X - X X 

- X ? 

- X X X X X 

- X X X X 

X X 

X X X 

X X X X X 

X X X X 

X X 

X 

X -

X 

X X 

- X

X
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Teazles Di e sacus ful lonum L. 
Thyme Thym~ sp. 

Verbena Verva in sp. 

V ine Vitis vinifera L. 
Wal n ut Jug lans reg la L. 

Wheat Triticum sp. 

Woad lsatis tinctoria L. 

~/ormseed Artemes ia absinthium L. 

'worrrwood II II L. 
Ya rrow Ach i 11 ea m i l l e fo 1 i um L. 

TABLE 1. ARCHAEOLOG!CAL AND H!STORICAL RECORDS 

OF PLANT SPEC!ES 

1 • Neckham (Wright 186~ ) 

2. Garder.er (Amher s t 1894 ) 

3. Aus t in: Cooke:-y ßooks 

4. Southampton Port Records 

s. Winchester Court Records 

6. Archaeo 1 og i ca l evidence 

X X 

X X -
X 

X - - X X 

X - - X 

- - X X X -

- X X -

- X 

- X -

- X - - - X 
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Cerea 1 s 

As indicated in the discussion on documentary sources, the most reliable 

documentary evidence consists of manorial and estate records which 

document the cultivation and acreages devoted to the different cereals 

and some other crops. It is not the aim of this paper to discuss a 11 

the complex mechanisms associated with production and distribution, 

although since most archaeobotanical evidence comes from urban contexts, 

these aspects are clearly of more than passing significance; however, 

it is best simply to state what information is available before 

discussion of these other aspects takes place. 

The available documentary evidence suggests that cereals were not 

widely grown within walled towns such as Winchester and Southampton, 

Cereal production seems to have been confined to the suburbs and ln 

the case of Winchester to the documented examples of cereals being 

grown on the farms and estates of the Bishop, the Prior of St. Swithun 

and the Abbot of Hyde. Such estates wer-e clearly concerned with the 

product ion of food for the monastic table, at the same time these 

estates sold surplus produce in the local markets (Keene, forthcoming), 

Cereal crops were mainly imported into Winchester from within a 25-mile 

radius. Cimilar aspects are clear from other sources (Murphy 1973, 

40): for Winchester college (Beveridge 1939), Merton College, Oxford 

(Harvey 1965 and 1976), and St Pauls Cathedral, London (Brooke and 

Keir 1975, 176). Even straw and hay were often imported up to twenty 

miles. It is impossible in the medieval period not to underestimate 

the complex relationships between rural and urban areas as exemp1 ified 

by Winchester (Keene 1976, 382). In the later middle ages rreny large 

institutions purchased grain and other commodities on the op�n market, 

a particular example being St Mary 1 s Abbey Winchester (Keene, forthcoming). 

To a considerable extent the distance cereal and other bulk comrrodities 

travelled into the urban environment depended on a variety of market 

forces, such as prices dictated by poor h3rvests (Found )971, 6), 

transport (Murphy 1973, 40), and (Found 1971, 58) and the nature of 

production on estates close to the city. These are all clearly 

aspects that can only be established From documentary sources. 
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The precise evidence for cereals through time from medieval 

Winchester from both t'he archaeological and historical sourres has been 

discussed elsewhere (Green 1982, 44). This indicates that wheat, 

followed by barley and oats, were the order of magnitude of the 

discarded and preserved carbonised cereal remains. The documentary 

evidence although only available for a short period be ti'ie en 1200 and 1350

indicates that the order of production was oats followed in near equal 

proportions by wheat �nd barley. The Priory estates near to Winchester 

growing larger quantities of oats prior to the 14th century, with wheat 

becoming the predominant crop after this date (Titow Pers. Comm.). The 

discrepancies between the archaeological and historical data provide 

a potential area of interest in the attempt to understand crop 

utilisation and methods of disposal. 

Hm-1ever, the arc!laeological evidence for cereals is not completely 

devoid of providing sound informatia, that documents have failed to 

s upp 1 y. Clearly the rmst sLlitable deposit for this type of assess'Tlent 

as already indicated are large grain deposits; material inadvertently 

or even deliberately destroyed in major fires. Deposits from structures 

destroyed in known raids such as at Southampton in 1338 by the French 

are particularly importart in providing securely dated and contexted 

noterial. The large grain deposits that have so far been studied 

from the rned i eva 1 period have oeen presented in Table 2, 

For the purposes of this discussion lar ge grain deposits have been 

def ir.ed as soil sa rnp l es that produced over 200ml of grain per 5,000ml 

of soi 1 examined. The density of soil to grain in these sarr:p les 

depended on whether the grain had been left in situ such as at Lydford, 

Trafalgar House, Winchester or Upper Bugle Street, Southampton or had 

been swept up and deposited in a pit, such as the evidence from Hyde 

Abbey, Sussex Stre et, Winchester 2nd the deposits examined trom Newbury. 

The Wickham Glebe sample falls into this category and so does the 

evidence from Ham,.,,ic, Ther e is of course the risk that such evidence 

fr om pits ��y be contaminated by gen�ral refuse indicative 0f other 

act iva ies. These activities might have contributed to the weed and 

even the cereal contaminants 1;1ithin th2 rNin assemblage or large grain 

dcpc-s i l, However, the fact that most r:iedieval deposits from pits 
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produce less than twelve seeds per 5,000ml of soil examined must 

indicate that such potential contamination is possibly of minimal 

significance. 

It was considered that analysis of such stored crops would produce 

weed seeds and other crop contaminants which could possibly provide 

in format ion about the fo 1 lowing aspects: 

1) The Health of the crop

2) The composition of the crop (whether or not

it consisted of more than one cereal species)

3) The genetic diversity of the crop

4) The soil type upon which the crop was grown

(based on weed indicators)

5) Whether the crops were spring or autumn sown

• 6) How the crop had been processed after harvesting

(based on the size and relative weight of weed 

seeds as indicators of winnowing and sieving) 

7) Possible rotation of crops (based on the seeds of

economic species regularly occuring as

contaminants within a specific crop type.

For a oore detailed discussion of these bulk grain deposits see Green 

( 1979, 279). In recent years further large grain·-aeposits have been 

recovered from urban contexts within Wessex, although rrost of these 

are awaiting d�tailed analysis, 

ln Table 2 the quantity of each crop species has been presented 

as a percentage of the total quantity of identifiable components. The 

weeds are listed as a percentage of the to tal quantity of identifiable 

components. In the case of the Lydford sample where over 70 

individual contexts were available For analysis the granary has been 

treated as containing two crops, oat and rye, The figures for the 

Lydford deposits in Table 2 represent the average constituents of the 

samples of each major crop, the figures are only based on those 

samples that produced over 300 seeds per 200ml of deposit examined. 

In all the large grain deposits examined, other economic crops 
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were found to be con tarn inan ts of the ma in crop represented. It can be

assumed that there is rrore than just a strong 1 ikel ihood that seeds 

.from a previous crop rrB'( have contributed to the residual weed flora 

of the harvest fi eld and therefore formed contaminants of the crops 

under examination. �his idea has been proposed elsewhere 

and can only be examined by study of these large gra1n deposits. lf 

one species cont ributed to the weeds of a succeeding crop then it might 

be possible to establish ci relationship between crops and ultimately 

to establish the existence of crop rotation. However, the available 

evidence can only suggest possibilities, since a much larger number o_f 

these deposits would be required for detailed statistic31 analysis. 

From Table 2 it is possible to see that each crop exa�ined 

contained other cereal species which as indicated must be considered 

as weeds. It is, however, quite possible that these ce;·eal 

contaminants may equally have resulted from the seed corn srn,m. Seed 

corn was often imported from wel I outside the immediate area as 

indicated by waiter of Henley (Oschinsky 1971, 325). This activity 

was also stipulated by John of Pontissara Bishop of Winchester between 

1282-1304 (Oschinsky 1971, 175). This was undertaker: in the belief 

that imported seed corn would produce a better crop, 

Since there are only two large cereals deposits For each species, 

the infor�ation recovered cannot b� considered as highly reliable. 

Both the Hyde Street and Simnel Street 1,1heat samples contained less 

than 1% barley, less than 3% oat and less than 1% rye. This perhaps 

indicates that wheat crops were kept .clean of other cereal contaminants. 

The large quantity of oats in the Wickham sample is possibly rrore 

indicative of a mixed cereal crop such as also recovered from Newbury. 

It is always possible that the importance of wheat as a cash crop 

meant that it was worthwhile maintaining a high standard of :,usbandry. 

The wheat sample from Hyde Street, Winchester is rroreinforrr.ative, in 

that the rachis fragments as well as t he grain evidence indicated that 

this crop consisted of a bread wheat and cl�b wheat mixture. Either 

the crop was genetically highly diverse or it simply represents the 

mix!ng of two different wheat crops. It may also represent· the 
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mixing of the inferior and superior types of wheat indicated in the 

documentation (Titow, Pers. Comm.). 

In every respect the barley samples were less pure, oats forming 

as much as 8% of the crops, wheat up to 19%, although rye was completely 

absent. The two rye crops examined exhibited very different 

characteristics. The very pure nature of the crop from Lydford being 

more comparable to the purity of the oat crop from the same granary. 

The Trafalgar House sample contained 6% wheat and 6% barley with no 

oats. 

The incidence of large quantities of non-cereal crops forming 

contaminants of these large grain deposits is rare. legumes are 

comrronly recovered being present in virtually all deposits, but 

accounting usually for less than 1% but sometimes accounting for up to 

4% of such deposits. Flax was recovered from two samples from Upper 

Bugle Street and from one of the Newbury deposits. This evidence does 

suggest that flax may well have been deliberately grown as a field 

crop in rotations a fact not readily apparent from the manorial 

documentary sources, large quantities of �haff and non-caryopses 

fragments of cereals were rarely recovered and only the Hyde Street 

Winchester wheat deposit contained 6% of this material, as did one of 

the mixed deposits from Newbury. In general most crops seem to contain 

less than 6% weeds except the mixed deposits and in particular the 

sample from Newbury 2583 and the rye sample from Trafalgar House, both 

of which might _be considered exceptional, the Newbury sample possibly 

being crop cleanings. The nature an.d information revealed by the weed 

species will be discussed later in this paper. The mixed nature of 

many of the crops examined may represent the mixed crops that are known 

to have existed from the documentary evidence. The c.1rchc:Jeological 

evidence unlike the documentation can indicate the exact varieties and 

species being grown. It is only by und�rstanding what species were 

involved that a greater understanding of crop agriculture can be 

gained. It hardly need be pointed out that different species of wheat 

require different methods and times of sowing, harvesting and processing. 

The processes involved for example with different varieties of wheat 

involve varying labour requirements and have an important effect on the 
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overa 11 economy. This is exemplified by the varieties recorded from 

the late Saxon and medieval period, with the predominant evidence of 

bread and club wheats (Triticum aestivum/compactum) from Hampshire and 

the occurence of spelt (Triticum spelta) at Gloucester (Green 1979b, 

188) and turgidum (Triticum turqidum) from Hereford (Fowler 1981, 276).

Legumes, Herbs and Vegetables 

The documentary' evidence for peas (Pisum sativum) arid beans (Vicia faba) 

indicates that they were commonly imported into medieval towns and were 

certainly used by roonastic and corporate bodies (Beveridge 1939, 71), 

Unl ik� the evidence for cereals, legumes were also widely cultivated 

in urban environments. Documentary evidence from the records of 

Wolvsey Palace, Winchester, suggests that legumes were grown as a

garden crop (Keene, forthcoming) and were comrr.only used for feeding 

horses and labourers, Labourers were quite comroonly paid in kind and 

legurner formed an important part of such payments. In a broader sense 

the documentary evidence·for legumes co�tained in estate records 

indicates that legumes did not form an important part of peasant or 

desrrain agriculture until the end of the 13th century. The 

archaeological evidence supports this; records of legumes increase 

through the middle ages although large deposits of legumes are even 

rarer than large carbonised grain deposits. Where such deposits do 

occur such as at Wickham Glebe (Green, unpublished) and as in this 

example the evidence consists of a pure deposit of peas with no beans. 

Other legumes are mentioned in the documentation and are occasionally 

recovered from archaeological sites, Vetches are mentioned in documents 

and were clearly grown as a field crop and often mixed with cereals. 

However, archaeological evidence for this crop type has yet to be 

recovered. Evidence for lentils does occur in documentary sources, 

although it is not clear if they were grown as a specific field crop 

in England at this time. They were certainly gro1rm in a small way as 

indicated by post-medieval documents, Invariably lentils seem to 

occur more comm:in1y as a weed of other crops. At the present time 

there arc no large deposits of Lens spp. available to provide specific 

information. Lent i Is were certainly imported from the cor,t inent from 
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areas where they are more easily cultivated. Documentary evidence for 

the varieties of le9 1Jmes grown is somewhat rrore helpful thiin the 

comparable evidence for cereals. The documentary evidence for peas 

indicates that at least three 

different varletles were cultaviated and these are variously referred 

to as grey, green and wrinkled, However, the documentation is not 

sufficiently precise to indicate what advantages these differenc 

varieties may have possessed. 

Other crops are recorded as having be6n grow� especially in 

gardens in urban environrr.ents. This evidence may ,-Jell reflect the 

range of vegetable crops available to peasants in the rural areas as well. 

Agriculturc1l areas have been noted within walled cities s•Jeh as 

1,/inchester. The cultivation of vegetable crops must have provided a� 

important source of food to many of the inhabita�ts s im1 lar to the 

production of food in existir.g back gardens and on allotments. Such 

plots could provide a useful supply of food in particular in seasons 

of bad harvests �nd 1igh grain prices. The fo 11 owing is a 1 is t of 

vegetables and herbs that were cultivated within Winchester during the 

Jl!th a:id 15th centuries (Kee,�e, Pers. Comm.) - peas, beans, parsle'(, 

leeks, onions, gilliflrn,:ers, sage, fullers teazles, hyssop, and vetches. 

Ma,7y vegetables that must have exrsted in the middle ages are not 

specifically mcntio�ed an� often docu�cntary source� only use generic 

terms which cover a wide range of vegetable products. 

Table 1 a, wider range of vegetable species are record�d, including 

indigenous herbs: 

species, 

Angelica, :,,as i l ,. bee'::s, t:orage, cabl:B;e, celery, 
cl2,y, co�1frey, coriander, cress, cc1rr.;1;n, dill, 
ditanv, ':enn<=l, furnenty, �arlic, gro'i1>'1ell, herb 
riercury, her� rocert, hops, rorehoi.ind, lett'..Jce, 
liquc-rice, ,-a11c•,.,s, :-,:int., '7ustard, niyrtle, or-ache, 
onion, o,i -;,2n,�-:-,, parslev, ;::iarsnip, ?ellltory, 
pcn!1yro\-ai, ·:::inlyf'.'Od/, ;,c:::i�y, p:.;rsiaine, racis�, 
rL!e, scJvour'1', sr--2:l1ots, s·:,rrel, spinach, thyrr:e, 
verbena and yarrow. 

!t is reasonable to o;S,.;ne tr.at
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The archaeological evidence is somewhat less precise. Many of 

these herb species do occur archaeologically, but may well be overlooked 

since they are so commonly found in the wild. At the same time many 

plant species recorded on archaeological sites also have useful 

properties and although they do not occur in historical sources they 

may well have been used. As with other archaeological material by 

studying the context, the manner in which the materials are preserved 

and their associations with other evidence it is often possible to 

suggest that some of these species not recorded in documents were 

deliberately used. Once again the archaeological and historical 

evidence can be coris idered complementary. The archaeological evidence 

provides exact species information, for example the evidence· for beets 

from medieval Winchester clearly consists of a cultivated rather than 

a wild form. Simi la r ly references in documents to· brass i ea or mustard 

could refer to a wide range of species, The archa�ologlcal recovery 

of seeds of the different vegetable·s and herbs allows deta.iled 

investigations to take place especially from cess and garderobe pits 

where such evidence commonly survives. It is al 1 too common that 

only the macroscopically identifiable fragments from such features 

have been i dent if i ed. However, work or. samples from Gloucester (Green, 

forthcoming) has shown the importance of scanning electron microscopy 

"in the examination of corrminuted plant fragments, end_ fo,- irifotm�l:-iori 
Ol'I diet. 

Orchard and Fruit Crops 

There is considerable evidence for orchards both within medieval tov,rr.s 

(Sabine 1937, 20} and in rural areas, · although in rural arec1s many 

of the species recovered from archaeological sites may well have been 

coll�cted in the wild from hedgerows and wast� land. The documentary 

evidence from Winchester is contained within court records especially 

from the 14th century onwards. The species involved included 

elderberry, cherry, apple, pear, plum, damson and vines. Imports of 

soft fruits from outside the town such cis strawberries also occurred 

in the 13th century (Goodman 1934, 18). 

Essentially the eviuence for orchards and gardens is confined to 

records surviving from monastic and other institutions. lt is possible 
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that the evidence from Canterbury of the 11th century (Amherst 1896, 

8-9) and Gimpel 1977, 88-89) can possibly be taken as a rrodel of

rronastic gardens. The �vidence from Canterbury suggests that monastic 

gardens had several areas devoted to the cultivation of different 

plants such as herbaria, orchards, and vineyards. The records of 

monastic and domestic gardens are particularly numerous from the 14th 

century onwards; for example, the evidence of the Bishop of Wincnester's 

manor at Rimpton, Devon (Hunt 1959-61, 91-95) and from Glastonbury 

(Keil 1959-60, 96-101). Archaeological evidence of gardens and the 

plants cultivated survive for a somewhat later period for example 

from Hull {Williams 1974, 18-23), and Exeter (Collis 19n, 12-Jlf). 

The Winchester evidence also includes references to payments of the 

gardener (AmherJt 1896, 17) and to crop.s such as apples (Amherst 1896, 

20,and Roach 1964, 47-49). Vines are also commonly mentioned,fcr 

example Keene (1976, 325) who has also indicated t.hat vines were r.:ost 

likely g,own for the production of vinegar (Pers. Comm.). 

The archaeological e 11idence for these orchard crops is extensive, 

in particular from the sites associated wi.th wealthy institutions and 

in particular from cess and garderobe pits (Green 1579d, 283). Large 

accu�ulations of fruit stones have been recorded from many sites in 

Winchester and similar accumulations have been recorded from other 

to\'81s (Denneil 1970, 151-154 and Monk 1978, 383). The archaeologic;dl 

evidence is once again important for indicating the wide range of 

possible species invoived. It is by no means easy to define varieties 

of Prunus spp. as based on stor,e rrorphology, but the range of sizes 

and general characteristics indicates tJ,at a wide rarige of different 

types of wild and cultivated plums were available from a very early 

period. The archa�0logical evidence does indicate diver�ification 

thruughout the mid:11e ages clnd post-medieval pe1-iod, so that by the 

post-medieval period it may be possible to equate the archaeological 

evidence with named varieties such as has been tentatively underteken 

with Prunus spp, recovered from the wreck of the Mary Rose (Dodd, P�rs. 

CoITTll.). Once again detailed examination and invGstigation of 

archaeolo9ic-:1l material from British sites is required before the exact 

varict ies of cultivated plums can• be estal:il ished. The Pru!]_��� species
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so far recorded archaeologically include Prunus spinosa both micro and 

macrocarpa, Prunus insititia, Prunus domestica sub-species domestica, 

and cherries (Prunus avium) and also peach (Prunus oersica) the later 

probably being an imported species. 

In terms of fruit crops the archaeological evidence also provides 

informat
_
ion about species rarely mentioned in documents and rarely 

mentioned as be_ing deliberately grown. This includes blackberries, 

raspberries and even elderberries. Evidence from contexts in Gloucester 

(Green, forthcoming) indicates that fruits such as hawthorn and rose 

may we 11 have been common 1 y used. The abundant a rcha eo 1 og i ea 1 evidence 

for hazel-nuts from all medieval sites must indicate the deliberate 

collection of this species. lt is pass ible that nuts, 1 ike many of 

the Prunus species, which were commonly dried, could have been useful 

to supplement food sources during the winter months. 

Other Plant Products 

Apart from animal fats various oils were extracted from a range of 

plants in the past (Helbaek 1959, 102-104) 1 and would have provided 

important supplies for industrial and domestic use for which ani�al 

fat5- would be unsuited. The evidence for oil crops ts difficult to 

evaluate, certainly there is at present no archaeological evidence. 

The documentary records are also poor, Rape oil (Brassica spp.) was 

used for lighting purposes (Beveridge 1939, 79). It is also possible 

that walnut oil was imported. Hazel nuts were certainly crushed for 

oil (Oschinsky 1971, 429). Other crops from which oil may well have 

· been extracted include flax and hemp, both species occur ar chaeologically

and are mentioned in documents.

Although the discussion so far has centred on crops that could 

be consumed the evidence for the industrial uses of plants and plant 

products c;annot be underestimated, Pl.:ints were very commonly used in 

various �spects of cloth production. Once again flax and hen� are 

examples (Green 1979c, 52). The documentary evidence is plentiful 

in respect of references to other plants used in connection with cloth 

product ion. In Table it can· be seen that in the 14th and 15th 

centuries, flax, woad, madder and teazles were available, a:1d some 



other dye products were also imported from abroad such as qrains of 

paradise and brazil. The evidence of cotton recorded as being imported 

into Winchester as ear-ly as 1359 is interesting and may be one of the 

earliest historical records from England. 

Other bulky botanical goods,such as 1o,ood and charco_al used for 

fuel, were certainly loc:aily based industries as indicated by documentary 

evidence, and such goods were usually imported 1nto the urbun environment 

from within a five to ten mile radius of the town • .  Much of the wood 

was made into charcoal before being imported. The documentary evidence 

indicates that such goods were supplied to rronastic and other institutions 

from their local estates. For example the importation of wood for fuel 

at 'r/inchester College (Beveridge 1939. 78). Ii is even known that the 

wood for the construction of the 11th century roof of Winchester 

Cathedral came from mature 1o1oodland within three miles of the city. 

Wood was clearly used for a wide range of domestic utensils as indicated 

by the recovery of wooden objects from the waterlogged deposits on 

Brook Street, Winchester .(Keene, 1976, 433). 

Other goods vsed for fodder and building materials are recorded 

for example from Loridon (Sabine 1937, 21). The archaeological evidence 

is important for indicating the exact species involved which is 

.information not readily available in documentary sources. The species 

information have broad implications ih terrr,s of woodland management, 

and the technical processes involved in many industries. The botanical 

evidence recovered from the cast clay fragments of be! l moulds at 

Cathedral Green, Winchester (Green, forthcoming), has provided important 

techr.o logical information. 

Other materials car. also provide important archaeological data, 

such as the examination of daub from standing medieval buildings. 

Daub sa�ples preserve desiccated cereal remains and crop resi��es, 

which provide not only detailed information about crops but information 

about attitudes to the utilisation of crop waste. 
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Exotic and Imported Luxury Crops 

The most distant travelling commodities in the medieval period were the 

most exotic ones, including dried fruits and spices, These were mostly 

imported into southern England in the 14th century by Italian traders 

via ports such as Southampton. Other more bulky commodities were 

also commonly imported across the channel, including legumes and cereal 

crops, though mostly these were simply sold in local markets once 

imported. Rice was imported in the 14th century (ae·veridge 1939, 76) 

and so were lentils. As previously indicated no large lentil deposits 

have been recovered archaeologically, however, rice deposits have been 

recorded from a building destroyed in the French raid on So�thampton 

in 1338. In Table 1 it is possible to see the nature of the luxury 

imported species. Specific documentary information from Winchester 

indicates that the following species were available in the 13th and 14th 

centuries: raisins, dates, figs, aimonds, ginger, cloves, sandalwood, 

oranges and aniseed, Many of these commodities were specifically sold 

in Winchester and were often purchased a� St. Giles• Fair. The 

importance of this fair cannot be underestimated especially the effect 

it had on·normal t rade (Vellacott, 1912, 37.38). 

The evidence from Southampton, see Table I, includes other species 

such as cinnamon, colycinth, frankincense, maces, ol L':es, pepper, 

p;nenuts, qt.:inc� saffron and oranges, The nature of many of these 

exotic plant products �nd the way they were imported means there is 

very 1 ittle chance that any evidence would survive in the archaeological 

record. This is especially the case for the delicate styles of the 

crocus which are harvested for saffron and of course frankincense js 

unlikely to survive. Hm"ever, archaeological evidence includes other 

species such as peaches from m�dieval contexts in Win�hester (Green, 

forthcoming) and peppers from the wreck of the Mary Rose. Pepper is 

also recorded as one of the gifts made by Bede on his deathbed in the 

8th century A.O. (Cameron 1983, 147), Figs are regularly found on 

sites of high social status as are grapes. However, many imported 

species such as almonds, dates, .quinces, plnenuts, olives, cloves and 

nutmegs could al 1 leave tangible archaeological evidence; but have 

yet to be recovered from archaeo;ogical sites, With the continued 
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examination of deposits from medieval sites there is every reason to 

assume that evidence of these species will be forthcoming. After all 

many of these species have now been recorded on Roman sites in the 

British Isles. 

The comparisons between exotic botanicc1l evidence from the 

archaeological sites and the evidence from documents is useful 1n 

indicating to some extents the limitation. of archaeobotanical analysis 

in part ictJlar in undocume,1ted periods. The archaeological information, 

however, can often indicate the earliest known importation or use of a 

particular species. a fact that is particularly relevant prior to the 

early lJth century. Most documentation about exotic and imported 

plants survives from the late 14th and 15th centuries. 

Weeds and Wild Soecies 

As indicated, the documentary evidence is not at all helpful when trying 

to establish the nature of crop weeds during the medieyal period. 

Documentary references are scant and �any treatises only refer to 

weeding as an activity and few make mention of weeds. Occasional 

mention of a specific weed only refers to a generic term, for example 

thistles (Oschinsky 1971, 372). The narrative and other literary 

�ources for example Chaucer or even much later Shakesoeare provide 

lists of species for exampl� fumitory; charlock, hemlock, nettles and 

darnel. Other species such as corn cockle are recorded especially in 

the late medieval and pest-medieval period. Many of the weeds 1 isted 

in narratives were probably comrronly known, but may not be mre than 

mere allusions for the purposes of the narrative. 

The only effective 1,1ay of understanding the nature of crop weGds 

and the \>tild plants c:ivailable is from the archaeological n-.aterial. 

The weed evidence contained within large grain deposits is possibly 

the mst infcrP.ative evidence, and the evidence for such species 

contained within the large grain deposits previously discussed has 

been indic.ated 'in Table 3. From this table it can be seen ho1-1 

frequently a p�rticular species occurs on a presence basis. It is 

irnros�ible from the small number of s 1Jch deposits (only 13) to f!'Bke 
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any really reliable assessment. It would be useful to establish that 

specific species were specifically associated with a particular crop 

type. The only crops that this can be usefully applied to is in 

relation to cereal crops stored within granaries such as at Lydford, 

where the distribution of the various components could be studied in 

detail (Green, unpublished). However, certain crop weeds do emerge 

as being rrore widely encountered within large grain deposits, and many 

of these weed s�ecies are often the dominant weed element. 

As can be seen in Table 3, Agrostemma githago, Galium spp., 

Raphanus raph�strum, Bromus secal inus/mollis, Anthemis cotula, and 

Vicia species are the most regularly occuring, These are closely 

followed by Lal ium spp. Plantago lanceolata, Polygonaceae spp., 

Lathyrus spp., and Chenopodium album. Overall the evidence suggests 

a very wide range of crop weeds, and that many of these species are 

of particular local occurrence, being abundant on one site and being 

absent from another. Such species commonly occur both within the 

large grain deposits and in other deposits on these sites. The 

evidence suggests that the nature of the crop weeds is closely linked 

to soil types and other localised environmental factors. However, 

crop processing must be biasing this view, as indicated by the crop 

waste contained within deposit 2533 at Newbury, see Table 3. 

Thus species that are difficult to win�ow or sieve out of a crop 

are more likely to occur in a processed crop than other readily removed 

contaminants. · This probably accounts for the regular occurence of 

many of the above dominant species. It is, however, difficult to 

consider a small weed seed such as Anthemis cotula in this way. It may 

be th�t the evidence for this species reflects the large quantity of 

seed produced by this plant, and that it was difficult to entirely 

eradicate it from the processed crop. Although other equally small 

weed seeds such as Papaver spp. have failed to be recovered from these 

large grain deposits, 

The archaeological evidence in respect of crop contaminants has 

much to tell us, Most importantly they have indicated that the nature 

and range of crop weeds probably chanted 1 ittle between the medieval 

period and the present century, prior to the introduction of efficient 
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PAPI LI ONACEAE 
V ic ia spp. 4 
lathz: rus spp. 3 
UM BELL\ FERAE 
Spp. 
Aethusa cy na e ium 
Scandix ~~ctin-veneris 
PO LYGONACEAE 
Spp. 2 
URT l CACEAE 
Urt i ca urens 
BORAG iNACEAE 
lithoseermum arvense 
SCROPHULAR 1 /l.C EAE 
Veronica spp. 

· PLANTACitNJ\CEAE 
Plantage lanceo la ta 
RUBIACEAE 
Galiurn spp. 3 
COMP0S lTAE 
Anthemis cotula 3 
,L\,c.h i l lea m i l l i fo l.i um 
Chrysanthemum segetum 1 
Centa urea cvan us 2 

Lae sana COilli7Un i S 1 
CYPERACEAE 
Carex spp. 2 
GRAM l NEAE 
Spp. 1 
Lolium sp. 2 
An l santha sterilis 

~ropyren repens 3 
Bromus s e ca 1 i n u s / rro 1 1 i s 3 2 

Total number of crops 5 2 2 2 

TABL!: 3, PRESENCE EXAMINATlON OF WEEG COMPONENTS OF MEDIEVAL 
CEREAL CROPS 
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herbicides, However. the archaeological evidence when examined 

through time can indicate the precise efficiency of crop cleaning 

techniques and how they vary. With the recovery of further deposits 

such as those represented in Tables 2 and 3 a considerable amount could 

be learnt about medieval husbandry, information that is not revealed 

in documentary sources. 

Wild Plant Species and the Environment 

In the past it has been considered that archaeological sites can 

provide considerable information about the localised site and its 

particular environment. This has too often been the main consideration 

of many specialists to the detriment of the study of plant rerna ins that 

can provide direct information of a cultural and social nature and which 

can lead to an overall understanding of the economy of the site and 

period being examined. 

It is quite clear that where preservation conditions are favourable, 

such as where waterlogged or anaerobic conditions prevail, plant remains 

indicative of the localised environment wil.1 be found, although as 

indicated elsewhere (Green 1979c, 52) it may not be a simple and easy

matter to interpret such assemblages. Certainly for most sites, such 

inforrration has a greater potential in respect of J_0�erpreting the 

natural environment than surviving documents. It is often possible 

by examining deposits of naturally accumulating material to indicate 

the nature of associated agricultural activities.(Fowler 1981, 277). 

Many species encountered on archaeological sites can be highly 

indicative of particular environments, for example the recovery of 

D-rosera rotundifolia by Monk (1978, 516) from Southampton. Or the 

recovery of Rupia sp. from Poole (Green, forthcoming) and of course 

from the study of mosses and liverworts (Williams 1976) particularly 

undertaken at York. Such information can provide important indicators 

either about the local environment or the possible importation along 

with other materials from areas where these species co�monly occur. 

The evidence from many sites in southern England where anaerobically 

preserved neterial has been located (Winchester, Gloucester, Southampton) 

is. providing an insight into the nature of some urban environments 
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and can indicate the unpleasant living conditions within these towns. 

Documentary sources can sometimes give an indication of the sanitary 

conditions withi·n these t0wns and laws and ordinances were commonly 

made in attempts to improve the situation. The archaeological evidence 

does, however, allo1r1 close scrutiny of the actual materials involved 

and provides a method of relative assessment both within and between 
:, 

s l t es. It would be naive not to realise that there are problems in 

studying wild and ruderal floras and that such studies h�ve rdrely 

been sufficiently detailed on sites from central southen1 England, and 

many s t i l l a v,1a i t pub l i eat ion • 

From the foregoing discussion it can be seen that both the 

archaeological and historical data can contribute albeit in different 

ways to our understanding of the presence and use of plants, the 

methods of production and aspects of crop processing after harv�sting. 

However, there are some fundamenta 1 prob !ems that it is not easy to 

solve from the smallness of the existing sample. The archaeological 

information is limited by various factors, not the least of which are 

preservation conditions, the nature of the sites examined, the qual lty 

of the recovery techniques and our understanding of the cultural 

trar.sforr.-at ions imposed by past populations. Equally the documentary 

evidence is often unab-le to indicate finer details about the crops 

being grown, the precise species involved and the way-these crops were 

process ed orior to consumption. The documents also fail to indicate 

the condition in which imported crops arrived in this country. 

From the documentary and archaeological information it is possible 

to establish that about 30% of all species recorded in documents have 

yet to be found on the archaeolo9ical sites. Although at first this 

may appear to indicate that docum�nts are a more usefui source of 

data, it is apparent t!--at most species not rec'.'>rded are herbs c:1nd 

spicES, Not only 1t1ould many of these have been imported in a 

semi-processed state, that would leave 1 ittle archaeological trace, but 

expensive commodit iE:s would have beer. carefol ly. curated. 1 t is only 

a ��tter oft im� before most of these species will no doubt be recovered 

from ,;:te:;, where µreser·vation conditions or some major accide:;t has 

pres1::rved them. 
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Archaeological data provides information about the disposal of 

materials by specific individuals and thus provides a better insight 

into the subsistence of the poorer groups in a community, Social 

distinctions can be observed between and within archaeological sites 

and can indicate the status of the inhabitants, facts which only 

rarely emerge from documentary sources and then usually late in the 

medieval period, The continued collection of archaeological data 

provides an increasing base from which historical assumptions may be 

abel to be more closely examined. The general models of food production, 

consumption and utilisation, methods of·harvesting and crop processing 

produced by historians can be more accurately examined from the 

archaeological evidence and regional and local variations can be 

established. The ability of the archaeobotanical material to indicate 

the exact varieties and species involved can begin to question the 

generalities about crop agriculture and economy discussed by historians 

(Postan 1973, 275). Of course the question , do minor loca I problems 

give rise to national trends or are national trends the result of 

general and widespread causes. It may well be that archaeological 

data rr�y provide the answers. There is every justification for the 

examination of archaeological sites post 1100 as there is prior to 

this (cf. Hinton 1977, 209). 

As already indicated documents are. very often incapable of 

providing the exact social and economic information that archaeologists 

wishing to interpret their sites would wish for. This is simply 

because the documents were written or produced for specific administrative 

purposes ,.,hich were in no way tailor-designed for the types of research, 

questions and arguments that archaeologists and even historians of 

later generations would be able to undertake, although r1r3ny of them 

are capable of being used in a way that their original compilers would 

never have deemed possible or even considered. 

Only an integrated study of both sources of information can 

provide the basis for a proper understanding of the role of plants in 

the medieval period, an understanding thzt may only be achieved with 

great difficulty for other, in particular pre-historic, periods, 

especially on sites where fe1..i �rchaeological deposits Ccin be 

accurately defined and where preservation conditions may largely be 

confined to the carbonised evidence of cereals. 
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INJ'ERPREI'ATION OF ARCHAEOl.DSICAL PU,NT HD1AINS: THE APPLICA'T'Irn; OF E"Yn1�CGR,'\P!ITC 

MJDELS FRCM TL1.>J<EY 

Rational 

G.C. Hillrn311, Institute' of Archaeology,

University of l.orufon, 
England 

Al:out thirty distinct or:,erations are involved in gra,,;in"1 a crop and converting 

it to food for human consumption. ReceJlt ethnograp,ic studies of archaic 

agrarian systems surviving in the present-day indicate ,_bat each of these 

op:,rations has a measureable effect on the ccxnposit.ion of each of the Imjor 

crop products and by-prcducts. The composition of these products thus ernboo.ies 

in.fonra.tion on the way the crop was ffi311aged in the field and processed back in 

the settlement. 

Samples of charred reriains of crops fran archaeological sites <.:amonly exhibit 

a ca:np:)Sition closely similar to that observed in one or otner of these present

day crop proudcts. By reference to rrrnern equivalents, therefore, archaeological 

samples can provide valuable clues to the husbandry practices of prehistory 

(Hillman, 1973, 1981; Jones 1981). And if archaeologic.al samples of this sort 

have been taken fran each habitation feature, it is possible to study the 

horizontal distribution of the various crop prcx::essing activities represented 

by the different samples and, in sane cases, to identify tne past function of 

the eXcavated structures. 

This pa.per att6Ilpts firstly to sunwarise sane ethnographic mcrlels of archaic 

agrarian practice in present-day Turkey. It secondly outlines the analytical 

steps by which the major classes of crop prcduct (as identified in the ethnog-raphic 

rrodels) can be recognized in canplex �ssemblages of charred retrains fran 

archaeolcx,ical sites; Le.the pa�r explores one of t..'le methcds by which the 

m::dem rrroel can be used to iden-t:ify in arcr.aeological renains evidence of 

sp:,cific agrarian practices. 

Al temativ� (_non-ethncx,raphic) rrethods of irI�q,retation 

It must briefly be stressed that, in working fran explicitly defined ethnograi)hic 

rrodels, the interpretive method outlined here and in the pa.rallel paper by 

Glynis Jones is fundamentally different [ran that explored by Robin Dennell 

(1973, 1974, 1S7G). In Dennell's approach, variations in the canp::isition of 

plarit rerrains were interpreted principally by reference to as.s·,rrned past functions 

of the site contexts with which the rem-,ins were associated, and, to a lesser 

extent, on the resu1ts of exp:,ri.Jrents in which he rreasuroo the effects of sieving 

:::n grain size distributions. Thus, in working 
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1:::otanical rffial.ns thffilSelves, Dennell approached interpretation fran the opi::osite 

direction to the ethnograpi.ic approach outlined bE-lcw and in the fol lo;;ing 

paper by Glynis Jones. It should similarly bE- stressed, therefore, that his 

reconstructions of archaic grain-prcx:::essing sequences (eg. in Dennell 1976) 

cwed much to speculation and very little (if anything) to ethnographic observation. 

l . ETHNCx;RAPHIC M'.)DELS FR01 TURKEY 

Only a brief outline of the available rrodels fran Turkey will be offered here, 

as they have already been published elsewhere (in Hillrn:m, 1981). 

1.1. Field methods 

The first step in assembling the ethnographic rrodels was to locate villages 

in re.note, generally n-ountainous areas of Turkey where archaic forms of 

indigenous crops were still gro.vn by peoples whose agrarian technology owed nothing 

to the 20th century and appeared, indeed, to have remained unchanged fran 

technologies available in the same areas three or rrore thousand years ago. 

My studies of archaic agriculture began, in fact, in the village of A!p,l an in 

Eastern Anatolia in 1969 as part of the �an Projec� of the British Institute 

of Archaeology at Ankara (French et al., 1973). 

Having established contact with the always very hospitable villagers,the study 

in each case started with the listing of crops gro.vn and the collection of 

general infonnation on systems of crop management applied in the area. For each 

of the crops under cultivation the procedure was then as follcws: 

a) Detailed records were made of the full sequence of husbandry and processing

methods applied to the crop and each of the tool tYP=s used. 

!!_) Samples of 9:. 2 kg. were taken fran every crop product and by-product 

fran every processing sequence - fran threshing onwards. H�ver, sampling was 

never straightfo:i:ward: �les had to be collected as and when the relevant 
q:erc,ticns were reing undertaken in the various households of the village or on 

the various threshing yards around the village. In villages where only brief 

visits ,.;,ere i::ossible, sanpling was inevitably very 'piecemeal'. 

£) Together with each sample, it was necessary to record details of (i) how 

the crop had been IMnaged in the field (eg. frequency of irrigation, whether 

�eded, cutting height, etc.), ( ii) what processes it had been through prior 

to the point at which the sample was collected, (iii) the classes of village 

context in which each processing stage occurred and in which the crop product 

(or by-product) was stored, fed to animals, burned,or tossed straight onto a midden. 
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Q_) The samples were next sorted and the canponents identified.. This alla,yed

the CCJTilX)Sition of each prcducts to then l::::e classified. (i) in terms of the 

relative abundance of each species of weed seed and class of chaff/straw residue, 

(ii) in terms of any major differences in the frequency distributions of grain

and weed seed sizes.

�) Data fran samples representing the equivalent products of the sarre crop 

were then canpared, as were data fran samples representing different stages of 

processing and different systsns of husl:andry in the field. In this way it was 

possible to identify the rrost obvious of the effects of each of the different 

operations (or systeTIS of field m:mag6TY2Ilt) on the canposition of tll.e rrajor crop 

prcducts and by-products. 

1 .2. The results 

In the course of this work, it quicky became clear that the major operations 

had clearly discernible and consistent effects on the CCJTilX)sition of crop 

products. T hese effects are sumnarised. - all::::eit only in qualitative terms -

in figs. 2 & 4 (free-threshing cereals)and 3 & 4 (glurre wheats) 1• In these flow

diagrams, the numbered steps in the left-hand column represent the principal stages 

of crop processing. Entries in the right-hand ooltmm list tll.e principal 

CXJTJIX)nents of tll.e maJ9r by-products. The entries inserted l::::etween the numbered 

processing stages (left hand column) list the principal canp:ments of the prim2 

products. 1-bst of tll.ese prime products are transitory: they are quickly fed. 

into tll.e next stage of processing. As a result, the majority of than are 

unlikely to l::::e preserved on archaeological sites and are of only limited 

archaeological relevance. Itans in :t:oxes are storage products. 

It should perhaps be added tll.at these rocrlels - one for glume wheats (figs. 3 & 4 ); 

one for free-threshing cereals and pulses (figs. 2 & 4) - were distilled fran 

a collection of different fla,y diagrams, each of which surrrnarised separately the 

pattern of changes in product CClllp)Sition which occur -

a) in different geographic areas (principally 2 types: wet- and dry-sumrer

areas); 

!?_) with different methcds of harvesting - uprooting 

- reaping ear only

- reaping ears and straw together

- etc.

(E:ach of tll.ese harvesting methcds c.an result in certain extra cxrnponents such 

as culm bases being present or absent in certain prcducts); 

----------------..-.-. �-. ..-...------

1 Fig. 4 outlines the later stages of grain processing. These later stages are 
alrrost identical in :t:oth in gllllTIE' wheats and free threshing cereals. Fig. 4 
therefore presents tll.e continuation of botll. figs. 2 and 3. 
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i.reed seeds and ,1@ac!s • C-il-.Fr srcm:: J 

5.r,:;.: 

f•...::cl, 
:e::q:::er 

i + more ra.chis@s' + :nost 
.Jk'tl fza~s. 

l St S'lE~/l~G - wi tn :nediu.m-::oarse riddle r-- \~o re~~ve ~o~~a1:.i~an~s coarsar than grain) 

-;,ra..:.n • occasi::,n41l z-ac.~s most remaining .s-tra~ ,-,oa~s ,-------

ar.ci awn fr 5. • """' "~';~;~~:~!~'," • ,,~,· ;r:::,,~a~~n;. "";~= .. ~~~~:; ['Cl.L\."J2iG1C, ' =:§DJ ~~~c!~~, 

l!_ 2nd SI'E,"'tl!NG - wi th 1 -:.vhe::i t .sieve 1 r (to remov€ ~cn~iir.L~dnts f:n~r than pri.lne grainl 

F 

p::ime grain + weed seed.-s ~ tij.il orain + .mose 'rlleed ~---------....... f~r a..ri..:=i.:=1~ 
t .1.s pr.:.·me gra.in + raz-'= .!.:a=.~s seeds~ srnaller thzi.r. prüne-•fCLEAlffi:G31 SK'?.~ !! : ·:~5;:»=c. "!o·•~s;; 

fra'™'nts i ~::,~s + s!:!~t:m:1~"" frap. ~~::~;:·~~•~ F,: 
8. in •..i1et a::-ea.s - t.o avcin spoilaqe ( f) 

(sc-meir.i:.tes app.i.i.ed earii.er ir.. seq...ie:nc12, k;_. t=~or t.o 
:"1-..mmElir-lg et. .:::arl-ey-;i 

S'.XlRE / (r)' 

( STI::P SI ONWARDS - prEp~ra'ticn of grain pro~ucts :"vir fcoCI: exactly a.s per s":.aps ! J - 2f. 
i;, fig. 4 l, 

LTo lilr.i.t the corn.p~exity of ~:le d.iag::-al:l, SP.-parate harv-esting c:: ears 5r'.d st!'"a:w ar:C its effects on cOt.;pcai"'::.:.cr hc_-,r,:,, :i.ct b~en 
incorporat.-;:d, ~houg:t: ':.!-'-,e::• are -:iisc-...;;ssed in t.he- text.. 2_. :'h-e heav-y, basr,1,J ra:h.::..s S~gC"Jents are iis:;:,roportic~.r.t,-!.i-? ','i="!.i.:. =~~r-e~-2 . .,-:.e-:i 
ir. the p:r L'lJar; prodvct.9 1,rel-=.tive to t:le light~ :r:- u,?f-er seg:ae:n't s) • l· 1-':any cf t.!"ie li~.'1t er. ·.,;,ps:c:: segD1.E--.r. ::s ,:; i L ~-:'.O.:f.t, :::- a-:::1:.:o-P.3 
are wj,r..no....,eci ov~ •.-:1.tn t:lc :E1r..e ..:ha!'f. _1. These ~·.-o set~ o! ~le.::u.:;.ngs ~r~ o:"te!l amalg-'lm-!teC l.3-e~ ~ex<:1, 

2.:,,. F1mtcr, ~978; ~';::--;i.r.:. tS61 • ~-- If p:r:..me _?l;'ef.:·-...ct.:3 are stored 1.:::-. pi-:s, ehe~ a'.'ln•...:..al c.:.c-a1:s1..ng cf o:.i-ii::~-e ~:..t.~ ~~- f:...=; .. -:"--! ,,.·.:..:..i :::lcr 
3.!".:Y 3r.3.:..~ ad.111:. r.:.:-.; ::.•..) :.hie s.:.:.d~s ·. se~ :P.>"!yn-~l-~!; i:-.: this •.;o!. 1...:.rn-e) • :!._ • . T:"Je se11...::€ nce =.c-r '."".,e:,r ~€Y r a!"!.ö. c,1 ·.-.. ~ '. -;!.:: f !:'---t:..; ~ l .:. r·,~ .::_~- - :.n +: :~v 
hü.: ~~d fo~s - i.'"l ~hat -Jr. extra 3-~P \~::~ .. "1F:.:~Ci .is :3.ppti~~ :o;o r-=:nc-·✓-= :..:.;12 :=:ec.a.:.:·.i::g, :t...-::.s.11 ;:ia::-: -.:~ :.!-,e:-i~ ~wT.!s. :.·:-:::..s. i5 ~"2::'""Jt:~·a~~:: 
:.::.cne ;,rior tc s t-€.P 5. 
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?IG.~ THE TRA~lT!ONAL PROCESSING OF GLUME h~EATS e. g. E:0l~R, SPELT AND EIN~CRN 

ar.C the com::cs: ':i:J:"'.! o! their -.:::rc:'.!•Jct:s -.vMen ha.,-•~·~st~i '.::;::.cro2t:'.e:r -,. .. ~ -::i the str~wi 

('f,,--,;,- H-i(M'\c,.~, \Cj'i,.'i) 

!...:, HA;{Vt:STIXG' 

cy reaping 

1 
by up=otmg 

1 

'F' indicates tr.os~ pc~~~$ ~~ ,..,:--_i:;:i, 

::1.r .Q 

ear s + stra(-.' -1- weeds e,;l,rs .;. seraw- -,. culm bäses + weeds ·~----------'' 

:f-'rod: .... cts a.:'.'e ~xposeC ta : i..re 
t.J-.er:ce tc the poss ~ ::;..;._li ::::/ ,:: : 
pr@ssrvat~on by cj~rring . 

r 

F 
1 

1 
charred €a:rs & 

spikelets + 
some culm nodes 
.= cw.lm Nse$ 
• weecf seeds 

1 
1 
1 
t 

(!..IGH'l' WINiiO."'DIG) 

- - 1 
..._ ___ ________ ______ J 

-2: DRYING (ir.. the !ieldr i:".! barns or -rarely- in ovens/;..::ilns:, 
1 ( rl 

(t..Jr"I-A ... ~.~ic;d f:',.~)f:..J, ~'-s • <...l.'"'f-&-~ c,J.S;.: Q'/4?,,, c.Yd;.,b_~-.:,.4' a.1- --¼/.s: _k,·"t) .• ' . 

l:_ THRt:.;SHIKG ~tc treaK ear int~ component spik@!..ets) 

~; hY fla..i..11-rig Or lash.i.nc (indoors - ~n wet areasJ 

!a_i o.,· tarrpl.i.."5 or sledgi..::5 (o,ctcoor s 1 
bul.k of unddr.iaqEd st.raw - 1 ~K ST.JP.S j 
+ ~arsB weeäs, ecc. · 

:o~ 1:.hatchi::g1 

:'iocring, et~. 

J 
4. RAl<I:-IG 

' ail coarse~ srraw rrags. 
spike1ees + some b.roke!1 straw „ mos.: r some a1<ms, etc. """'- -
awns ~ culm .Mses • mc.ng weed he~ds ~ se~ds "'i 

' / ,,.. _WAS'I'E ___ STRAI _ _ .;- , .. for C'..!ec, :~~cec 

5. 1st WINNOWING / & coa~s• teiq ::er 

spl.',elets + h@!vi-e.r str.;1:.r nodes lor..ger scraw fra.gs - mo.s: awns / F 
!.. c:u.i:m C3ses + weed heads and SB.fi,:;is (mostJ + l.1.gheest r,.eed 3e€!ds ar,.d he.;:ds 

J 
~ 1st SIEVINGS - !) with coarsest r1ddle 

seru.-cle~,, l~ la,;-e,- su""' nodes + ::-~lm l:>as,;,s _, "'"ed .'ieads ... ~L,,,~.-.~ spl<ls. 
• smaller weed heads (retai~ed in sieve. Eng. 'cavings'J ', 
Tweed seeds 

[ 

b) wlt:1 rnediw,,-coarse riddle (often o:nittad) J 
spikelets J~ -..,e,ed s@eds .... some culm nodes, eec . • ~ 
[re!:ained in sievej (pa.sseQ through sieve) 

.... c.~w 
., ~{" t,..,ii.AJ\1,11\l('t~" 

(!i:J.L..&..l~ 11) ______ ..... ,-
• ~ DRYING '.in wet clima Les - (f) + to avcid spoi !.age in st.ore) 

-[stso GRAIN;separat.ed a.t thi.s stage~~_[clea..'"Jed f·.1!"t,~,;:r ] 
for next year' .s .s:11:.,!..r.g (\, to ~) _1 . & put .:.n ta s t~.re 

BCLK SPIKEL...."'T S'T'OP.F.: II IN \'iET cr..IMO.TES - r so1Deti!lles p,:-ecedes steep 6: (P' t 
:,om t~is ocint - in wet climates - domestic' processing is cione o1ecerneal 1 dav-to-c:;a.v ---------

.!,_ 
--r--
PARCHING 

i 
(in all wet areas - tc render chaff brittle;F 

..... 
94 POONOING (Ui rel+ta.se gr~lin ~roa:i .sp!kelets~ also break.s up w@@d r.ea-ds) 
~ 1 

free 9rain + cJ,a.f:f * .free weed seeds .1 

i 
10, 2nd IHNNOWING 

12. 

g!"a.ii"7 + aenser r=h~ff f~a·7s. -+ smaller str~w nodes~ + weed seeds' 

t 
2nd SI EVI:-IG - wit.~. m=diurn-=arse riddle 

i 
3rd s:EVING - wit.~. 'o.i°le~t sieve' 

1-
Prime train + man~ oE the 
spiX~Lee tozks + weed seeds 
of sam~ ~ as pr~me ~ra~n 

-
j~ '- (Jtsu.i\ GAAP., 

~-~-
srofilj - in areeas witt. ar, sJmt"ers (see textl 7 (r)' 

j 

:STEPS 13 Cf;\/ARC5 - see f!g. 4- ) 
t 

:ur fod'-!err 
~-..:.el cr:j_ 

::or ~.-.i:rn.a l 
feet::. 1.~sp~c. 
~~ .... ~s:1 ~ A.:..sc 
fd!Jl.Il€ :::io C. 

'. ::er h·..:.Iila,,s) 

_ To 1i~i~ the ~ornplex~ty of thi~ Ciagran,, 3eparaLe hcrv@s~ing ~f ~ars ~nd straw a~d its eftec~s on composi~~o~ ~ave nc~ be~~ incor
f)Orated, tho~gh ~hey ar~ Cisc~sseci in the texL. 2. Oo~esti~ as 09pos~c to manorial, ~- Mos~ of ehe weeC s e ~d5 a~ thi$ $~~9~ ~er~v~ 
f~om i.1,r.rr.,1,::.:re ·...,eeC he~ds br~e-r. ·..:p durin.g poc.nc:l.::..ng r~t.ep 9;. Mdny of tt'.e5e se-eC:s :1.r@ ~he.refore i~ct.Jre eo varying j-eg::rees. 
4. Espec~~~!y ~~ns~icuc~s are t~e basal rachis seq~me~ts l@f~ ar the tor of t~e s~raw. S, The 1 clea~ings' f~arn st~cs i! ant 1~ arE 
:;;-~t.en s;:::Jr-!?d separa~~ly (see te:xt.j ~ in -,,.·hich case it. :,.5 the 1 c~ean1.nqs' frmn st~p 12 alc;e 'C.:"1.at ser•,e as f .:i!:..in-e f cc~. :r. ,,.,e:: ~re.as, 
bowever, these cleani:!19.S a.re generally t.h:rown st.raigh,::. vnt.o t:'le fire {dur.::.:ig th~ -..ri..:'.ter morjt:--is, at leasti as ~hey a r e sevarat o;>ö 1 ~ 
small q1_.:i:1ntiti@s day~t.o-da:i,•. §_. fse.~ foo'tr:ct:e 6 c~ ~ig~ ,t). 
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Figure 4.. Final 51.ae c-s of gr.ain processing_(rnntinued fromf1gures 2 md ::o' 
Th("~~ f1na! ::.t.Jgr.-s ~re .e'.'>~ent;atl;· th_("' sam~ fnr b,cH~l glum~ whcats and frC"c-1hr~_~h l_:l~ rc:!~~~-
-tll~gh ~,l;~. dÜJ~~-~ufT~j g~~;n·~ ,:h~ll~d b~;·lc~~a:1d ~c') •; a~ -~~~i~s1 ru.kt'd ~roi ns 

(whie-a1, rye and thc- na kcd form s. of t'l:n 1 ~~ 2 nd oat'i. ', 

{ 

J From Fenton (1978). , s~, Morill (1957: 3.">naooli.an Turkish lntercstingly, the equ i,·alent tcmi in I' w 

lranian Kurdi~h (an lih.:k\-EU~ljpean lan~uagc:'., is proot; could this be cogn;uc- with En ~h~h tr~ars? H s.o~ it 
- would seem 10 suggest thar tht~ quick and "·~ry palatahk way of cnnsuming g:-ain p1oduct:s. 1~ of some 

I· .antiqu iry. 4 Onct" again? equjvi! 1~m produ["!S (;:.an b<- found in m:)st l.r3dicional a~icu l aua ! s.oc1t11rs 
l that slill survi•e; c g. th~ Arahic g,r·,,h,. which is c>lcr, prct:isdv as the Shctland lo~rL 

1 
1 

f 
ß -~t~_§_g~ - with sarr,, _.._t s.i.eve as su,p l, 

prirne gr„in 
uf sa.me , a:s pri ._, 9.r&..1n 

.......__ !_) coarse (tMlu9h ljgJ"-;t) ~x,nt~•u,,,;·r,dnts broug),t 

tc sur t oce OI;,· .a g~ ta U o:: 1·r'J1y.: 'chob' ~ 
Shetla:"IC; 1 rödt or 'f.loss• 1 ; 
- in !JJ°eve; scooped t).ff surt1J~) 
- i.r. w.in.rn;,w.:tng baske:: IJ:;pped ovel' ~ d-;~. F j b) !urt/>f;>.c snal J ~er! seet:!5-, t.a~· 1 gT«J n + 
some of .rc1.1;•aün.in;· he'1.v":J C/-,lJf f fL #!J~·s. ~-9, 
further glume ~ses (iiil~ p~s.r:. ,:-.1 t,'1rovgh s.Jeve) 

!;.:t.rai9:t-.-:: o r,to fire 

or into 

ONl.Y FOk -----~-
Gli:AJNS 

l_~ iw;:, SORTitiG 

rJe.,r, 1::-::::----- .-e<-d< of some /1) os p,-ime gr~in ,. _,,, 

f reZL.;:J i n.i n9 f :cr:Jgs ~ ot hetJVlJ Lhli[f (~. 9. 
1' farks} 

Ui~l,·C 9:-113.ir. "Wj th rre.shJ':,' 1Dc:iis-tened .husksJ 

1 
l~. DE-HUSKING 01-' .HULLED GAAINS (l_.:.!..:.. hulled fortns of b.a.rley and oats only) 

! ' 0-t,'ISU-U:' S10PE ! 
(a!i. f.ig.'?.2, -3; 

! 
'-''it.h loc..,scly-set. .rct.ary quernsl ~a::idle: & troui;l-. q u~ rri.s. 

16. 1-I!,'NOWJNG or .!2..:_ DUN:KING 1 

lih@t:l 'sc:raper-quen,.s' (T'urkish 'ser-e,'lt), o.r by pcundi:,g 1.1'".! l a r 9 e wooden 
or st.one a:iortars (~.g. the Sh~t.lanC 'knöcking sto n e ' t T-.Jr.k..1s~. 'r:J..:rek'; 

Ge:noa.; 1 Gl;;lcJ.:!'it c1. r.,pfC ' 1 etc.) 

1 (t0 separate the fT•e<'- hus~s by ".ind or fioat.at.i.or, respe~tiv,ly) / F f'INE OlA..'T STORE lse e tiqs. S , 61 

io.cs _• _b•_••-•Y_ll _ - - - 't ~ /.. _,,,-
Tu.bred fm.i 1: t:.>d) ,gt"a1in J:iusks ( lel!W.i:15 + pd)eas) ~ ____ .r ~ ~, _ fo~ fodde r 
, tpedrl' h!:.1.1.e,.;, etc., + soi:ne ,lioi;'; iraqments ~ - - - - - ~ - _! Or f u~l 

'k.nockit' corri 1 ) ------1 -----------------------------· 

GtNf..xA!..LY 

OMITITD f"O. 

~---~_Y.SKJ:.:D 
~TS AJ~·o 
~ (a~ 

per.icarps 
less t.ough) 

GkOATS PREPhRA~lON 

18. GRAIN EOlLING ----,---
19. GRF.IN DRY ING 

f 
20. BRAJ; i REMOVJ>,L -

Il..:_ WlNNOWWG 

(tc., separat.~ bra:.) 

geri. wj tl'I • scraper-q•.ierm, · 
(or snmet imes hy pour,chr:g) 
- see st.ep. 15. 

j ---
peP. l e d -;-r.a.1;;---..._ t,r.an-------------- 1 6..'W~ SIORE J 

1 
t_,c..,_ GRAIN CRACKfäG 

(b~· lO◊!'iP. CJ.llf:'rn:r:c; o:r by poi..:nding [91{:'r,. with 
1 

di!h:r~~.t J,x.•stle/rJ,Ület t.o that in steps 1~ OT 2D~
1 

t 
23. SIF'!'ING - iwiU-. • groats sieve' 

'......._ 
cracif.ed 9rgir,' '----. cru!.hed gcii!lin 
(flour-f:ree) (flou.rel}) 

J 
Tu.t.k.ish 'bulgurf Ut.. 
'.aJ.1c.s:· Ji.r,;-_Gr . . r<.PD!."'..!= 

An.c • G.r • ~~~ 
anc,: ~.>..1:.~ 

' 
pr imc groat!I 

for main me11:l s 
~ 

• lli~~.:cifil 
l + buttrmilk 

griO<'He cakes or }oghurt. 

_, '~ayl4' s.oup 
(1\lr .} or C,r)ed. (;;iis 

't.ar han.a •3} into 
harO balls for IJl.d,kihg 
-~O :,lp at l;,t.e r Oat.e.: 

-- ROAST GRAIN & TUASTE:D GROATS P REFARATlON 

'24. GRAIN ROAST!NG (on hot stonE"- ol' metal -

-·--t""sea~ g-:::::---- F_ berncd. gr•ins 

\ 1 Si:-ot,;; 1 m.in ist.ers • 1 ) 
FOR DIRECT pi c:ked o ut aud dis<:,Hdc:::d 

COh'SUHPT ION 
(e .g. as t.he Turk..:. sh ~ .kavt.J.r'mqi' 

or tJie 1,,ra.bic 'qal.i1,,1e' l 

15, COAR_3:_JQ~ )"INE] GRINDING 

26 --

(c-r..Jshcd, tO-i!llst e d gcai.r).) etc-. 

-----GJ§-~rn-i'ilifil~sroru:-· ==-

~ ♦ --........... 
f? groats) scone s + m..:. l >r. er 
for md.in bu t: t t- ,.-m..: lk. 

meals ' '1out.s· J 

·a~~TH( PR~PA.AA'!'l ON 

as Cles~ri~d foI 

bar l-c-y ~ nat f, .i n 
5hpt l iir ,~ 1-... Dr .kn e :,

b~, f"en~ot'. 1978 

~7_._ F_LOl'R-MlLLlNG SEOUF:NCE (_! SIFTING) ~ se@ F'enton 19?8 ; Morit.2: 19S?. 

\. 

-- 28 - MAL'!·::::N-G SEQUENCE - fo.- some of the traditional ~equenceos. t.ee f'@nton 1978; ialzcoa11 1923, -~F 
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sJ when sheaf turning was used to eliminate all the early processing stages. 

Figures 2, 3 and 4 therefore represent an attempt to sumnarise all these different 

sequences in just 2 flow diagrams. It is for this reason that they appear 

S<nk..,->what cluttered. (The originals £ran which they ,;,,,ere s1..l!lll\3Iised are inevitably 

less canplex). 

1.3. Repeatability 

For any one crop and any one processing sequence type, there was remarkable 

consistency in.the CCITip:)sition of the products and by-products produced at any 

one stage of processing. This was true not only when canparing products fran 

different households in the same village, but also when canpa.ring prcxlucts £ran 

different villages. This apparent consistency is now made even Jrore convincing 

as a result of Glynis .Jones Ethnographic studies in the Aegean (Glynis Jones, 

1981 and this vol.): her results reveal closely similar patterris of variation in 

product canp:,sition and indicate just the same patterns of cause and effect. It 

must nevertheless re stressed that there is considerable flexibility in the 

points in the processing sequence at which certain operations {e.g. extra rounds 

of sieving) are carried out. These differences seem to be rela ted principally 

to the stage at which the grain or spikelets are put into bulk storage (see belcw). 

l A. Limj.ts of q00J.@1•hical relevance of mcrlels

There are, alas, no ethnographic studies of primitive agriculture in Europe 

which have analysed the relationship between observed agrarian activities on the 

one hand and canposition of products on the other. Is it feasible, therefore, 

to use these ethnographic mcrlels fran Turkey and Greece to interpret crop remains 

fran central or northern European sites in tenns of past agraian practice? 

a) Differences in crq,_�

Alrr�st all the ITBjor cereals and pulse crops gr� in Europe in the recent or 

distant past are still to re found under cultivation in the Near East, especially 

in eastern Turkey. For the purpose of thes:hnographic studies outlined here, 

particular attention was given to the cultivation and processing of Tomer simply 

recause it was the glume wheat that had daninated much of Europe and s.w. Asia 

for several rnillenia. HOl,,,'f,>ver, free-threshing cereals and pulses ,;,,,ere rrore 

widely cultivatedj there was, e.g. no Dnri2r in the A§Van area. The results fa- free

thr�shing crops are consequently more canplete than they are for F.hm2r2.

2 The ethnografi1ic studies outlined here and started in 1969 rema.ined unpublished 
until 1981 because tie author had cherisha:3 the hope of obtaining many Jrore 
replicate samples of Thmer prod.ucts and by-pr<Xlucts before publishing. The 
Thller results published here (and in Hillman 1981) are to sane degree provisional, 
but will hopefully be significantly reinforced in the course of a major 
ethnogra_p1ic study of flmer cultivators planned jointly by the British Institute 
of Archaeology at Ankara and the Institute of Archaeology, University of London. 
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b) Differences in W8ed floras
-- -----· 

A rrore obvious objec1:.ion �-s that the weed floras of Turkey are different fran 

(and certainly richer in species than) those of northern Euro!?='. In the rocdels 

outlined here and by Glynis Jones (in this vol.), this problen has been pre

s:npted: as indicated in Hillma..r1 (1981- figs. 5, f, & 7) thl":;e different crop prc<lucts 

and by-products are not distinguished on the basis of partiuclar weed SP2cies 

being present or absent, but purely en the sizes �,rid nf d1cns1t.ic:..; \.he v1ocd spe,:.i.cs 
pr8sent and the h.cioht of the weE'd:..; when grn�1ing ir1 the field, 1hs :,;pecieu aclu,1lly 

represented jr1 E'ach size or heiqht clasu is larqe]y irrelevant, lherE'r□rc. 

£) Differences in aqrarian technoloq:r-

Despite their never having recorded the canposi ticn of crop .i-'rcducts, 

etlmoagricultural studies in Europ,2 do offer a wealth of infonretion on 

traditional agrarian practices and tool assE!Tlblage in recent ti.rres.3 Fran these 

accounts, it is clea!" that the techniques applierl in recent times in 1::entral and 

northern Europe to the cultivation and processing of any one cn.,p SP='cies e.g. 

6 rawed hulled barley) differed remarkably little in princip�e fran the 

techniques used tcday in �rts of Turkey. The reason for this uniformity is 

simple enough: in the absence of modem technology there are very fe-J ways of 

doing any one of the jobs involved in growing and processing any particular crop. 

For example, to de-husk gn.ins of hulled barleyrrost of the recorded groups fran 

the Sheltands to the Khyber Pa.ss seem to use sane form of pestil and roortar4 . 

(For the Shetlands ffi@ITlple, see Fer1ton, 1978). Admittedly, occasional Anatolian 

househo 1 ds use either a wide 1 y·~s1_>t rotary quern or even a heavy 'seten ' for 

the SaIT'P- jobs, but this practice sears to be rare. Effective alternatives are 

clearly limited. 

Striking differences do, nevertlieless, e.xist in thresh ing methcds, in  the 

implements used for winnowing, and in the si'le of pestils and rrortars used for 

dehusking grain or breaking-up spikelets. Threshing, for �xample, is effected 

by using an2thing fran cudgels and flails to threshing slerlges ,md the trampling 

of hooves. These differenc0;s app:,ar to be broadly correlated with wetness of 

sUITlTlcr\ in dry areas, all the dusty jobs such as threshing, winnowing and 

pounding can be done on a large scale (often ccmnunally) out-of-doors; in a 

wet area they c.annot. For the purpose of gathering inforrnation for these models 

3 Among the plethora of useful sources, we should m�ntion Fenton (1978!, Maurizio 
(1927 - an invaluable revie�), Leser (1931!, and a wealth of articlE<s in journals 
such as !_o_�s a!ld Ti 1_!_�, Terranostr� (Rurnania), AgartortE:_I:_E'.5.i SzEmlr, (Hungary), 
Zbornik F:oren_s_�Pgo Narodneho Musea, Bealoideas: Journal ,..,f_ Folklon,_ of ___ I_reland 
Soc_i�, and doubtless many oth crs. 

4 It should be noted that in Emmer growing households in Turkey, pestils and mortars 
are also use to free the grains from the spikelet. As with the barl�y dehusking, 
ho�Pvr,r, I have witness�d a family using a loosely-set rotary quern for the same job. 

5 Cultural intrusion can clearly create anomolies here, however. 
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a conspicuous advantage of working in Turkey was that one of its major areas 

of Eirmer cultivation in which agrarian technology retains its archaic form also 

has very wet surrrners. This area enbraces the eastern end of the Pont us 

1-buntains overlooking the Black Sea where annual rainfall exceeds 750 nm. 

\.Jithin Turke',,', therefore, it was p:,ssible to study both wet- and dry-surmer 

adaptations of traditional crop husl:iandry. 

H0wever, the different met.hods of wet and dry areas have only min.im3.l effect 

on canposition of the products. This last fact is both an advantage and 

disadvantage: it allo,,;rs the one mcx:1el to be used in both \vet and dry areas; but 

ba.rring the recovery of grain stores, it precludes the p:,ssibility of differences 

in cc:mp::isition being used to identify whether it was the dry-type or wet-type system 
t-J;a.t was used. 

The one major difference in processing sequences that seems to distinguish areas 

with wet and dry surmers (within Turkey, at least) is the µ:iint in the sequence 

at 1.1hich the grain of glume wheats is pJt into bulk storage: in dry areas, the 

Ilrmer is threshed, winnowed, pounded (i.e. dehusked), re-winnowediand the freed 

grain partially cleaned - all in bulk, out-of-dcors during the sumner. It is 

therefore the partially cleaned grain which is put into bulk storage. In areas 

with wet surmers, hc-=ver, the crop is processed in bulk only up to the stage 

of spik.elet cleaning, and it is the spikelets which are put into storage (see 

fig. 3). Indeed, in sane households most of the crop is bulk-stored as sheaves. 

All the remaining steps of processing are then cx:nipleted on a small scale, day

by-day, whenever grain is needed to preµrre food for irrmediate cxmsurnption. 

Despite these differences, the overall sequence of OP=rations applied in ooth wet 

and dry areas is basically the same, and the canposition of the crop products in 

either area also appear to be no different. 'I'he principal contrast between grain 

processing in \vet and dry areas is therefore to be found in the contents of their 

grain stores and in the tools - which are saneti.rrii::s of quite chfferent type (as 

in the case of threshing equipnent) or much srnallerinsize (as in the case of the 

pestils and rrortars used for pounding and de-husking). 

'Ihus whenever charred refl'ains of grain stores are recovered it is i.rmediately 

p:,ssible to identify which of the grain st.oarge patterns was in use, and this, 

in turn could perhaps suggest which of, say, the threshing tool traditions might 

have been represented. Far f ran 1 imi ting the relevance of the model , therefore, these

differences in storage practice �rove its resolution.It should be added that, in areas where 

grain was stored in pits, charred remains of stored grain/spikelets might prove 



to J:::e rrore camon than expected. Peter Reynolds has indicated that such pits 

would generally be ster�lised by firing every year. These firings inevitably 

1 eave a residue of cha.rred i errains derived f ran the tang Jed ITBSS of sprouted grain 

that forrr6 on the walls of such pits within a few rronths of grain or spikelcts 

being stored in than (Reynolds, 1981), A recent example of charred spikelets 

which apparently derived frar, storage in such a pit was recovered fran DanE=l..icn-y 

in (M3.rtin Jones, 1981). 

1�. Limits of ten��Jral relevance of m:dels 

Ethnogra[tiic evidence presented in a pa.per ( in this sess.i m) by David Harris suggests 

that several of the ot=erations involved in harvesting and p�ocessing grain crops 

are not uniqi.1e to agrarian socieites: they were (and in sane cc:,ses, still are) an 

integral part of the technology of non-agrarian socie�ies in area5 where borrowings 

fran intrusive agrarian groups appear improbable. It therefore seans reasonable 

to supp:ise that such techniques were incoq:orated into agrariar, practice fran 

its inception. 

In principle, therefore, it seems that certain CCJTifOnents of our rocdels ca:c: 

contribute to the interrret2tion of plant remains fran even the earliest agrari an 

sites. Whether the same could be cla.i.rred for the canplete crop processing 

sequences is open to question: so far, I have personally felt reluctant to 

advocate the use of the carplete rnxlels on sites earlier than the ceramic 

Neolithic. On the other hand, not only are there few efficient ways of effecting 

any one stage of processing, but there are few p:issibilities of altering the 

sequence of these operations: for example, you cannot sieve J:::efore you winna,,,, 

because the light chaff and straw would i.nmediately c� the sieves. 

Argurrents for continuity of agrarian technology during the past few millennia 

are supported by the ever increasing number 0f samples of pl ant remains whose 

caT'fX)Sition has proved to J:::e remarkably similar to that of present-day products 

of the same crops. A recent exampie canes fran 3rd century AD Wildersrcol in 

England (Hillman, in press). Here, <'- huge c--acreof charred chaff of gl ume wheats 
(rminly 
Aspelt) ex,�ibited rntios J:::eteen the ITE.jor crniponents (spikelet forks + glume 

bases , rachis internodes, tail grains, prime grain, srra.11 weed seeds, and 3Wl7 

fragrrents) which ;,;ere precisely the same as those found tcrlay in the 'waste' 

fraction fran�Fine-sieving ��ehusked grain of glume wheats {see stage 12 of the 

fla,,, diagram - fig. 3). Cani:osition of this type is entirely diff�ent fran 
the c.unµisitiun of any other crop prc:duct or by-product to J:::e four:d in the 

present-day, a.'1d the implication must be that the spelt crop at WiJdersp:xil had 

J:::een ha�ested and processed by methods closely similar to those outlined in the 

�-:.urne wheat rrodel.
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Retains of agrarian tools fran sites such as Neolithic Egolzwil in Austria tell 

a similar story (see Wyss, 1969, 1971). Here the beautiflly preserved array of 

implanents include rrost of those needed to effect the major steps of processing 

as practised tcrlay and outlined in figs. 2 and 3. Even a grain sieve appears 

to be represented (see photograph of item - catalogue No. 44416 - described as a 

'Tasche' in hyss 1971). The one tCXJl 1;,hic.11 seems to b2 missing is a winnowing 

fork or shovel: perhaps they used baskets or fans instead, though it should be 

noted tbat sieves, _too, can serve as 'baskets' for small scale winna...,ing (Hillman, 

in prep.). 

Two possioie exceptions to the princple of temporal continuity relate to 

the poshi.laced pattern of relationship between wetness of climate and the stage 

or processing at whid.glume wheats are put into bulk storage� .al The two grain hoards 

fran Raran London discussed by Vanessa Straker (in a paper in this session) W?Uld 

�ccord with the ccmcept of temporal continuity only if these grain stores had 

been imported into London fran more southerly parts of the Raran Empire, as had
the grapes, figs, olives and morello cherries reported £ran Raran London by
George Willcox ( 1978 l. ,gl Glynis Jones' studies of the charred rerrains fran ooth

Assiros 'Ibumba and Iolkos reveal that the gluroo wheats in these Greek sites 

(where the surrmers were presurrably dry) were bulk-stored. as spikelets (Jones 1981, 

1982). This is the pattern that tcrlay is more typical of areas with wet s\ll\Tllers. 

We must therefore conclude either (i) that storage practices at this site ,;.,ere of a tradition 

intrusive fran a,eas with wetter smnners, or (ii.) that this p=uticular feature of 

crop processing practice has changed during the past f6N millennia. Neither 

possibility would be surprising. 

2. REDUCING THE CCMPLEXITY OF THE MODELS

Superficially, the models sumnarised in figs. 2, 3 and 4 ma,y seem sarewhat canplex.

fh.rever, on rrost of tho.,;e archaeological sites where plant material is preserved

merely as a result of having been charred, only a very f6N of the crop prcducts

and by-products are represented. For the purpose of interpreting the plant

ranains fran the average site, therefore, much of the detail can be eliminated.

This simplificiation involves two steps:

al Renove all of those prcducts that are unlikely ever to be exposed to fire and 

thereby preserved by charring. In figures 2, 3 and 4, the p,c>ints in the processing 

sequences at which the products are exposed to fire are indicated by 'F', and 

it can be seen that, on this basis, we can eliminate virtually all the transitory 

prime prcducts which exist for only a short pericd before being fed into the next 

processing stage. 
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b) Within the products that re.ITBin, we car, further restrict our attention to

those items which, when exp:::>SGd to fire, are Sr.'.al1 enough and dense enough to

drop into the ashes and be charred rather than being burned to ash the,-p_selves.

On this basis, we can elir.unate all stcaw interncdes, most of the lighter straw

nodes, leaf fragrric,nts, all the light chaff (i.e. lemras, paleas, glurre tops arid

the lighter rachis segments) , nost. of the awns, and rrost of tlie 1 ighter w'eed seeds.
samf' 

The sort of weed seeds lost a� thisAstage are those fran genera such as Filago,

Salix, C'..alarra�;rostis and Imperata which, because of their attadure11t to a feather

p:iwus (Filago) or to florets with racr.illa hairs (.lrrp2rata), are unlikely to

be able to drop into the ashes but i nstead remain high in the fire and are

burnt away. In the free-threshing cereals, on 1 y the denser. basal p:irts of the

rachises generally survive, es�cially in rye and barley where the rachises are

light. With awns, again only a fe;.;r segments of the dense�, basal parts survive,

though in oats (Avena spp.) the relatively greater density of their awns (in

the lawer half , at 1 east) and their tendency to bre.ak into short segrm.nts, a 11 ows

relatively nore awn segments to survive burning. On this l:iasis, therefore., we

can now disregard the pnx1uct. labelled 'light chaff' (in figs. 2 and 3 )in its

entirety (barring occasional awn and rachis segrrents), also nost of the straw

fractions. In addition, we have reduced the seeming canplexity of the crnq:osit.ion

of the remaining products.

This leaves us with a maximum of sever, products which we are likely to encow).ter 

in charred fonn on archaeological sites. These seven prcx:lucts are listed in 

fig. 5. Of these, the first two 1 sheaves and waste straw respectively) are rarely 

represented on rrost sites. The same is true of 'cleanings frcm hand-sorting' 

(the 6th item in the list). 

Figure 5, offers a crude indication of the relative abundance of the princip:il 

canp::inents of each of these seven product.s. The canponerl.s represented are those 

which stand the gr2atest chanc:e of being preserved charring rather than being 

bumed to ash. The table is canplicc1ted by the fact that certain car1IX>nents such 

as charred spike lets and weed�headsb:mk intnfragments, and in so doing they liberate 

new itens. Spikeiets, for example, break up to give six different classes of 

- item. (In fig. 5, these 'seoondary corrponents' are represented by smaller crosses

'xxx').

In mixed samples reccgnition of"'secnndary canp::inents' is generally no p:::-ob:Lern: 

a) Barring the effects of differential preservation, those canponcnts derived

fran the fr.agmentation of spikelets will reveal ratios b?tween each cc«IJX>nent 

that are cloS2ly similar to the equivalent ratios in intact spikelets. 

bl ln contras·i::. secondary CCHTl[X)nents derived frcm fragrrentation of weed heads 
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(capitulae of Car-t??�jtae, capsules of ��yophyllaceae and Primulacoac, etc.} 

are often recognizable fran their state of inrnaturi ty ( see footnote 4 of fig. 5). 

Baring these mi.nor canplic.ations, it is ho)=€fu1ly clear fran fig. 5 that 

a) there are relatively fE."n' crop products that are likely to be found on

archaeological sites in charred form, b) the principal canponents of each product 

are sufficiently different (both in type and in their relative abundance} for 

charred remains of the different products to be readily distinguished 

2.1. The r,roducts most C<_?mnonL encountered on archaeoLA,ical sites 

On those Sffi311, 'primary-producer' (e.g. farmstead) sites that have been examined 

to date, by far the most camon products preserved by charrin.-_:: are the 'fine 

sievings' fran stages 12 and 13. These may or may not include minor admixture 

of sane coarse sievings f ran stage 11. As indicated in fig. 3, thE"cse two by

products are today quite often arralgamated in a ccmnon 'cleani.ngs' sto.ce, though 

the decision to amalgarnate depends o n  the eventual uses anticipated for either by

prcrluct; e.g. if the 'fine cleanings with their tail grains and weed seeds are 

likely to be needed as famine fcxxl.; -t.hen coarser 'cleanings' '1'.Duld not be addGd.. 

If, on the other hand, the cleanings are for feeding fc:,;.,-,1 or for burning. the 

two by-products will often by amalgamated. In addition to these 'cleanings', 

recent excavations at small primary-producer sites have also produced occasional 

caches of prirre grain. 

It is on larger sites - whether 'rr,anorial' fanning sites or 'consumer' sites -

where it is more canron to find charred rert'ains of prirre prcrlucts in quantity, 

whether in the form of grain or spike.lets. In many c.ases, entire grain or 

spikelet stores have been charred in the course of wholesale destruction of the 

entire site; clearly it is the larger, WE·althier sites that invited this sort 

of destruction. Examples are too numerous to quote. 

In other cases, charring of prime products (grain or spikelets) seems to have 

occurred as a result of accidents during large-scale parching of spikelets prior 

to p:::,unding or dryinq of malt (genninated grain or spikelets) intended for 

alcoholic fermentation. A recent example of malted products came fran the Rcroan 

manorial site of Catsgore in Sanerset (England). Here 4 out of 5 large 'drying 

kilns' produced rerrains of spelt which appeared to represent deliberately sprouted 

(i.e. rralted) spikelets that ha.a been accidentally overheated in the course of 

drying (Hill.mm, 1982). Samples of charred remains that may agair1 represent 

malted produc;::s have also been rep:::,rted fran the post-Ronan site of Pound.bury l!1 

England by funk (1983). Again, it seems to be the larger sites with non-
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danestic m:x1es of production where such accidents rrost often occurred. Samples 

similar to those fran Catsgore and Poillldbury have doubtless been published frcrn 

a number of s',tes in continental Europe of which I am at present ignorant. 

This pap::>r does not classify or discuss malted prod.ucts separately fran bulk

sored spikelets or grain, as the difference lies merely in the grains being 

deli.t€rately (and therefore relatively evenly and extensively) germinated. 

Hc,,.,ever, the problems of distinguishing between malt and prcd.ucts of similar 

canp:,sition are discussed in sane detail in Hillman (1982). 

2.2. �terl�qed sites 

In stark contrast to everything so far suggested in this section, there is one 

class of sites where mcdels for interpretation of plant rerrains in ternis of 

agrarian practice cannot be simplified as described above. These are habitation 

sites such as Feddersen Wierde where plant remains are preserved in bulk as a. 

result of large-scale waterlogging of habitation deposits. Every archaeobotanist 

should clearly read the remarkable account of the plant remains fran Feddersen 

Wierde presented by Prof . K�rber-Grohne (1967) if they are to appreciate the 

daunting task that such assemblages represent. On such sites, any and every one 

of the prod.uct.s and by-prod.ucts listed in figs. 2, 3 and 4 can theoretically be 

preserved in quantity by waterlogging. As a result, the models (as summrised 

in figs. 2, 3 & 4) must be used as they stand • 

waterlogged humans 

The gut contents of Tollund and Grauballe man studied by Helbaek ( 1950, 1951, 

1958) are a class of non-charred plant remains worthy of�supplenentary note of 

their own. 

The use of fine cleanings (fran stages 12 and 13 of figs. 3 and 4) as famine 

fcx:rl was mentioned aoove (p. 51 ). In the author's view, the carq::osition of the 

o:intents of ooth sets of guts (Tollund & Grauballe) accord closely with the 

corq::osition of 'fine cleanings' enriched with a little extra prime grain. As 

a typical fo:rrnula for 'famine fcx:rl', such fare would, perhap.s, not have been 

deernEd inappropriate for condermed prisoners - if that is what U1ey were. Argiments 

for this interpretation are offered in Hilliran 1981, 156-8. 
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3. PROBLEM.S OF ON-SI_'J1: M!;,;_IN:; OF CTOP PRODUCTS

The liroit.3.tions that on-site mixing of crop products could impose on interpretation

of plant rerrains was first ci:scussed in detail by Richard Hubbard (1976a, 1976b).

Certainly, mixing of crop remains can be expected to have occured when, for

exarrple, the charred results of various minor accidents during spikelet-parching

or grain-roasting were dum� on the same midden as the ashes fran the burned

fuel of hearths and ovens. It could be argued, therefore, that the only unmixed

samples will cane fran those 'primary' contexts where the products were initialiy

dlarred. If this is true, then, all that can be retrived is information on the

last event in each context prior to its final abandonment.

In practice, however, it. seems that mixing of prcducts fran..Qif;:eren1:: �at.ions

was not always so widespread. It is indeed sanetirnes feasible to �se samples

recovered fran even 'second:,.ry' o::intexts such as middens where the canposition

of the rffiB.ins suggest derivation fran a single class of operation. At third

centnlr}' AD Wilderspool, for example, the canposition of charred spelt re.mains

fran a very large midden deµJsit matched precisely the CaTipOsition characteristic

to the waste fraction fran step 12 of sLrnilar glume-whe.at processing (see fiqure

3) together with a few straw ncdes representing, perhaps, the wast.Co' fran step ll.

Furthermore, the canposition was precisely the same in all sarrples taken fran

different parts of the dep::isi ts {Hillman, in press).

Purity andunifomity of this sor+_ would not, perhaps, have surprised us as it 

did if we had c.onsidered precisely which crop pre.ducts were likely to have been 

regularly exp::ised to fire in the day-to-day life of, say, an Iron-Age fann.stead 

in a wet climate. Indeed inspection of the ewnograp,ic rrodels sl111TMrised in 

fig. 2, 3 and 4 and the charred pre.ducts classification in fig. 5 suggests that 

the only pre.ducts which, on any one day, are likely to leave charred remains in 

habitation deposits are the cleanings fran s+...age 12 (+ 13) and, in much smaller 

quantities, fran st.3.qe 11. In wet clirrates, tl1e dehusking (by [XJunding) of stored 

spikelets of glume wheats end the 8leaning of the grain (by snall-scale winnowing 

and sieving) occurs on a day-to-day basis. In such climates, this work is 

generally done indcors, and, in this context, the most obvious place -=o sweep 

the winnowings and dump the cleanings is i�t0the fire burning in the hearth. 

Here, any light chaff is burnt away; but left in the ashes are two classes of 

charrred rerrains: firstly, wocd char.coal; seo::indly all the denser c:crnponents of 

the cleanings - as described atove. 

In stark contrast, accidents during parching or roasting are .oound to bave been 

rare r�1ative to the daily accumulation of ashes fran the fuel of hearths 
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containing charred renains of these cereal cleanings which were probably the same, 

day by day (see 'sieving' below): primary pro:::lucts could scarcely have been destroyed 

through carelessness that often. The risk of different crop pro:::lucts being mixed 

in the same midden is further reduCBd in cases where the midden contents were 

regularly cleared out for use as manure. In such cases the accumulation of 

charred rarains derived fran a reduced number of events (i.e. £ran a shorter period 

of hearth use), and the chances of their including an admixture of the charred 

products of a relatively unusual accident during, say, grain roasting, are 

o:irrespondingly reduced. {This situation seems to apply to the midden-cum-crnq:::ost

heaps at cefn Graeanog II {see R.B. White et al., forthcaning). 

It is perhaps no accident, therefore, that it is crop remains of precisely the 

same cqnµ:isition as present-day 'cleanings' which are being reo::,vered with such 

consistency fran rural sites (in Britain, at least), sites which include 

WildersJXX)l and Cefn Graeanog. On the at.her hand, we rrn.ist expect an altogether 

different range of charred products on larger, more ccrnplex sites, especially those 

with rich destruction levels in which all crop products present in the settlement 

at that point might have been exp:)sed to the sort of srrouldering fires typical 

of collapsing burnt buildings, which, by excluding most of the oxygen allOw' even 

light chaff to be preserved by charring. Despite this, where mixing occurs, it 

is generally betweeen the same pro:::lucts £ran different cro_ps, e.g. a mixture of 

barley grain and 1:irrrer grain - roth £ran bulk storage. 

In SUITTIBry, then, mixing of equivalent products fran different crops is not 

unusual, but, (barring those indicated in figs. 2, 3 and 4) canplete mixtures 

of entirely different classes of crop pro:::lucts seem to be relatively rare. 

(Admixtures of non-segetal species of classes A2. - A6 are quite usual, of course). 

4. THE SORT OF QUESTIONS ANSWERABLE BY USE OF Pll'INI' REMAINS WHEN I�REIEp VIA

EI'HNCGRAPHIC OODELS

Before considering hOw' a large and canplex lxrly of data fran an assemblage of

plant rC'rn:lins can be related to ethnographic roodels, it is appropriate to briefly

o:insider a) The sort of questions which can be ans-wered,

b) the features of crnq:::osition which can be used to indicate si:ecific

husbandry practices implicated in each question, 

Ha.;ever, roth aspects have been discussed in detail elsewhere, and little JIDre than 

a bibliography is offered here. 

4.1. Was the site a 'pr:_µrcir_y prcx:lucer' (i.e. farming) settlement or strict_!y a 'consumer' 

settlerrent? 

Features of caTlfX)Sition which can be used to distinguish between remains fran 

'primary prcx:lucers' and, say, a pastoralist 'grain-consurrer' are discussed in 
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Hillman (1981) 6 and to a lesser extent in Hillman (1982). (Note: The presence 

of cereal grain!.in isolati.on is not conclusive evidence of local crop husbandry). 

4 . 2. What were r.he fi..mctions of excavatoo structures in terms of those activities 

concerned with the mrir,ulation of ::ilant products? 

Here, we begin with the studies of 'context related variation', i.e. variation 

in the cCJnIX)sition of samples of plant r€'1l1ains relatiV{>. to the distribution oi 

excavated structures and features. Y'iith the availability of etlinogrr1.phic m::x:iels 

of the sort outlined here and by Glynis Jones (this vol.), these patbrns of 

variation can now be interpreted in terms of the distribuci.on of those activities 

reslX)nsible for generating the plant prcducts represented iL the r€'1l1ains. 

Publications which discuss context-relaterl variation in plant rerra_i_ns are mnnerous. 

They include the follq,.,ing: Colledge (forthccming), Dennell, R.W. (1972, 1974, 

1977, 1978); HillnBn 1972, 1973, 1981 (127, 143-4) ; Hubbard 1375, 1976a, 1976b, 
1981; 

1980; Kn�rzer� G. Jones 1981, 1982; G. Jones and R°"'ley-Conwy {in press). 

(The mechanics of this level of analysis are als o discussed below). 

4. 3. Did they ti 11 t..11eir land with ards or rrould.toard -ploughs?

Discussed in Hillman 1981 1]45-6), 1982. (Clearly, this question is relevant only 

to sites lX)St-dating the develoµnent of the m:mldboard plough). 

4.4. Did the:,. sCM their crous in autumn or spring? 

Discusserl by Mctrtin Jones 1982 and in greater detail in M.Jones (in preparation); 

also Reynolds 1981, 1982; (peripherally also in Hillnan 1981). 

4. 5. Did they irri_2ate am of their er�?

- Crop ty-pes as indicators: Helbaek 1969, 197�.

- Weed floras as indicators: forthcan.ing publication of planr rerrains fran

Tell Abu Hureyra (�n prep.}.

These last three q>Jestions ( 8. 3, 8. 4 .md 8. 5) can be adckessed archaeobotanicall y 

not by reference to ethnogra[i'lic rrodels but rather by reference to rroJels for the 

ecological behaviour of key weed speces (or species assemblages). They are given 

rrention in this discusssion of e tlnografhic rrroels only bec.ause analyses which aim 

to identify sp,:cific groups of weeds can be built into the sort of analytical 

6 In rro::;t. of tl1e questions addressed in Hillman 1981, the relevant features of 
cm!f,Osition were considered sererately for remains of glume wr,ec1ts, on the one 
hc-:nd, and rerrains of free-threshing cere:ils on the other. 
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5€.<IUenCes outlined bel™ {if only as an extension of the 'D' classification systen). 

Indeed, Glynis Jones is in the process of devising novel analytical systems 

specifically for the extraction of infornation on _the related topic of soil types 

from remains of weed floras (G. Jones, this vol.). 

4.6 . .Q_id t:p§' n.,gue (weed) their crops? 

See Reynolds 1981, 1982; Hillman 1981. 

4.7. Harvesting methcds? 
and &>tterna 

Discussed in van ZeistA 1971 (537-538); Reynolds 1981, 1982; Hillman 1981(148-153) 
roid Knorzer 1967. 

4. 8. Crqp_processing: threshing, winno,.,ing, parching, dehusking, sievino and hapd-cleaning 

The effects of each of these stages on the canposition of crop products were 

discussed by Hillman {1981) and are discussed in quantitatively defined terms by 

Glynis Jones in this volume. Results of laboratory experimentation with sieving 

were presented by Robin Dennell (1972 ) • Effects of sieving in charred plant 

rmains fran Tell Medhur are discussed by Richard Hubbard ( forthcaning l • 

5. APPLYiti; THE MOOELS 'ID ARCHAEOLOGICAL REWuNS

We have our site: we've recovered a dozen (perhaps hundreds of) samples of plant

remains; sample by s,:>JT1ple ,,,e 've s0rteo. them and identified them to a ' point of

diminishing returns' fixed t in tu:rn, by :ref. to the questions to be answered.

Ho,.,, n™,do we relate the rrountains of identifications and scores to the rrodels

outlined above?

With small assanblages of, say, up to ten samples, any similarities in canp;Jsition 

between sample and a particular rrodern crop prcduct will often be obvious fran 

simple inspection. Hc:wever, in assanblages involving large numbers of rich 

samples of diverse carq:osition, similarities with nodern crop products are not 

always obvious fran inspection, and it is often impossible to recognize 

'by eye' any significant patterns of correlation beDo.'E!ell horizontal variation 

in sample a:xrp:,sition and the various site context types. Sane definable (and

therefore repeatable) system is clearly needed to -

a) reduce the numbers of variables without losing what could prove to be vital

infonnation, 

b) extract infonration on husbandry and processing rrethods, and

c) test the significance of any apparent relationships between the horizontal

distribution of site contexts (i.e. structures and 'features') and the prirrary 

ca:rq:onents of variation in sample carq:osition. 
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PRlMARY SCORE SHEET - CEFN GRA.E.ANCG - R.~B. HUT GROUP 
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As our example, we will use the results fran a site in tbrth Wales (Britain). 

This site is Cefn Craeanog, a native British farmstead of the Late Iron Age 

and Raran Pericrl, located on an exp:>sed ridge of the Lleyn Peninsula in Gwynedd. 

It provides a useful example as 

a) excavation revealed a wide range of clearly defined structural contexts,

{see R. White, fortbcaning), 

b) The excavator, Richard White, recovered charred rEmlins of plants fran

alrrost every context (280 sarn;,les fran 44 contexts). 

c) these remains contained rena ins of over 15 0 taxa ( inc. chaff /grain classes ) ,

d)  the site is of a type crnmon in parts of Britain and perhaps Europe as well.

Fig. 6 is a copy of one of the cereal score sheets, and Fig. 7 is a copy of a 

small section of a score sheet for the 184 non-cereal spp. identified £ran the 

site. Each vertical column represents one sample. Scr:,res on the far left of any 

one column represent the n1..l!Dber of itens of certain identity, while scores on the 

far right represent numbers of. dubious identity. Intennediate p::>sitions represent 

intermediate levels of certainty/uncertainty of identification. This device 
_generallv 

obviates the use of 'cf.51 and other formulae for indicating various {and.undefined)

levels of uncertainty in identification. (Explanation of other features of the 

scoring systEro will appear in Hillman, fortbooni.ng). 

In analysing the data fran the plant remains fran Cefn Grae.anog b-.u strategies 

were open to us: 

.!Ll. The first strategy would be sirrq;)ly to feed into principal cx:mponents 

analysis (P.C.A. - see belcw) the separate scores of each and every taxon and 

chaff class fran each and every sample, see hOH the samples get groupe::l, and 

then - firstly carrpare the canp::>sition of samples in each of these carp.1ter

prcrluced groups with the generalised Ccmp:)sition of crop products in our mcxlern 

mcxlels to see if the groups make any sense in agrarian terms, - secondly, 

test the distribution of such groups for any significant correlation with the 

distribution of excavated structures. 

ve abandoned this strategy for the follcwing reasons: (i) ve had many rrore 

variables than could be fitted with the matrix of any P.C.A. programre available 

to us at the time. (ii) A rrajority of the taxa (or chaff cmpments) were 

present in only a few of our samples and1 as separate variables, would normally 

be eliminated. Only by amalgamating scores as indicated bel™ could we avoid 

this elimination of p::>tentially valuable infonnation. {iii) P.C.A. systEmS tend 

autcrnatic.ally to be: biased by (i.e. over-weight the significance of) isolated 

rarities and, as a result, we found that in the course of a small-scale 'trial

run' the ccrnputer had, in certain cases,separated samples intoUnique categories 
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of their awn sL.,ply bec.ause they had, for exarrple, 2 seeds of Nardus stricta 

which was a sr:ecies not present in other samples. This problem, too, could 

be circumvented only by L�e sorts of arralgamations used in the alternative 

strategy. 

b} Our alternati.:::'.�-�trategy (and the one finally adopted) was to

- classify each taxa and each class of chaff and grain by reference to the

ethncg-raphic rrroels; 

- amalgamate the scores of all items of like class fran any one samplP;

- eliminate all classes which,despite the arralgametions, are stiE represented

in very few samples; 

- convert class frequencies to ratios which, fran the ethnograp,ic models,

could be expected to provide clearer anSw'ers to questions of husbandry and 

processing methods. These ratios are then L!sed to characterise the key features 

of sarrple composition. 

- using P.C.A., test for similarities in canµ:isition of all samples frcm

(i)any one phase (ii) any one class of context (within phase); group samples on this

basis; test for systenatic correlation between distribution of sample groups and

distribution of excavated features in any one phase of .the site; having then

'elinanated' (i.e. accounted for) all other cx:mponents of variation, test for

any systerr'atic change through time.

Each of thse analytical steps will na,,,., be discussed in more detail: 

5 . 1 . CLASSIFICATION OF REMAINS (AT CF.FN GRAEANCG) 

Step 1: Classification of each_ species _}?_y_i_ts probable m:xl.e of arrival onto the 

site (see figure 8). 

This classification does. not draw directly OP the ethnographi'.; m:xl.els, but is 

nevertheless an unavoidable first step. Classification at this level is necessarily 

highly subjective. 

Fig.8'. �·stem A: classification by mcrle of arrival on site 

(Note: The carq:osition of each class was determined by the spp. recovered fran 
Cefn Graeancq; other sites will require different classes). 

Al: seeds, chaff, qrain etc. arriving as canp:;,nents of crop products, e.g. 

t-rrnJgr:t i._11 as segetals mixed in the sheaves.

P.2: seeds £ran non-cultivated plants gathered as fodder (inc. hay}, bedding

a.nd fuel (though excluding sr:ecies represented by wood chan .. --oab).

A3. s�s £ran plants gathered as foa:ls condinents, medicines or dyes. 

cont'd on next page 
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(Fig 8. continued) .• 

A4: seeds fran plants gathered as furnishings (e.g. reed-matting or thatching). 

AS: seeds derived fran peat burned as fuel. (Probably only a rerote fOSSibility). 

A6: seeds arriving casually (i.e. non-systerratically) by other rreans; e.g. 

seeds adhering to fleeces, hooves or feet (the •�11y-boot effect'), 

dead ruderals cut as tinder, seeds fran flowec:-s brought in as decoration, 

etc. (Although many spp. coulq heclassified under A6, nore specific 

categories were sought whenever fOSsible as there was a very low level of 

probability that any qiven seed had arrived on site by these means. 

Clearly different sites will require different syste!'lS of classification at 

this level, depending on which species are represented in the r6Tlains and the 

habitats available near the site. For example, the diverse range of plant 

usage represented in class P2 is the result of seeds, fla.,iers and ovaries of 

plants such as calluna vulgaris being prese-.nt (in large numbers) in the 

ranains . This one species could have been brought into the settlement either 

as bedding ( for hurrans or animals) and/ or as fodder and/or as fuel, so the 

P2 class. had to anbrace all three of these products. Similar constraints 

forced us to arralgarmte four dispu-ate product types within one class (A3) 

which is consequently as diverse as class J.2. 

Assigning any one species to a single class was problanatic, even when 

the classes are as broad as sane of those in this particular classific.ation. 

Most difficult of all was deciding which species were roost likely to have been 

segetals (i.e. weeds of crops). The nature of our dilEmlla. is perhaps appu-ent 

fran figure 9. This table represents a small segrrent of one full classifica

tion of all 184 non-cereal spp. at Cefn Graeanog using all four (A to D) 

classification systems discussed in this section of the paper. 

It rray seen strange that rrarsh/damp weadow plants such as �ychnis flos

cuculi and Rorippa islandica, should be assigned a segetal classification. 

This reflects the fact that,in this systen, all species identified in site 
ranains are classified according to those factors which are nost likely to have 
resulted in their seeds getting onto the site, and not according to local 

'natural ' habitats i!'which they were probably growing roost prolifically. 

An example is needed here. At Cefn Graeanog, the land roost likely to 

have been cultivated ran dOiID into a mire. As a result, the lower ends of the 

fields were probably rrarshy and heavily invaded by a wetland weed flora -
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Fig, 9 S::all section of one of the clau,ification ta:ile of snecies identifie,1 

in Ch<trred .,,e~~ins fro!!: Cefn Grae1rnoc· 

Note: The only species v;hich were used in subsequent 2.:1alyses were th0se for 
which only one of the alterno,tives (within each cf the: systems A to :D) v!a~ 
probable, {Tne less probable alternatives are given in bracket s), On this 
basis, therefore, both HyneriCll'!l and :::ontia were delet.ed f rom further 
analyses, 

- '!fuere no unbracketed B or C clasdfication is o::'fered, t.he plant is probi?.bly 
not a segeta.l an:yway. 

Where no unbracketed D classification is offered, thG plant is almest 
certainly a se 1:;etal, and the 'D' clas:::; ificat ion is c on!3equent} y irrelevant, 

Species no, Species identified Classificatior. systen3 
(Corn;uter in rern9.ins 
code) A E C D 

111 Evneri C1.L"ll "~ .:::,_._ . O!' cpp. Al A6 (B3 Bl) (c3) (Dl) 

112 Lvchnis flof'-c',c"Lili Al A2 (A6) B1 
..J C3 (D'.2 D,1 ) 

113 Stellaria medi2. Al (A6) E3 c4 

114 Sr>ercula arvensi.s Al B3 C3 ( C4) (Dl) 

115 rfonti:l fontana Al :.\5 A6 (B3) ( C4) D,1 

116 Scle:'.":wth•,1s nerennis t.l B3 c,1 {Dl) 

11? r.- ,'l. ..,.r.~noDO ... t lt:.~ ~ Al (A3 A.6) B3 C3 (Dl) 

119 f_, mur'ile Al ( ,\3 AC! B3 c3 (C2) (Dl) 

184 Salb: alba A6 (A5! DA Dl --- ---
185 Salbe c,, clrea A6 (A5) D4 Dl 

194-6 Callun~ vul r;aris 
,seer' s, lvs .. , f'ls.) A2 (A5) D? Il3 

197-9 ~rica tetralix 
(se8ds, lvs.-,-fls,) A2 (A5) D? Tl3 

20~2 Erica cir.erea 
( seed s, lvs., fls.) A2 (A5) J? DJ 

(The full table cf classifications of all species ider.tified at Cefn G:rai:,1r.0.s 

'Yill ap:ier.r ir. 'fi:llran, -forthcorninrr), 
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includine plants such as�. isla.ndica and�. flos-cuculi.7 Even though such

plants would inevitably have been more abundant in the adjacent mire (they 

still thrive there today), their charred seeds recovered from the site vrare 

consistently mixed with crop cleanings and are likely to have arrived as er� 

contaminants. It is for this reason that wetland plants o f  this type were 

classified under Al (as well as under A2, A5 and A6, see fig. 9). On the 

other hand, plants such as Caltha palustris and Carex nauciflora which are 

typical of even wetter havitats seem less likely to have survived as weeds 

of wet arable land, if only because they would not tolerate the disturbance 

of even lieht ard-tilling. (See Hillman 1981, 145-6, for discussion of 

survival of perennial weeds under ard cultivation). 

Distineuishing between seeetals and ruderals may appear to be even more 

rroblematic. However, precisely the same principal applies here as it did 

for �etland species; charred seeds of typically ruderal species found as 

components of remains of crop 1 cleanings 1 are far more likely to have arrived 
. (and got into fires) on the site" as contamina.hts of crop products than they are to have arrived

via one of the 1 c.a.sual I routes grouped under class A6 (see fig, 9}. In most 

cases, therefore, typically ruderal species are a�signed to Al as the mode of 

arrival offerin� the most plausible explanation for their seeds gettine onto 
and :ipto fhes. 

the site " lOne exception here is Urtica dioica vrhich I have never observed 

as a serretal, even under the lighte�t ard cultivation). 

All pro·oable seeetals (i.e. all species with a relatively uneq_uivocc.l 
8Al clasdfication) can now be further classified under the 'B' syste:n. 

Step 2: Sub-cl';l.s2ification of cror �nd seEetal weeds (from class 1 Al 1
2 

above) 

bv the tvT'e of cron 1Jroduct or b:v-riroduct in which e';l.Ch item is norm3.lly found. 

This step effects a sub-division of those species classified under class 

Al in the preceding step, Here, then, each seeetal weed seed c.nd each cereal 

component identified in the site remains is now as�igned to a particul3.r crop 

product. These assigments are made 

7 Invasion by wetland species can occur even in arid areas.
(mericarps) of Alisma lanceolata were identified in 'fine 
processine of products from an unirri,ated wh�at field at 
This can only be explained by occasional plants of .tiism� 
damp pstches of the field 'ldjacent to a water-channel, 

For example, seeds 
sievings 1 fron the 
A�an (E, Turkey), 
inVJ.dinc slichtly 

8 Of the examples eiven in fig, 9, the only species that could be carried
forward into the 1 B system' were - Stellaria media, Sner,"111"! e,rvensis, Scler,,r:thus 
�erennis, ChP.nonodiu� �and£.. rnurale. 
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strictly by reference co +.he ethnographic m:dels (described aoove). The 

only weed species used are those wi_th a relatively unequivocal Al classification 

in the preceeding step (step 1). 

The objective, here, is to extract inforrration (fro:n the charred rerrains 

on which processing stages are represented on the site. Of the wide range 

of crop products indicated in figs. 2,3 & 4, the only ones retained at this 

stage of classification are those likely to be recovered in charred fonn on 

archaeolo;rical sites as indicated in fig. 5 (above). 

-- -- ---- ----

fl:L.l� �tern B: classification of crops � s�etal_ weeds by dass of 

crop product with which each item is generall :r· associated (in pres�t-dav trad-; 

itional agricutural): the prin�l products . [ 
Note: For the purpose of this table, only glume-wheat products are considered 
and of these, any that are unlikely to survive in archaeological sites have 
teen deleted. 

Bl: winna,..ring waste (products of steps 4,5,(6a} & 10 in fig. 3). 

B2: 'cavings' waste fran c_-zyrr.se sieving (fran steps 6a RM 11 in fig. J) 
( ± 'chob' fran step 13a in fig. 4 ) • 

, B3: cleanings fran fine sieving (fran step 12 in fig.3; step 13G. in fig.4). 

84: cleanings £ran hand-sorting ( step 14 in fig. 4). 

B5: prirre grain etc. (fran accidentally grain stores in dry areas, and step 
24 in f lg. 4. l • 

Two additional products occur ( in charred form) on archaeological sites (see 
products l and 3 in fig. S). Ho,;,ever, they are emitted here as their canposi
tion is equivalent to rrerely an airelgarration of the products listed here. 

------------------------------

9) classif iec.ti.on of cror:• rEm'lins:

The major canp:,nents which characterise each of those crop products likely to 

be preserved in charred form on archaeological sites were outlined in fig. 5 

( page SO), The basis for assigning any ohe ccrnfX)nent of the cereal 

rerrains (e13. g1ume ba3es} to a particular product was the relative abundance 

of this ccrnr-:ine.""'.!t in the 7 different produc>-...s as surrrrarized in this sarre figure 

(5 J. On this basis, hc,r,,,ever, the only canponents which could be assigned a 

fairly unP.qUivocal 'B' classification (and therefore used in subseq.JP...nt anal

yses) were those which were conspicuously abunr13.nt in one class but relatively 
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rare in all others; i.e. any cauponent that was fairly ccmoon in a.;o different 

products was generally deleted. "As an example of the mechanics of this system, 

fig. 11 shCMs the 'B' classes (i.e. classification by crop product) assigned 

to 15 of the total of 78 cereal components listed in the score sheet reproduced 
in fig. 6 (aoove). 

F.i:g. 11. Sma.11 section of table of cereal remains fran Cefn Graeanog classifi

ed according to class of crop product with which each itan is gener
ally associated (in present-day crop products). 

't'= tail grains. 'p' = prirne grains. (They were scored separately: see fig.6). 

ccmputer 
ccxle 

T. dicoccum or T. spelta: rachis fragrnents 7 
spikelet forks 8 
gl ume bases 9 
grains 10 

T. spel ta . . . . ... • - .. , rachis fragments 11 

T. spelta or aesitivo
ccrnpacturn . . . . . .. 

T. aestivo-canpactum 

spikelet forks 12 
glume bases 13 
glume frags.(non-basal) 14 
grains 15 

rachis nodes/forks 
grains 
rachis nodes 
grains 

Triticum sp. $.na.et. ,.. . rachis nodes 
free-threshing spp)_j grains 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

etc. 

crop product with 
which nonnally associatec 

B3 (B5) 
B3 (BS) 
B3 fBS ) 
E_:BS; t: B3 (BS) 
B3 (B5) 
B3 {B5) 
B3 (BS) 
Bl (B3) 
p:BS; _!:,:B3 (B5) 

83 (B5) 
E_.B5; _1:B3(85) 
B2 (Bl.B3) 
I,?::85; .!:,:B3(85) 
B2 (Bl.B3) 
E_:B5; t:B3(B5) 

etc. 

Tail grain vs. pr.ime grain: Barring two products (nos. land 3 in fig. S) which 

are rarely found in charred form at primrry producer sites, remains of large 

nUITlbers of grains are characteristic of just two prooucts: 'tail grain' in clean

ings fran fine sieving (product B3); prime grain (with a minority 'tail grain' 

ccmp:ment) in product BS. Tail and prime grains are separated by sieving. Dis

tinguishing the two classes of grain in charred renains therefore requires know

ledge of mesh diameters of the sieves used, and this infonnation is lacking, of 

course. Clues to the rnesh diameters of the sieves used can, ho-Jeve7 be extract ed 

frcm measurerrents of the maximun diameters (breadths) of tail grains present 

in uncontaminated samples of · 'fine-cleanings'. If the frequency distribution of 

rrax-grain diameters is of Gaussian fonn, then thc'tough sieving (with meshes des

signed to allow- the elim.ination of most of the srnaller weed seeds} will theoreti-
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- cal ly a lso eliminate the smal lest grains as well. Tbe theoretical effect is as 
sho..m: 

nurbers 
of grains 

t 
1 

max. diarrete,s 
of grains 

Ho,Jever , sieving is rare ly that thorough, and not all those i.tens which could 

theoretically pass through the sieve are, in reality, e lirninated. In other words 

a certain number of the tail grains, srrall weed seeds and small chaff fragments 

r emain -with the prirne grain until i t is 'hand-sorted . A more realistic.: representa

tion of the effects of sieving on the f requency-distributions of grain size~ is 

therefore as follows: 

t 
nlllllbers 1 

of ~rains ! 
1 
1 
i 

rresh diarreter l max. diill!leters 
0f grains 

lt is hopefully apparent , then,fore , that ancient sieve mesh sizes cannot be 

estirnated fran grain sizes in ranains of prime products, but only fr,-ni tai l 

grain fractions uncontaminated by anything rror e than the very occasional pri.roo 

grain.s. 

Having estirnated rresh diarreter as indicated above fran one pure sample of 

charred remains o f fine sievings, this estimate was then used as the basis for 

identfying all nther yrains (fran the same phase of occupati on) as either 'tail' 

or 'p:::-i.mt!' . Only those grains well above or bel ow the esti.rnated mesh d~dlllete rs 

were , in fact, referred to either c lass ; the rest were left as 'unreferable ' 

(see score sheet , fig .6). 
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2) Classification of weed seed remains: 

From our studies of present-day crop r,roducts, it was clear that the principal 

factors deterrnining what seeds were present in any one crop product ~ere (i) 

the ratio of their surface area to weight (i.e. their winnowability), (ii) seed 

size and (iii) seed'headedness'. Each of these cateeories and their 

application in charred remains ~ill now be considered in turn: 

- fil Winnowability , For any given wind strenci;h, the probability that a seed 

can be winnowed out of the prime products seems to depend primarily on the ratio 

f . t f t · t · ht ( · 2 - l) o i s sur ace area o i s we1g 1,e. mm, g • 

Fora start, this ratio tends to increase with decreasing size so that very 

small seeds such as those from Campanula species ~ill tend tobe eliminated ~Y 

winno~ing. The presence of winrs on tr.e seeds ereatly increases this effect; 

winnowine; consequently also eliminates seeds of plants such as Linaria vul,--aris 

and the fruits of Artedia souamata, Aellenia autranti and several species of 

Scabiosa. Any charred re~ains of such seeds (or fruits) were therefore 

classified as winnowing waste, 

( ii) Size of seeds is important in that it dete~ines firstly - 'sievability• 

( in the upper size ranges), and secondly - 'winno'l'rabili ty 1 (at the ~ottom of t he 

size ranee). In present-day crop products as outlined in our ethnogaphic ~odels 

(above), seeds and fruits can be cl~ssified in four groups (see fig. 12): 

Fii;,;. 12. 1:·,eed seeds: size and winnowabilit;v clasoe~ 1 and the ;eroduct s in „hieb 

thev are nori.all:v found, 

(Hote: 'fruits' in this table exclude all dehiscent stl'uctures). 

1. Unwinged seeds/fruits ,,.,bose narrowest ~.< are 1 coarse sievings' 
significantly > rj of larcest prime grain (but < fron steD 11 
s:_oikelet v;idth)• . e.e • To:rd:vli u□, Aristolochia, (and 6b) ·• 
Gundelia. 

2. Unwineed seeds/fruits whose max. ,if a.re within same 'ha.nd sortines' 
ranee as widths of prime grain. e. g, Aerostemma, from staee 14. 
Cej2halaria s;vriaca, infected grains of Loliun 
tenulenturn, 

3. Unwinged seeds/fruits whose max. ~ are si ET"lificantly 'fine sievinc-s 1 
L:, 

<~ of sr.iallest prime grain but > o. 5 mm. e„g. from 12 and 13';). 
Vaccaria ;,;:t:rimidata, Sina.iiis arvensis, G;yyso;rhila 
pilosa, Pol:ve onu."1 aviculare. 

4. Wineed seeds (all sizes) plus all seeds <0.5mm ~- 'winnowine waste' 
e.g. Artedia, Cam;Eanula, Fila~o. from 5 and 10. 

This last class (4) does not a.ppear in table 5 because seeds and fruits in this 

category rarely survive in charred form on archaeological sites. 

* The lare;est indelüscent frui ts (e. e, some Umbellifer~ carpels) are sep1,rri.ted 
with tbe coa.rsest sievines fro:n step 6a. However, they are so rare that they 
are eiven 110 Re:parate class of their own. 
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( ... \ l. l 1. ; (1 '1!7 bere borroninc: the terr": usef'.lll;' coined for this 

state by Glynis Jones, tr.i:., vol.) l.'.any of our most CO'.'.'.□cn w<>.dc ~::'c/:·:c~ tl-,cir 

se8ds in ca,,s·.ües or capi tulac: .• e. c• L~,"cc\/P-r s:pp., G:.':'::;o-::ihi la 12ilO::'.:'.'., V::lC·'.::i:.!'i:l 

Many of the seedr, in these ca;.,ct.:les or caJ·i tul3.e 1re relear:ed only in the courr; e 

of procesGine. 'I'his is partic• . .üarl;y the case i: the capsu.les are 11.~r:-,ature ,1-t 

the time of r:arvec:tinr:: the seeis then released often :,;b0» cle:i.r sie'l'1S cf i".':1'!turi t y 

(even when they are cha.rred.). Indeed, if, af'ter ,;,:,ir.,,owinc, ihe t~rec:iec :sr,i'kelets 

are clea:r.ed thorouchly with a me::l.ium-coarse ac-.ieve (st.:,_,:_'?'' 6b i n fie. 3), t~.en 

<!.lr.rnst all th~ frer, see:::.s fouml in l"'ter cro:9 :r;-roducts a,,,,_. b ;,-:;::rod.uctc 

neces2~rily derive frore c3pitulae or capsules of about the sz~e si~e as spi kelets, 

and a high p:::-oportion of t:1e::1 show eiens cf im"'_3.turity. The po:nt at v,'.'ich th_e~e 

seed.s are liberated fro~ im~ature capsules is stace 9 (!ig, 3) - ~~en the pa:rche1 

spikelet~ are -pounde2 in orrler to rele::!.se the r;rain, The effect of this 

liberation of secds on the conpo$ition of ensuine p:noducts is indicate0 

di~crammatically in fiQJ.re 5, 
As for th~ pa.ttern of occ•.;;rrence of the intact 'v,eed h e :vls' tte□selve:-- in t he 

!lla.jor crop prod,.1cts, 0\U' studies of r-reser;t-day productE: sug·"'estci th,'!.t this ~.s a 

functio~ of sieve rnesh-~13~eterc. As nesh-diameterG, in turn, are deten.ined b~ 

the sieve makers accordi~~ to er~in and spikelat widths, the weRd heads 

characteristic of each eror rroduct ca~ be classified by size claeses ~hicj relate 

to spikelet :i.nd ryain v:idtt.~.: 

Fi~. 1]. Cl~~si.~ic~t~or of intact ~sed-heads by size ani by the products - i th 

"1hich t!leV 'l.X'B nor7.a.ll•r fOlL"rJ.d. 

(?or details of products, see Eies. 2, ~ a~d 4) 

1. He::!.ds si:~ni:f:i.Ca!ltly ,..._,ider than broadest spi L::eletst 
e,e. tte la.rger Cirsiu:-:-, sp:p., C:1rtr.a~ spp. 

2. heads of "7idths v:it!ün ra."rJ.E:e of pri!:le S~likelet 
widths: e. z. :.o.:?":Ül P.:1.-0:.Yer dul-:,i u.~, VaCC'l!'i e. pyramidata 
Silene conoidea, s:•.all Ci.rs;ur:i heads, □ost of srnaller 
Ar.themis beads. 

}. Heads significant'ly r,::irro•.ver than s:nallest prime 
spikelets; e,c;. s':lall :Pap a.ver c:.re:e:crme capsules, 
Gvnsor.hila uilosa c3.p,ules, Silene oti tec, scrre of 
srrmlle,;r Ar:the:-r.is heads, etc. 

coarsest 'cavi ncs' 
(fl'on ste:p 6'1) 

pri□e products i~ 
stora".B or ir: _: rocerir:. 
of bein5 p~rcted. 
(see product 3, fig 5) 

'cavines' fro, 6b. 

------------- ------------- -------'-----------------
Ariy h,:,q_ds that rw0,,in unbroken after poundinc (st3,i:e 9) are se:;:arate:' as part 

of thfl t ca vin2:s' by-}J!'Od uct froc1 stage 11. 
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Such a classification cle~rly has the virtue of beinc directly appl ica~le 

to classification of weed hP-ads in ch~rren re=~ins - ~here mesh sizes cannot 

be measured directly but where gr:ün and spL·rnlet '.·.·id ths can. A far rnore 

,ir;orous approach to q_~i.antification of 'headedness' is presented b:r Gl;'11is Jones 

in the follo~ing paper. 

To su~marise, by reference to this pattern of association of each cereal 

component and class of i'.'eed seed or 1 head 1 vrith f'pecific present-day crop 

products, it 'r'a,S possible to sue~st the source products repreeenterl by each 

equivalent of these ite~s identified in the charred re~ains from the site. The 

sort of notation used in this ':B systen' (crop product) classification was 

illustrated in fi~. 9. 

Step 3: Further classific:cttion of se rretal ,,.,.eeds (from class Al , above) b;r their 

e:rovrth ba'.)it af!d heif"ht 1'1he!1 ~o,:,;in.~ in cron stands. 

This step represents a further sub-classification of the segetal weeds 

already assigned to class Al, Our objective, here, is to extract information on 

the harvesting methods applied to the crops represented in the charred remains 

from the site (see fig. 14) • 

Fig. 14. S~rnte~ B: Classification of segetal weeds ( fror1 clas.~ Al ) by their 

r:ro-:rth form and height "lhen ~owin:- in croD st.,,nrl.s, 

(11ote: "'eed heL:;:hts are expressed relative to suy,posed height of the hast crop, 

as it is this rela.tionship which determines what weeds eet harvested. The 

example used here is a 1mediu~-tall 1 crop of Spelt ~heat). 

Cl: twinine vteeds (auto~atically ha:r.v"!sted when crop is uprooted 
or v:hen reaped ei ther low or :fairly hich on the 
straw). e.g. Pol:rc onur~ convolvulus, 

C2: free-standine; weeds - -i heieht of crop or taller: (h<J.rvested by mediUl'l 
and low rearing; also by reapinr; hieh on stra'.<r 
wr.en this is done careles!'ly). e.g. ACT0~t.P'""l'."'.I'.'. 

c-" .. h.~.co, Gyp sonhil:3, nHosa, etc. 

C3: free-standinc weeds -

C4: free-standine ~eeds -

l to ~ heieht of crop; (ha.rvested ,:-;,hen crop is 
reaped fairly low on straw); e,e • .Anthe!'1:i.S cotul:i., 
Eun leuru.~ rotundifoli=, Pap,1.ver dubii.r,, etc. 

~ height of crop; (harvested only by ver;,7 low 
re~:pine or :i:r uprootine; when this is perfor.ned 
r.ithout thoroueh 'root beatine'). e.g. A~h~nes 
mi croc 'cl.rna, Pol.7c onurr. areY',astru.'11 (prost rate 
forms), GaliuC""! o,rticulatum, Ari. stolocr:ia 
clen~titis. 
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'.Y:1.ile tvrir.i!'.',: habit is a rel3.t:ively ::i.bsolute criterion, cl"!.r.::-ii'ic.:'.tior. o:" 

weeds by the height at which they for:vi fruits is potertidly rather arJitc:.::-y. 

Firstly, the height of ::i.,:v one .;ee::l 3pecies varies dramatic3.lly in respon�e to 

factors such as soil-1':ater a,3.ilabilit;';-' and den:e;;ity 01" t!le crop stand. 

(','.'hether these f1,ctors "tffect trie crop:, proportior.atel::,,- i2. uncert.'.l.in). 

Secondly, w'c!ed l:eiFhtn are expres�ea rels.tive to cro;- heie!-:ts (see note to ::F,. 

14), �nd ever:: ".'i th d �rdard i ,c;erl en v:l.ron:,,ent 2-, the:re are e� CTITIO'..ls differences in 

the average hBiE;hts of dif'ferent v:i.rieties of any one cror species: e•?'• sor1.e of 

the shortest rreser,t-�1y Turkish Emm1c;rs barely exceed 60 C7 J.,ikf�e t'.lllePt exceed 

150 c;n. It is i,,1rioss:ible to be cert::i.in, t�erefore, vrh.:-ther or r.ot reapin;: hirh 

on the strav, of such a crop is likely to include heads 0f, say, A"c'ostec'!'.':/'\. 

�ecc1use of t�ese =cert.s.inties (esp8cially in assier.L.": cert.:tin species to 

C:1.. or C'3 ), tLE:< 'C s�.,sten' cl.'.lss.ification is, I feel, to be r-,t;arded as a.n 

optional (and distinctly dul:iious) refinenent o:f the A and B sys�-?.rr:s described 

above. Cert'.l.in1',• identi:f'icg,tioi: of harvestinf by UI'rootinr-, .'.l.t le'li"t, is 

perhaps better atte�pted by use of the presence of a�' cereal culm b�ses (see 

fig. 5 and ratio ••••• below). (?er exa�ples of 1 C system' classification�, see 

fie. 9). 
I1er.tificatior. o: re'.l.pinr heights from ctarred re�ains is ::i.lso niscus�e1 

by Glynis Jom�s (197'1 , .''.iEr'ln (1981), Re:molds (19?1) ar.d van Z.eist (196-°), 

Ste: A: Clascjfication cf non-r��et�l Arecies (i.e. clas�es A� to A� 

All species othe:r than crops �-�d their probable 1'Teeds were next cla:::;sified 

E.Ccordine; to the sort of habitat fro'.·: w1d.ch they were 11,:el:, to have derived in

the catch'ilent of His particuLu site (Ce!'n Graeano£). It should be re~_e'.'.:!bered 

that theee pl�nta from c!�sses �� to A, are likely to have arrived on the site 

(larr,el:,r b:,r '1-:u:�.�n aeenc,,) direct from non-c.raole habitatf' in the area, (i.e. 

they were ,m1i;<el:r to have been able to survive -'.!.S weeds of crons (see pp. 60-
62 above). They may therefore offer clues to tte types of veeet�tional 

resources c1.vailable in tbe area cf the site d•J.rin;,-; its occupation. 'l'he objective 

of this step is t;:erefore to allov-; 3.r-:alcam1.tion of records oi' pJ.ants of li';.:e 

habitat with ::i. vie": to ext:ractint:: inform3,tion on past patterns of exploitation 

of the sort of resources provided by each hatit3t type. 

By refere�ce to present-iay vegetation in the area of Cefn G�aenog tod�y, 
assUITPd 

d 
· 

it seemed that the�non-seeetal species present in charrA remains from tre site

could be crudely divid�d into four eroups as follows: 
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Dl: weeds of waste land (ruderals); 

D2; pasture or heath species; 

D3: plants of clearea woodland or 'l':oodland frin�s and eladei:i: 

D4: - marsh and boc species, 

Hov1ever, none of these cl3.sses are mutually exclusive, and it war, eventually 

decided that the particular species represented in the rem;;.ins offered no 

possibility of distineuis�ine between habitats D2 and D3, for exaMple. This 

dileffll'Tla is perhaps apparent fro� a few examples of 'D' classi1ication offerei in 

table 9 (above), and in table 16 (bel01•,), where cl3.sses D2 and D3 have beE'ln 

a'llalga!'!lated. 

It 'dll be apparent that this step (4) P'!akes no use of ethnogr.?.phic modelf:. 

It is included here merely -:,ecause its or:dssion would have left an illo.:i;ical 

gap � the a.m.lytical seq_uence. 

The followin� operations (5.2 to 5 ,4) �ere then applied to each sa�ple 

sepa.Tately: 

5.2 £,;Al.,GAl-�ATim.'. OF SCORES FRO!.: ITE:.'.S AS3IG1IBD TO THE SA:� CLASSES, 

The charred remains fro� the site of Cefn Graeanog were clazcified ao 

outlined in the precedinc section (5.1). �ithin each saraple of charre� remains, 

the 'scores' (nu�bers of items) of all those taxa assigned to an� one clas� 

under the A, E, C or D s:·ster:is ,;;ere then amal{'.'.amated as indicated in figs, 15, 

16 and 17. As explained above, these classes are those which could allow 

extraction of key informstion on hum3.n activities concerned �ith the 

manipulatior. of the plant resources concerned; viz. how they got onto the site, 

what husbandy and grain processinc activities they represent, etc. 

Ar:i'3.l[':a'!l3tion of scorer, r.n.s avoidable for reasor.s explained on pp •. 58-59. 

An�r one type of rem3.ins was :rresent in so few of the sar:1ples that there \'.'as 

little hope of identifyinc; statistically sienificant patters of variation bet,·:een 

samples, particularly v�ri3.tion betr.een samples which might be related to past 

patterns of bU:Jan manipulation of the wild or donestic plnnt products conc0rnec. 

Only by amalea��ting scores fro□ ite�s �hich, fro� present-diy par0llels, can be 

expected to have shared the � relationship to E! particular human ac�ivit;r 

can this problem he overcome, this by virtue of the res�ltine classes includine 

items which, collectively, are present in large numbers of samples, and 

differences (between groups of samples) in the relative abundance of these� 

total� consequ1mtly carrying far greater sienificance. 

(See figs. 15, 16 and 17), 
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Fi.9..!......l?. CERF.AL 'IUI'JIJ..S FOR CEFN GRAEl\N:G: .AMALGAMATION BY CI.ASS OF rnoP PRODUCT IN WHICI-1 THEY ARE NORMALLY FDUND 

Class 

( IN PRESENr-DAY EQUIVALENI'S): I.AYOUI' OF TYPICAL 'IUJ'AIS SHEIIT 1-'0R SINGLE SAMPLE 

The only cereal canponents i ncluded in these s1.D1111ations are those which are abundant norrnally in only one 
of the major crop product s c.amonly preserved by charring . All canponents are l i s t ed here by the canputer 
code nos. given in fig. 6 (page 57) . 
Note : These tot.als are produced separately for each sample. 

·- - ·- clä~ of prcxluct in which eac'h canponent i s normal ly abundant 

nos . ,r nos . J/ 
t 

Bl B2 83 nos. B4 nos . tj BS nos. 
present present prescnt presen present 

1 1 ·-1 

wheats /14 XX 1 1 (t.a1 l gr. only) 2 (prime gr. only) 
23 XX ~ t {18 

)< .,,. 2 6 ( " / 
20 )<. I< ) 10 ( " ) 1 

f33 

1 
XX 4 15 ( 11 ) 

1 34 XX cereals 75 JIY: 5 17 ( " i 1 

35 ~ ~ 
ind. 1 (1 ( II ) 19 ( II „ 

b3r leys i 37 1 7 None found 21 ( " ) 
39 : 8 at Cefn 25 { " ) 

f (a- ) , 9 Graeanog 27 ( " ) l 40 , 
10 ( " ) 

II ) 41 . ll rye 30 ( 
43 , 12 

lJ barley 44 
cer eals 77 XX 15 ( " ) 

l 
45 

indet 16 46 
17 ( II ) 

1 

1 

1 19 ( " ) 1 

1 

21 l " ) 

1 22 il 

l 1 
25 1 

! 
27 ( " ) 

1 1 ' 1 

1 

i rye 30 ( " ) 
1 i 

1 

[" 1 " ) 1 

1 

barleys 45 ( " ) 
1 46 ( " ) 

-· 
1 1xx XX 

1 )<."X : tot,ls - XX XX 1 ---
(for t his one samp1e) ' · II J -- -

-..J 
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- ·-- -·-··· -- . . ~-- -· -~ ·-----·---- ----·- ---·--- -----
~ SCORE IOIALS OF WILD ,',III) SEGEIAL Si'EClES fli.l:tl CErN GRM.:ANL'C l ~ AHAIJ(tlS Br HUMAN ACIIVITY-ASSVClAilONS (t ••• IHE 

A. B ANU C CLIISSl Fl CAilUIS OF f lG. 9) 1 LAYWI Of scau: TOIAU, snu:I f~ SINGLE SAHi'U:. ·- . ·- -·· 

Io ••v• •~c., the col...,• for the ■cor•• ln ••eh cl••• hava baan oailttad, and L•ttn na.,.• h•v• "-•n abbr•Yl•t•d• 

Aa bafor•, th• only spacl•• u■ed to produc■ cl••• tot•l• V41r• tho•• for1hlch only on• ot tha •lt•rnatlv• cl•••tflcatlon• wa• probable 
wlthln ••eh of the •Y•t• .. of cla•alflcatloo (l,e. wtthln uy ooe ot the colU110t• A, B and C in tabl• 9), 

- - , b·.,. th• ~r••l• (tabi.i 1'} _ . 
ln produclna grand tot:ala (for any ona aampla) for ••eh ofh •s• cla••••• th• r■l■v.nt 'B' total~{•r• add■d to th• corrospondln, tot•l• of thl■ 
tabl■ ln ••eh c•••• Cl••• 'Al*' ccwprl••• ■pacl•• of probable ••1•tal atatu• but of una.rt■ n Band C cl•••ltlcatlon■, 

At ,.,. 
A2 ., i A4 A5 A6 

!! 112 tl B4 BS 

C2 Cl Cl C2 Cl C4 01 C2 C3 C4 

~11.a ,atllll. Panaver ~pp. Anthem1.11 Polygon1111 Av•na fatua Ranunc.bulb Stell.media Glechom.hed. Ule:r ·11p. Fr,.~ria 
pedicil tipll) { cap11ule11) ootula convolvul {67-70) P11.paver 11p, Soler11.n,11er. Pla11 tag . la11. Ulex/Cenill ta ~ 

Avena s o. capitula") Rumex oon,il Brnoeica 11p Trifol.r•l!i Ga 1111111. ulig. Calluna -.ul, Rubu~ idae 
( " " ) /.e~n,...facet 52er~lf ar 7h;1bridum c .... ~arin9 a~eda R.fruticos ' 

Aß!Ol!FDn Ch•n!!.album T.arvl!!'n.!le Senecio vul. flower11 RoM 11p, (ntJ C, murl\le Aehanell mio. Lotu11 pedun. 11hoot tip11 7'aci,ene11) uri•qui vooa1 Chenop •. ind Polu .nvic. / oornic. Erica tetra. Corilu11 av evimp)e1 .'.tTiplex ~p AnRgall111 l','ul:!!!orbia ~, flowre!! Empe trllll raeoverP.rl 
Vicia7 tath. Prune l. Tilll!. 11hoot til"' ~ fro• th111 Tri! .med./ POll annua (no unequi 1rn0al Erica einer. Prunt.111_ eite) ~ratenee Aira sp. ex1111ple11 recovered 11eed11 ~pinoM 
Meorc,.&nnuu8 fro11 thh eit•) flower11 
Pol):'ß:•l'"r"• !,,ricacea<1 
P,la11athifil ln<l11t. 
. Vernica „rv Pteridium 
Galeop.e_!K • .,,,,, ture frond 
- /anr;ust. frag,nente 
G. tetrahit 
GAleol'• ind 
Ant. cotul" 

(o„ed") 
Chr.:tMn, ""ß ; 

Vulpi& "P• i 

Anbantha " • 

1 'c• c1"e11 

1 

111ub-tota le 

---·· -- 'f--- . - . '·----~- -
":1,\,, t) 

'--~-- .. ~-- --

1 

•B• Cl39• 
( tl 1 \,-,1„1 "'""' ) 

, \1 
( 0 3 ( !l 4- Mcn I!.$ 

total" 
(_'r,c>. 1,,f. 

• A' clsse 
( f:\ \ c:;:r,._, ... Ä ,t,_,,,.\) ( /\ ~ \,,1 :, ) (1\ -~ \,.\. \) 
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cere1ls. Ir. each of the 'B' cl�s�es o� fie. 15, the o�ly cere�l co�po�e��� 

inclu:Jed ir. the clas:.: tot-:.ls weTe those ,.-;:Lich 1\'ere e."!:J·Jndar.t in onlcT or,e of 

the princ ipc. J. rrod ucto c o:nr::o!:l.Y pre s� :-ved °b" char1•in,-:. 

deleted fro� f�r�her ��nlysis. 

Fig, 16 sho-s tho2e species ide��ified in charre� re��ins fro� the site 0� 

Cefr. Grse'.lro[: v:-.ic!1 could be relatively :i".!eq_uivoca:cly as.ci.=:-ned to s1,ecific

classes. 

1 • I 
,!. 

assicned to 'E' and 'C' claEses, (These 2 classes are ei'f'cictively sub-c.'.visio:·,s 

of class Al). Fer the re�2.ins from Cefn 3r:i.ec1:10,s:, there ·,:· " r,o pos:o,ibilit:,c of

eivinr a 'C' sub-claG'.:'. to the cir.e:le species in clai:is 1 E2', e.:: t:ie pl3r,t 

co�cerned - k'.t�e�i� ootula (in this class rerrese�ted by intact �eads) -

rec'..1.l'.3.:rl:r "'ro"·:c to 11eizhts ·.•:hich a-::1:::rc1ce both classes •r,3 1 ar,d 'CL'. And the 

fe·.� ite;ns recorde(] for class 'i2' ( ::"'1i'1.VCr capsule fr:1�-erit;; c-.v;d f_ven1. psoicil 

tir-s) ca::ie frof" plants represer;tinr, or.ly t-:10 of the foce- possible heizht 

classes. There ,,,ere a n,t".'ber of species '.0,!1 ich had. alrr,ost cert.::.inl:t been 

cecet9.ls (clasc Al) but 0:•1,_ic:i could r.c"� be civen a cle:i.r 'E' or 'C' clas":.

These sr,ec ies ·::ere a,,: .:. ?::ed. to a serar:,. te Al col u:-r.n so tb2. t, despite t,i-,eir 

u."lcertain '3' and 'C' c::c::,,:Fcs, t1 ,eir score total could cor.t:ribu'ce to tt,e 17:r.�nd 

tot�l for class 'Al'. 

For each s a:--:pl e of I'�.,i,nt r,,,!,,'!. ins fro� the s i tr:, tl:e scores of the qiec i e :-; 

:i.sc::if,T'ed to an�.' one cL�;,,c::: ·.c·e::-f, sur·,'."led as ir.dic:i.ted :for the cereals in fig. 15, 

T�e 'Al' tot.0,l "'a;; obt:cined "!J:, ad:,ir,,:: the 1 B 1 sub-totals, and these, in ','i:!'r. by 

C?.ddin,s; the 1 C' clc!s-, sub-tot�l;:;. :11,.e 'C' class totalG •,-:ere, h0\-1ever, obt:i.ined 

b:1 arl�inc the tu"::;-t"-t,,ls fro'J c:olDco-:rw o: sinilar cl3.s::, frofll each of t:v� '3 1 

cla:csec; i,e. ···e 2,dc:ed the s•.Jb-trJtc!.ls fro::-, each of the C2 co:!.ur:ns; like·:rfre 

for each of the C3 �ol�"ns, etc. In additi0n, for most of t�e an�lyses 

outlined b<>lo.-:, tne 1 E' ch.ss totals from f1.£. 15 (cere:i:!.sJ 'c:ert'l 1.acled to t�,e 

equivalfc.nt '3' clc?,s:� tots.l!" fro'."1 fi,s. :::.6.

Fi,c:;. 17: Ir . .,,1,Ftion to their clas,.if':l.cation in the A2 t,; A6 cla,�.,':'::, 

non-se�etal spec��s \dn�tifiei in the site remqins -ere also cl�ssified �y 

their probable sru:::-ce h:,,bi tat, 3-::' rlescribed 2bove> (p, 69-70)'Phe �•nalgamatior of 

their scores as ind.icrtted in fie. 17 is hor,efull;;" self explar,2.tory. 
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5. 3 DEL"STIOHS

Deletion of taxa (and �hole classes of items) froM further analysis occured in 

two phases: 

,!!_) Any species (alJ(l cereal components) of eQuivocal classification in systems 

A to D were not assigned to specific classes. As

stressed above, scores did not, therefore, contribt:te to any of' the class 

totals. 

!!_) Any classes ,;;,i thin t!1e A to D syste"•s v:hich proved to be present in too 

fe� of our samples of charred remains were also eliminated from further 

analysis. Glynis Jones (followinc paper) has suecested a fizure of lo;· of 

sa�ples as a conver.ient frequency below which taxa (or cereal components) 

should perhaps be eliminated from an�lysis, This seeMs a sensible strate,?y, 

thouch in the system outlined here is applied to cl n, sses (,;:ithin the A to 

D classifications) rather th�n individual taxa. 

Despite their elirdnation from subseciuent steps of the analyses outlined 

here, scores of the deleted taxa can nevertheless be traced in the 1

_i:;rimar;:r 

score sheets' (see fir,s 6 and 7), The importance of this fact is that Eone 

of the� still retain a function as 'indicator species' in other aspectB of 

the ::i.rc!:13.eobot�n:i.c."=.l stuc'i.ies '.l.t t!:ie site. 

5 J ?.ATI 03 TC T?LAC� CLAS 3 TO'I' A.LS :EAS'EIJ o:� AE301'J'I'3 FTI�UE11CIES.

Absolute frequencies of occurrence of charred remains provide a s o�e�h-3. t 

hazardous basis for co:?1p3,rison of different sa��les. L::i.r�e nu.-nbers of chance 

factors are involved. in an:,, one gro:J.p of plant Troducts beinc first prese::-ved 

by charrinc, then survivinc in arch�eoloeical deposits and finally being 

successfully recovered. Any comparisons of contents of different sa�ples �ust 

therefore eliminate (or �akfl allo";-;9.nce for) the effect of these vagaries of 

preservation, deposition and recovery. 

The most obvious solution i� to u�e percenta�es in place of absolute 

numbers of items, this rerrardless of �hether the �bsolute numbers represent 

individual taxa or the cla�,s totals described above. Ho··ever, percent =.ees have 

a dilutine effect in that the fr9quency of any one item is expressed only in a 

form relative to all the others co�bined, and quantitative relationships 

between, say, a ke:-r pair of taxa (or 6roaps of ta;:11.) can become 

corresrondinely obscured. 

Ratios bet·."een such pairs of texa (or eroups of taxa) offer a Co!lvenient 

means of overco�ing this problem. They can furthermore be foroulated 

specifically to address key questions relatinc, for example, to site econony 

and past human activities concerned with the menipulation of plant resources. 
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A :fe;-, ex:1!;1ples of tLese q_·.1estior.s "-rrl:ied at thfl :cite '.)f Cefn G:raeilJ'.'.0£; 

and the sort of rat�o� t��t can be used to ad1resa thern are outline� bel�•. 

!n alr:10st all ccises, class tot:1.ls •nere '.lsed (ar: descri:Je:l a,':) ;-;ve), anr:l.

these 3.re re:;:re,,e:?1ted ir, tbi l'"•_tios bclo"' b." the corres:;,or'.:in!:'." cla:-::r: cDdF-�·

(e.e. B3, Al, etc), The only excR;tio�� to the u2c of class totals arise

in cases of taxa or cereal co�ponents �tich, in isol�tion, offer cle�r

potential :-.s indic::.to:-s o:." either s�1ecific hur.:,1n "'ctivities or the

availability of p,rticulal' types of vegetil.tion,il re.sol.ll'ce,

!Ii ll?:1:m, 19?1).

(see exa�ple jelo•·).

Y::,:�:i._8 l: ";:,s t,:e sit'" o·· �2,ri:-,.n '1,,ri!J."-:r�r ·-roducf.>r' f;ettle-·e,-:,t or 

:-1ere} •r 2. c or:su:1r, r o': <1·'"T"riar- nrod uce "'!'O':'!l e 1 se;•.•here? 

i.e. ·•:as it a f'.l.rYD-ir,c: coettle::-:ent or, on the other hand, "" strictly

p3st':l.rlist, craft or tr2.dir.f settle,.,ent?

The use of pl ,nt rPm'.l.iT's to identify 1 prirn�ry producers' w�s disc�:·sed 

It ".'as stressed there (�ncl in 

of it Relf, :Pl'ove tb1t the;: werE: 0;ro1."ine; the crop loc:.11:-c. The close:::t 

a:r•:proxi:nn.tior. to ::.rc:· fcr:c- sf ::ir,iof c:in come onl�-' fro,, the ":astF fractior.� 

of thP- sarliect st?..ces of cror, processinc (e. r;. 'str-:iy: 1�ast!'' fro"' si.-!1,':'l!"

3, 4 and 5 of fie. 3). 

,,._.hir� P.1'.l.Y a:urvi Vf' from' str9.••,• ,'r?..,,-t;e' �.re t'lbul:ite:i under product ::o. 2 c': 
· . 0 

ficure 5 J. ·
If, therefo:-e, conditionc; at a ' :i.··ri:1:i.r:{ producer' site ,_·:ere f?..Vo:i::-2.b1e 

for th,i preserv�ti.on of charrec ,�,,ste .fractions of cereals at a.11, th•m it 

should produce l'•-tios of _3_l ____ B_3_ th:c--.t n.l'!' sir:r:ificantl�.r hicher than in 
',, 

the hiehed _1i_2 ____ E'"'3a.. r':l.tios foU:'1." in erpnvJ.l,mt present-day cro_p products • .I.•-

The uc:e of 11 r,"lati ve me:;.s-.ire o: this type iG possible in this case because the 

composition of Dl and B2 1s closel� similar and, in addressi�� this question, 

one is lookinE:" r,,erol;;' for reL,.tive over-rE'>presenta.tior. of tr.e co:r:ponents 

other�ise typical of B2, 

9, <'E'>:ciduPs fro"1 burninc; ,.,·hole f'he2..ves cents.in f'.!1.n;r of t:ie sa1:1.e CO'.",l•Onsntc:, 
( see fi{';. 5), Ho··•ever, their presence on a site carries :rrecisely t�,'? s:ne 
i�plica�ionr as does t�1A presence of 1 Rtr�� .r�ste', n��Pl�r th�-t the r�te ��� 
:r,robc:.tl:f a 'prim:;_r;/ producer'. 

10, 33 { ,..� tr.cr th'3.n 35) is used as the den omin:,.t or :-iere in that. it re:;,re s er.t::, 
a'1other col'.lpor:eJ1t of cerec,l •,...•�ste' which, in principle, is eY.posefl to 
c0ncE�ion� of pre."'erv2.tion and de:-osition more Rir.iil�r to 31 than prir;1e 
p:roc�uct::,. siich as D5. 
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Ho,,:ever, El contdns 2..1·, '3.dditio:n::cl component not norF.J-:illy .found in 

E2, namely - 1"leed hearlie; (see fig. 5: also fie. 13 ), though only if the fields 

were not roeued. A..'1 alternative Means of addresF;ine this question is there-
fore to use the ratio of -weea heads (Bl + B2), This ratio could never be 

expected to be laree, but if it is at all sicnificant, then it could 

indicate that a El product is present and that the site was perhaps a 

'primary producer'. 

Example 2: Do.the ch3rred re��ins fron B rarticul�r s3�nlc represent a 

p·i:"le product o·r a waste fraction? And if it is a ferm of wc1ste, :2hi.£h 

wast� fr�ction does it re�resent? 

a) Bulk stora6e products or \':aste fraction':'

Test: ratio of all 1 cleanines': prime r,rain i.e. Bl.., J:!2 .. B3: B5

b) If waste fractions � involved, then 'l".'hich class of •.•·a.ste and fron

which processine star;e? As B3 weeds+ chaff (from 'fine sievings 1) tend to occur

more comr;ionl? on '.:lost \primary-producer: el u.,1e-1':heat ·Sites than BO;" other

waste fraction, y1e could am;wer this question by !:leasurine the

abundance of all other �aste fractions against B3j i.e. �1 (cereals/

weeds, or either se�arately): E3 or D2 (cereal8• weeds, or either

se�arately): B3, etc. 

However, this approach involves a sequence of separate analyses, and 

this is not convenient for the subsequent stages of the analysis involvinc 

l:'rincipal Components (l'.C.A.) programmes a.s outlined belo,.,;. 'i'he need for 

sequenti�l anRlyses can, however, easily be pre-empted by eicply 

measuring the abundance o� fil the components of interest ag�inst the prime 

gTain (B5) clas� total in the same sample: 

i.e. Bl B5 

B2 35 

:B3 B5 

In using these r�tios, it is often advisable to analyse separately for 

weed and cereal 'waste' components, as there is often doubt at the outset 

of tbe analysis of remains from a ne-:v site as to whether or not those 

species classified as 1 segetals' �ere genuinely associated with the crop. 

Separate analysis of weeds and cere�l 'waste' fractions then allows the 

e:,ct;ent of correllation between these t"rO col!lponents (over n. ranee of Sa!.'!ples) 

to be measured c1uto□atically as part of P,C.A. (see below). 
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totalE of the scores f�o� �eedn and cereal �a�te - �s foll��s: 

B2 ( w<2ed�) : B5 

B2 ( C e -.-.p� -, "'\ ..._ - _.,.._u 
I 

: B5 

]3 ( l"Ee.-l"' ', I ,� � ' / : -, •. c:; 
�,, 

B,3 ( cere • 1 " \ , J. ·• •· I : B5 

Cle2.rly, tf ".11 of t1:ese r,-tios eive o, loi'' v.:,,lue, :.hen the saople of 

ch5:.r:-ed re:-;'.:!jr,s concerned r•rob.'!.bl�• r<:,pre!:"er.t2 2 1rime :i;·r,:·,:l,·.1.ct. �£' ju2t ,£:!£. 

of the!'.! is hL�;-h, then it rer,ressntn the correspondin,-:- cb,s:o 0:!:' ':'/'!,de. If 

t-:-:o r::;.tio2. eive a, r.i,:h v.:Lie, tl:e:1 a ;nixture IJ,S well "::>e ir:vol·rn<l: this 

�:ould, for exa:c-:;:le, be exI.>ected -:i th v:a.ste fr:?.ctions B2 and E3 (�,cte 

a�alca□�tio� of �aste fractio�s fro� st�ge? 11 and 12 ir fig. 3). 

Exe.!"'lr�e 3: If a_ n�in-�o::��.r,2te--�: �:.:,�!:lle ::e"D�e;;ents c. nri�e ;)roduct, th�:--- "'-"':?..� 

it C:'!',,rre:l :'..ri bull: ,0tcr:1/e or in ';.·r," cour,:e of' fooc. -cre"�.r,t;or. (e.;:, a�;_:,,. 

There t·:,o staeeslf\the :·y,;:•ps.ratirm of prime r•roducts can be di.dir;,:::-,lic:tec: ::ic· 

refere,,ce to the pro.,o:tt.,0, 1 o::' r.t :·reeds 1•1hi.c� are :,;rRsent, i.e. r,.t::.c of

t'::iat ratios -�f v::.-,lues :'.if:Jlr ':- 1 '.:>.:a :2.,.: 2G :,,re indic::,tive of i:;r2.in 'b..il:-� �tor'",:-6 

(follo,:,:in.:i; st-:-,r::e 12) o:r- gr;o_in in the C0'.1rse of beinc dried in prep:,.r".ti01-

for oulk r,tor3.e:e. Rstio1o sigrifica,,tl;: lo-·•eT th;:rn l: 20 �"Y indic::te either 

a) t::2.t the £:T3.ir. h,'.l.rl :,_lrs:1::1:·.· bGP"l h:,.y:d-sorted (stc'..::;e l!., :fie, .-:) :i:r;<l -;,,c:,

beinc pre:r,':.red for food (:perh"-:!.':C as ro,istad era.in) or

b) that the crop had ':JHm tho:!'ouc:::, 1:,- rocuec ( '.7e cd ed) 5.n thP fi el•J, '."i: h t:ie

re ::rnl t th;:it !J� ,;;ei;,d s s '-1Ch as A=-rostsmr1'.'l ct_th".";O ar.•1 Ce-r,�:,.J ;;,::-i ,,_ 2ri ace: h'.l.d

bercm elimim.ted.

·•,'e!'e thA:-' r0;:rue:i.r,:-: their cro1,?

To distir.cuist the Lsst t•:ro posdbilities (roeueir.r,: �s agair.c.c h:i.ri::

sorting), it i6 potr,ible to use the preser.ce o:f spikelet forks. These nre 

never completel? r.lininated by sievinc:-, but are 13.r�el;.r rP-!:'loved in the co:Jr;;e 

of h3nd-so:::-tiag, If, therefore, (i) the ratio of D1 (ceregl�) : 3c �E not 

hit;h ,,nouch for a "'·'at-:e �:roduct but is neve:::-theles� si,:.';'nificant and :{('"., 

(ii) the rat:.o of 'BIT (·•erds) : :Le; wac low, then this would indicate that the

crop h'l.d been rogued.
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If, on the other h�nd, both the ratio E3 (cereals) : ES and the ratio 

]4 (weeds) : B') were 1017, then this would indicate that the grain cache 

in the sample concerned had been hand-sorted. 

5. 5 INl'ERPREI'ATION OF RATIC5 IN TERMS OF PRODUCT' TYPES

It will be noted that ratio values have, in most cases, been classified as 'high', 

'rredium', 'lOW" but significant' and 'vecy low-1
• However the interpretation of

these 'values' in terms of product type or processing stage is rore precise than 

this rather vague terminology llll)lies. Interpretation is achieved in bt.u ways� 

a) The first method involves direct ca:rparison with values of equivalent ratios

in present-day prooucts. Wherever sufficient numbers of replicate observations

exist; these values areused in quantitatively defined terms; thus, in example

above, a ratio of 1:20 represented the 'dividing line' between 2 product types.

In many cases, haweve.r, qualitative assessments are still being used, thoogh

Glynis Jones, in her ethnographic m:x:lels frcrn Greece, is nc:M prcducing a much

wider range of accurate neasurements of features of product CCJTip:>Sition. This is

clearly a great step fo,,;ard, (See follOW"ing paper).

A rreasure of caution is necessary in this approach, however. The extent of tech

nolcgical unifonnity in crop pnx:essing methcds was discussed above (p. 45-46) 

as were minor variations within any one cultural tradition. These minor differences 

between households, villages or climatic zones are (today, at least) paralleled 

by differences in thoroughness of grain-cleaning at each stage, and such 

differences are doubtless not rrerely nodem phenanenae. Too inflexible an appli

cation of m:xlern values to the interoretatiori of a given ratio in ancient remains could therefore 

prove µ::rtentially misleading. An alternative approach is advisable, therefore, 

if only as a control. 

b) '1'he second methods involves 'internal analysis'. Here, we analyse p:i.tterns

of correlation bea.ieen variations in the values for each of the ratios in each of the archaeological

samples in which the relevant ratios can be zrea.sured. A cnnvenient device for

internal analysis of this sort is P.C.A. (see below-) in which samples are grouped

on the basis of correlation between variations i:ri values of each of the ratios of 
interest. At the site of Cefn Gtseanog, it W!I.S clear that nost of these P.C.A.-genera.ted 

clusters of samples represented different classes of crop product: 
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(i) Firstly the clusters were distinct, though this was admittedly a subjectiv�

assessment and the significance of their apparent distinctnes should, no doubt 
a 

be tested inAstatistically irore acceptable fashion using devices such as the 

discriminant analysis applied to this end by Glynis Jones (see follcrwing paper). 

(ii) Secondly, examination of t..1--ie ratios whose variations in value had contribcted

to the principal cani=onents concerned, revea1 ed close corresi::ondence with the

general pattern of variation found in present-day prcducts. Indeed, the

differences in ratio-values between P.C.A.-generated groups WE:rc so great that

the group,; could be identified as specific crop products by canpa�ison with

even the coarsest of our qualitative assessrrents of ratios observed in present

day products.

Principal Carponents Analysis (P.C.A.) 

As applied to the analysis of the plant remains fran Cefn Graeanog-, F.C.A. had 

two rrain functions. 

a) Firstly, we used it to test the extent of correlatio.""l between variations in

ratios from all samples frcrn a given phase of site occuaption . Our ethncgraphic 

rrodels had led us to expect close correlation (either positive or negative) 

beu.ieen certain of our ratios. With other ratios, we expected canplete absence of 

correlation. In P.C.A., rhe extent of correlation between the values of these 

variables {ratios) is irrmediately apparent fran the initial correlation rratrix 

and fran whether or not the ratios concerned have contributed to the sarre 

principal canponent. P.C.A. thus provides a rreans of testing our assumptions 

regarding (i) the interpretive significance of the different ratios, (ii) the 

classification of certain taxa and cereBl canp:rnents discussed in section 5.1., 

above. 

b) The second function of P.C.A. at Cefn Graeancg was to classify the CCillpOSition

of samples as mentioned under 'internal analysis' above. In most syslens, samples

are finally plotted in the form of a 'sc.attergramne' according to their

transformed ccordinates (intercepts) on a pair of principal CCJTlfOnents serving

as axes of a graph. An example of such a �uter print-out fran Cefn Graeanog

is reproduced in fig. 18. At this site, large nurr.hers of samples of�2n clustered

in a single group. This was often the result of a few samples diverging excessively

fran all others such that the distance between intercepts had to be reduced

to fit all samples on the sarre sized graph. In order �o test the p:issibility

that there were significant differences between sub-groups within rrajor ciusters,

we redm:ed the numbers of samples by (i) undertaking separate P.C.A. on just the

samples of the rrajor clusters,
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(ii) analysing samples derived £ran a variety of features within a single

structure on the site, 

( iii l analysing samples derived frr:im a simJle class_ of context ( fran a range 

of site structures) in each case: e.g. hearths, middens, flCXJrs or drains -

though always fra11 a single phase of occupation. 

5.6. SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS 

CClnparison of P.C.A.-generated groups of samples fran Cefo Graeanog with the 

spatial distribution of source deposits revealed a clear pa��ern of relationships 

which will be discussed in detail elsewhere (Hillman, forthcxxni�g). These 

relationships, in tum, allowed us to suggest sane of the past flll1-:tions of site 

a:mtexts and features in terms of those human activities concerned ..,_;_th the 

manipulation of plant prcilucts - roth wild and cultivated (see Hillrran 1981,144). 

fure sophisticated forms of spatial analysis of patterns of variatio11 in sample 

canposition were also applied at Cefn Graeanog - with the help of the pedologist 

John Conway. These analyses involved 'Grid' progrant1€s and 'trend surface analysis' 

(see Conway, 1982). Both methods required samples to have been taken at regular 

horizontal intervals and were rnnseq-iently applied primarily to archaeo) ogicall y 

relatively featureless hut floors which had been sampled primarily in rretre 

squares. Examples of sane of the results of these analyses \.Jill be.presented 

in the published form of. this paper. 

5.7. TEMPORAL CHAN:;F.S 

Once all canponents of variation within each phase of occuP3tion nave been 

accoW1ted for, then P.C.A. can be applied to analysing for najor differences 

between phases in res:pect of ratio values arI<'. the crop processing and other 

activities whicfi:3ifferences in ratio values represent. Ha,..,ever, changes between 

phases can be convincingly demonstrated only when each phase of occui:atian is 

represented by chnrred remain8 recovered fran an equivalent range of context 

types: the dangers of failing to allc,,.., for horizontill variation when interpreting 

apparent vertical (i.e. temporal) changes were convincingly deronstrated by 

Robin Dennell (1972) with regard to the interpret.ation of tile charred remains 

fran Ali Kosh. One could go further: in view of (i) seasonal variations in 

the pattern of deposition of different plant remains in any one coutext of a 

settleinent, and (ii) the wide range of chance factors involved in any one cache 

of material being preserved by charring, we can claim to have fully aC.:COW1ted 

for all ccmµment.s of horizont.al variation only \.Jhen large numbers of replicate 

samples hove been taken fran several examples of each class of a:mtext within 
any one phase. 
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Postscript: The successful ai;::plicatian of qualitatively defined ratio values 

(observed in present-day products) to the interpretation of the crnposition 

of charred remains was rrentioned above (p. 79 ) • It must therefore be stressed 

that, despite this applicatilX'I ITDre precise measuranents of the relevant ratios in 

m:xlern products are badly needed. Shortage of tirne has for SC1lle years prevented 

thecanpletion of this quantitative side of the work on our Turkish rrodels, 

although we plan t,o carplete it in the very near future. In the mean.tine, 

Glynis Jones has now produced many of the required measurements in her very 

irrpressive studies of the canposition of crop products in the Aegean (see 

following pa�r). The close oorrelatian (so far) of the results of ooth sets 

of ethnographic studies is reassuring, though not unexpected in view of the 

limited range of efficient rrethods far W'1dertaking rrost agricultural tasks. 

Ha,,,ever, it is to be hoped. that others, too, will feel prcnipted to W'1dertake 

similar studies in other areas where archaic fonns of agriculture still survive. 

Conclusions: Every major step of crop husbandry and processing has a consistent 

and readily discernable effect on the o:niposition of crop products. Closely 

similar patterns of caTipOSition can also be observed in charred rarains of the 

sarre crop species xecovered fran archaeological si t.es. Relating the C011f0sition 

of samples of charred remains to equivalent present-day products can be achieved 

ina series of simple, clearly defined steps. Thus, by reference to ethnographic 

rrodels, archaeolgoical sanples can provide information. on the husbandry of 

prehistory. And if archaeological sanples of this sort have been taken fran a 

range of habitation features, it is p::,ssible to study the horizontal distribution 

of the various crop prcx:essing activities represented by the different samples 

and, in SC1lle cases, to identify the past function of excavated structures. 
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INTERPRETATIO� OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL PL�NT REMAINS: 

ETHNOGRAPHIC MODELS FROM GREECE 

Glynis .Jones, Cambridge, 
Euglan<l 

As Hillman {this volume) has demonstrated, ethnographic 

studies of present-day agricultural practices can be useful aids 

to the archaeobotanical study of a wide ra."lge of archaeological 

questions; This paper deals with one aspect of tLe interpretation 

of plant remains - that of crop processing - and the light which 

can be thrown on this by an ethnographic study. Crop processing 

may be pursued as a study in its own right so as to elucidate 

different techniques of crop processing, to determine the 

functions of buildings etc. Ccf. Hillman 1981, this volume) or it 

may be considered a necessary preliminary st udy t o  the use o f  

archaeological plant remains as indicators of other agricultural 

practices (cf. Jones 1981). 

Agricultural practices such as choice of soil, tilling 

methods, time of sowing, fallowing, rotation, irrig ation and so 

on all have their effect on the weeds which grow in cultivated 

fields. At best, however; on an archaeologica l site, one can 

expect to find, accompanying the crop s, evid ence only of those 

weeds which were in seed at the time of harvest. In addition to 

this, it is lik.':!ly that not all these weeds will have been 

harvested - short plants and those which are obvious in the 

field, for example, may have been left behind (cf. Hillman's "C" 

classification �f weed species - this volume). Finally, weeds 

will have been removed at different stages of crop processing 

(cf. Hillman's "B" classification of weed species - this volume). 

It is useful, therefore, to distinguish samples resulting from 

different stages of crop processing so that, when compar1s0ns of 

weed seeas f=om different samples are made, it is possible to 

compare like with like. This is the taphonomic role of a crop 

processing study, to  use the terminology of palaeo�tology and 

archaeozoology. 
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The ethnographic work discussed here was ca�ried out on 

the Aegean island of Amorgos. All the samples collected were from 

crops cultivated by traditional methods. Ploughing was by means 

of ox-drawn ard and, although fe�tilisers were in. use, no weed 

killers were applied to the crops .  Only crops which had been 

subjected to traditional processing techniques were sampled. 

Crops grown included bread wheat (Tri ti cum aesti vum >, macaroni 

wheat<� ��ru�), hulled six-row barley <�Qrdeu� ��!_9.are), oat 

(Avena sativa), pea (fisu� sativum), lentil (1�� ��lin�is), 

common vetch (Vicia sativa) and grass pea (Lathyrus sativus). 

CROP PROCESSING SEQUENCE 

All the cereals and pulses intended for dry storage 

were processed in a broadly similar way and, indeed, in a manner 

very similar to that described for free threshing cereals and 

pulses by Hillman (1981) for Turkey. It should be noted that no 

glume wheats are grown today on Amorgos - all the cereals and 

pulses are free-threshing. As this factor has, perhaps, the 

greatest effect on the processing sequences (see Hillman 1981, 

1983, this volume) one of the major sources of variation in crop 

processing has been removed. The processing sequence, as observed 

on Am orgos was as follows (see also Fig. 1) - stages which are 

paralleled in Hillman's crop processing sequence (Hillma_n 1981, 

Figs. 6 and 7) are indicated in brackets. 

Reaping 

Cereals were reaped with a sickle (stage 1) and the 

straw cut quite low. Pulses were uprooted using a blunt sic kle 

(stage 1) or reaped with a scythe. After reaping, cereals were 

tied in bundles and pulses piled in heaps and both were left in 

the field to dry for a few days (stage 2). They were then 

transported to the threshing floors. 
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~ 1 The Traditional Processing Seg uence for Free Threshing 
Cereals and Palses* 

•• 
1. Harvesting 

1 
by reaping or uprooting 

.!, 
2. Drying 

< in the field} 
-l, 

3. 1st Threshinq 
(to free grain from chaff and straw) 

1 
by trampling or beating 

J, 
5. 1st Winnowing 

(to remove light chaff and straw} 
1 

wi th a fork 

"' 3 . 2nd 
(as 

1 

Threshing 7 
above and also to break off barley awns) 

by trampling CHAFF AND STRAW 
~ _ _L ______________ , STORE 

5. 2nd Winnowing ________ _, 
(as · above) 1 for fcdder 

1 . 

J, ..J 
with a f~ork and shovel 

4. Ra.1<.inq 
(to remove heavy straw) 

1 
with a thyme bush 

J, 
6. 1st Sieving 

(to remove contaminants larger than grain} 

1 --with a coarse sieve ~lc~EANINGS STORE rl 
,J., 

§ IN STORE ! for food 
,J,. 

for fodder 

7. 2nd 
{to 

Sieving 
remove contaminants smaller than grain} ,------- - - --~ -------=----l !cLEANINGs STORE _iil 1 

with a fine sieve 
-l,, 

14. Hand Sorting 
(to remove contaminants 
J, 

for chi~ken :2ed 

of same size as grain} 

* the sequence is described for cereals but applies to pulses too 

** the numbering of stages is after Hillman 1981, Figs. 6 and 7 
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Threshing 

Threshing to release the grain was usually accomplished 

by trampling with the hooves of animals driven around a circular 

threshing floor (stage 3)� Occasionally, threshing might be done 

with a long stick which was used to pound the crop in the 

courtyard of the house. It should be noted that threshing wth 

animals and, on Amorgos at least, threshing with a stick have no 

effect on ·the composition of the harvest <gf. Hillman 1981 p. 

153). Both"serve merely to releas� grain from chaff and seeds 

from pods � no separation of cr6p or weed components is invol�ed. 

Winnowing 

The next stage in the process was the separation of the 

chaff and straw (leaf, stern �nd pod in the case of pulses) from 

the grain. This was done by winnowing (stage 5) - the threshed 

crop was tossed into the air with a winnowing fork, light chaff 

and straw were carried aside by the breeze and the gr ain and 

heavier chaff and straw fragments fell straight downwards. Small 

crops could be winnowed simply by lifting handsful and allowing 

them to fall. 

Second Threshing 

This followed the first winnowing and was carried out 

under two circumstances only: firstly, when the crop was too 

large to be accomodated in a single threshing, more crop was 

added and threshed with the same purpose as before and, secondly, 

crops rich in barley were ihreshed a second time to break off 

the barley awns (hummeling). 

Second Winnowing 

If a second threshing was needed, the crop was again 

winnowed to separate light straw and chaff from the heavier 



co m po n e n t s o f t he c r o p . I :1 t h e f i n a 1 s t age s o f w i n no '" i :1 g , 

fragments of straw e:c. wer� raked off the top of the grain pile 

usually using a thyme bush as a small hand rake (stage 4). 

Winnowing, then, was the first processing stage which affected 

c o m p o s i t i o n ( E.i . H i l 1 m a n l 9 S l , p . 1 5 5 ) a s i t i n v o 1 v e s t h e

separation of light straw and chaff from grain. These may be 

co nsidered, respectively, the major by-product and product of 

winn owing - the former was stored as fodder and �he lat ter 

usually received further processing. 

Coarse Sievinq 

Coarse sieves were used which allow grain to pass 

through them while retaining large straw fragments, weed heads, 

unthreshed ears and pods etc. (stage 6). Coarse sieving was the 

most likely stage to be omitted. It was often n ot p erform�d on 

fodder crops and might also be omitted if winnowing was very 

thorough, Coarse sieving could be used as follows: 

(i) As winnowing preceded, the lightest chaff and straw

fraction was blown to one end of the threshing floor and grain 

tended to accumulate at the other. Between these two areas was

an ever-diminishing pile of grain and heavi er straw fraginer.ts. 

This was often sieved with a coarse sieve to speed up the 

separation of straw and grain. 

(i i) Rakings from t he top of the gr a in pi le were o ften 

similarly sieved as they contained significant amounts of grain. 

<ii i  l T he fully winnowed grain was itself sieved. 

Grain (the product of winnowing and coarse sieving) and chaff 

(the by-product of winnowing) were bagged separ ately and were 

usually put into storage at this stage for later use as human 

food and animal fodder. The coarse sieve by-product {cavings) 

was usually kept for immediate use as fodder. 

Fine Sievin3. 

Fine sieves which retained the grain but allowed small 
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weed seeds etc. to pass thro ugh were used for grain cleaning 

. (stage 7) piec emeal throu�hout the year. For instance, gr ain 
was sieved just before it was sent to the mill for grinding into 

flour and pulses just before cooking. Fodd er crops were not 
usually fine sieved. As the crop was sieved using a circular 

motion, light components such as straw, pods and weevil-infested 

·· seeds collected on top and could be scooped off. · Such scoopings

(chob - stage 13) were often mixed with the residue from the

bottom of the sieve (the fine sieve by-product) which was fed to

chickens.

Hand Sorting 

Any weed seeds, straw nodes etc. which h�d not beeri 

remov�d by earlier cleaning wer� picked out from crops destined 

for humari consumption (stage 14)_immediately before grinding into 

flour or cooking. 

Cross-cultural Applicability 

Some comment should be made on the cross-cultural and 

archaeological applicability of. this seguence. As Hillman has 
al ready po i n t e d . out ( 19 B l , t h i s Vo 1 um e ) , i t is c 1 ear fr o m 
et h no graphic and et h no hist or .i c · a c c.o u n t s and a 1 so on � p r i or i 

grounds that crop processing can only be achieved practically in 

a limit�d number of ways, given a traditional technology. Though 

the details may vary and, in particular, the. implements used, the 

processing stages remain essentially the same and so, more 
importantly, do their effects on . composition. Thus, the effect 

of winnowing is to separate the light component of the threshed 
crop from the heavy component, regardless of whether it is 

performed with a fork, a basket or by hand. Similarly, sieves, 
regardless of how they are made; must be of very specific mesh 

sizes if they are to achieve the separation desired. It is 

diffic ult to envisage a method of separating chaff from grain 

which does not involve wind as the agent of separation and which 
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does not take more energy t han is provided by the food bei�g 

cleaned. Likewise, to remove every small w�ed seed without th,:': 

use of sieves would be excessively time-consuming. 

SAMPLING 

To analyse statistically the effects of crop processing 

on the composition of the products and by-products of e ach 

processing stage, many large samples are needed (Hillman 1981 p. 

1261 bu t it is c lear from the description above and more 

esp e c i a 11 y fr o m Hi 11 ma n ' s ( l 9 8 l , t h i s vo 1 um e ) w or k t h a t the 

processing sequence is complex and a large number of products and 

by-products are generat ed at the various processing stages. 

Moreover, a range of ce real a nd pulse cro ps 1s grown and 

processed for storage. 

To collect enoug h  samples of all products and by

products for each crop would, the ref ore, require more t ime than 

is available in one harvest season. Moreover, many of the short

lived products and by-products are un likely t o  be preserved 

archaeologically and many of the b y-products are, in any case, 

often mixed with the by-products of other stages. The coll2ction 

of samples was limited, therefore, to a small number of products 

and by-products which are r-elatively long-lived and unlikely to 

be obscured by mixing. Partly because of their longevity, they 

are also the stages most like ly to come into contact with fire 

(�f. the products and by-products marked F for exposure to fire 

in Hillman 1961 Fig. 6) and �o be eKposed to the possibility oE 

pres ervation b y  charring. The products and by-products sampled 

are discussed below. 

The Winnowing By-product 

As the by-produc ts of the first and second winnowing 

were almost alway� amalgamated and, as both had been selected by 

the same agent (i.e. by wind), no at tempt was made to sample them 
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separatel y.  Rakings and the ·by-product of coarse sieving were 

s ome timeJ amalgamated with_the wi�nowing by-product. Their 
' 

.. . .· . . . 
. 

effect on ---the ge�eially much. larger. winn owing by-product, 

howe�er, m ay be_small. In any.case,_ as this-·type of mixing is 
' ' . 

likely �o-.��v� occ�rred in the ��si,-it is of interest to know 

w h�ther cir. not a sample can 1e identi�ied as primarily a 

winnowing by-product despite cont�minatiori. This by�product was 

sampled because i� went·irito storage as animal fodder an.d was,

therefo.re,- expo_sed _to the risk · of accidental charring, for a long 

perioq. It can also be used as fuel (H.illman 1981 Fig. 6).

The Coarse Sieve By-product 

Alth oug h different cat�g ories of ma terial might be 

coarse sieved, all the by-product was usually mixed together in 

one �ile, but usually kept se�arat� from other by-products . 
Again, no attempt was made to sample_ these· v·arious types of by

product separately� As with wirtn�win�, they wire select�d by 

the same .agent - in .this case, the mesh size of the coarse sieve. 

Sim i'larly, ·the coarse siev e by-product may be slig h tly 

contaminated by. rakings and sweepings but, again, these are 
likely t6.have. only a _minor· effeci· on compositi6n and to be

within the r�nge of variation expected archaeologically . This 

by-product is, perhaps , the leas t likely, of th ose ch osen for 
sampling, ·-to be found archaeologically_. It is relatively short
lived, though it-may be stored for a sh ort time before its use as 

fodder. �t mat also be used -as fuel· (Hillman 1981 Fig. 6).

The Fine Sieve By�product 

As. fine sieving .was carried ou� piecemeal throrigh out 

the year, it w ould h�ve been impossi�le to co llect sufficieni 
samples of fine sieve by-product ·4uring .. the harvest seas on alone. 

For this reason, the threshing floor-product (which may have been 
both winnowed and coarse sieved or .just winnowed_- again such. 

v�riation is likely in ancient ctop �rocesslng) was collected and 
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sieved, using a fine sieve provided by one of the farmers. A fine 

sieve by-product and product were generated by sieving reasonably 

thoroughly, in the manner of the local women. The fine sieve by

product, which �assed throuqh the sieve, was collected. This by

product was sam�led because it is likely to be charred. If used 

as chicken food, it is not kept for long but, in the absence of 

domestic fowl, it is likely to be thrown directly onto household 

fires <Hillma:1 1981 Fig. 6). Fodder crops w�re also fine sieved 

because, though this was not done by the villagers, it may have 

been done in antiquity, especially as the crops concerned are all 

thought to have been grown for human consumption i� the past. 

The Fine Sieve Product 

That part of the threshing floor product which was 

retained by the fine sieve was also sampled because it frequently 

goes into store (Hillman 1981 Fig. 6) although, on Amorgos, the 

threshing floor product was usually stored before fine sieving. 

While in storage it is subject to charring. Also, especially in 

w et are a s , gr a i n may be k i 1 n - d r i e d, be f o re s to rage , t h us 

increasing the likelihood of charring (Hillman 1981 Fig. 6) and, 

of course; it is liable to ge� burnt during cooking. 

Sources of Variation between Samples 

A total of 216 samples was taken from the four major 

products and by-products. It is important to note that each of 

the three processing st�ges sampled relies on a single selective 

agent to achieve separation of the major product and by-product -

wind in the case of winnow ing and mesh sizes in the case of 

coarse and fine siBving. So, winnowing will remove the l ight 

components from the heavy, coarse sieving the large components 

from the smaller and fine sieving the small components from the 

larger. This is true regardles s o f  when in the sequence each 

process is petformed or what material it is performed on. 
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Thus there are two major sources of variation ·between 

samples:· (a) the last process to whi eh the sample was subjected 
. . .. .

.

_a n d · ( b ) t h e p rev i o us pro c e s s i n g II his tor y " of the s a m p 1 e i . e. the 

sequence of processes through which the sample had passed before 

the· last process. This study concentrates on the first source of 

variation for three reasons: 

(i) That to subdivide products and by-products further

according to their histories would reduce the number of samples 

in each category. 

(ii) it is doubtful whether st
r

ch similar products and by

products could be di stinguished on the basis of sam ple 

composition. 

(iii) Sample histori es are likely to be relatively constant.

There will be differences, such as the number and thoroughness of 

winno�ings, the occurrence or not of coarse sieving and so on, 

but the basic order of the processes is unlikely to . vary. 

Winriowing precedes sieving as ari unwinn6wed crop is too bulky to 

sieve satisfactorily and coarse sieving is likely to precede fine 

sieving, since the reduction iri bulk is greater. 

Interestingly, the inhabitants of Amorgos themselves 

classify the by�products of processing not according to the stage 

from which they were derived but according to their composition 

as this determines their different uses as winter fodder, 

immedi ate fodder for work animals, chicken feed and so on. Such 

amalgamations of by-products as occur are. usually between those 

of s i m i l a r co m po s i t ion , w h i eh is e n co u r a g i n g n e w s for the 

arch.aeobotanist interested primarily in the effect of cro p 

processing on composition (especially the weeds which may be used 

in later interpretations). Mixing between similar products and 

by-products fro� different crb�s is also more likely than is 

mixing of products and by-products from different sta·ges. 

Predepositional mixing at the refuse disposal stag� 

remains a possibility but mixing between by-products of different 

stages, if not of different cro ps, should still be detectable. 



It is difficult, for instance, to see how a fine sieve by-prodi1,::-t 

could be imitated by mixing any other combination of products and 

by-products. Only the intermediate products of processing stages 

could be satisfactorily replic ated by mixing, in the correct 

proportions, the product and by-product to which they give rise. 

However, archaeological context may st ill permit distinction 

bet ween them and they are likely to be comparatively rare, 

ETHNOGRAPHIC MODEL OF CROP PROCESSING 

The products and by-products of each r.rop processing 

stage differ in the proport ions of crop seeds, chaff and straw 

{pods and stems for pulses) and weed seeds (Hillman 1973, 1981; 

Dennell 1974, 1978). Both cereal and pulse seeds occur on 

archaeological sites but, whereas the charred remains of cereal 

chaff and, to a lesser extent, straw are encountered frequently, 

the eq uivalent components for pulses, i.e. fragments of pods and 

stems, are rarely found. In order to find some method of 

differentiating between the products and by-products of different 

stages of crop processing applicable to both types of crop, it 

was decided to concentrate, initially at least, on the evi dence 

from crop and weed seeds. Note that, in an ethnographic study, 

there is no problem in distinguishing those species which were 

growing as weeds in the fields {cf. Hillman's "A" classification 

of plant species - this volume). 

Data Selection and Modification 

As a first step in th e analysis, the commonest weeds 1n 

the Amorgos samples were selected by excluding species present in 

less than 10% of samples. This reduce d the number of species from 

103 to 39, but only excluded about 1% of the total number of weed 

se eds. Rare species we re exclu ded firstly, because time and 

effort could more p�ofitably be spent accurately identifying the 

more cummon species. Secondly, the inclusion of such rare 

species, unless they were very precise indicators, could result 
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in "noise" which obscures rather than enhances any overall 

pattern in the data (cf. Dagnelie 1978, p. 223). 

Although a minimum of 300 weed seeds per sample was

aimed at, some fine sieve by-products contained fewer than 50 

weed seeds (average 350). Samples of coarse sieve by-products, 

on the other hand, sometimes contained over 2000 weed seeds 

(average 880), because weed seeds in coarse sieve by-products 

tend to be found in heads, and so collection of a reaso nab le 

number of heads may produce large numbers of seeds. In order to 
'-

eliminate this extraneous variation which is not related to any 

difference in the relative frequency of different types of weed. 

seed, 

seeds. 

sample size was standardised by using percentages of weed 

Also, since the statistical procedures used in this 

study assume normality of the variables used, the weed 

percentages were transformed by taking square roots to make tham 

more normally distributed. 

Discrimination of Crop Processing Groups 

Discriminant analyses C using the "direct" method from 

SPSS - Klecka 1975) were carried out using the four major 

products and by-products as the groups to be discriminated and, 

firstly, percentages of weed seeds then, secondly, square roots 

of th�se percentages as the discriminating variables. A varimax 

rotation of the discriminating functions was performed to 

facilitate interpretation of the functions. The eigenvalues of 

the disctiminant fundti ons are cited as a measure of the 

functions' relative ability tci separate groups of samples and 

Wilk's lambda as a measure of the discriminating power of the 

variab les used - the higher the eigenvalues, the greater the 

functions' ability to separate groups and the lower Wilk's 

lambda, the more discriminating power there is in the variables. 

A good measure of the discriminating value of the functions is 
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given by their ability to reclassify the samples corr-ectly. 

The discrimii:3.nt functions derived from the analysis 

using weed percentages had very high eigenvalues and Wilk's 

lambda was low at the start of the analysis (see Table lA) -

86.1% of samples were correctly reclassified. Using square roots 

of weed perc entages, the three discriminant functions had even 

higher eigenvalues and Wilk's lambda at the start of the analysis 

was lower (see Table 1B} - 93.5% of samples were correctly 

recl assified. Thus, the four products and by-products ea� be 

very successfully discriminated on the basis of weed seeds alone. 

However, the explanatory power of a sol�tion depends on the 

interpre t ability of the discriminant functions. It is w orth, 

ther-ef ore, examining the var i max rotated so 1 ution of the latter 

analysis in relation to weed seed characteristics and crop 

processing groups (see Fig. 2, Table 2). 

The first function (which places fine sieve products at 

the positive extreme and winnowing and coarse sieve by-products 

at the negative ext reme) has high positive loadings mostly for 

large-seeded weeds and high negative loadings for weeds with 

seeds comm only remail'!ing in "heads" or with appendages. The 

second function (which separates off fine sieve by-products 

positively) has high positive loadings for small-seeded weeds and 

high negative loadings fo r big or headed weed seeds. The third 

fu nction, which primarily separates winnowing by-products 

(negatively) and coarse sieve by-products (positively), tends to 

have high positive loadings for wee1s whose seeds remain in 

"heads" and high negative loadings for free, light weed seeds. 

The loadings of the weed seeds on the functions are, therefore, 

consistent with the processing groups used in the analysis. 

Effect of Numbers of Weed Species Used 

In order to explore the effects of excluding rare weed 

specie::,,, the above analysis was repeated several times r-emoving 
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Fig . 2 Discrimination of Four ProcessinQ Gr011ps Cs ing s,ware Raots 
of Weed Percentages 
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the four least commonly occurring species e.3ch time. When only 

the three commonest weed species were used, 50.5% of samples we�e 

correctly reclassified and the addition of four further species 

produced a dramatic improvement to 73.2% (see Fig. 3). Little is 

gained, however, by in creasing the number of species from 15 to 

43. For this group of samples and for this problem, therefore,

the use of the 39 weed species oc curring in at least 10% of 

sam ples is more than adequate and inclusion of rarer species 

would have been distinctly less cost effective. 

Individual Treatment of Crop Processing Groups 

Four discriminant analyses were also performed, each 

comparing one processing group {e.g. winnowing by-products} with 

the remaining th ree. These analyses discriminated the individual 

groups succes sfully - and fine sieve products, for instance, were 

correctly reclassified in 98.6% of cases (see Table 3D, Fig. 4). 

The di scriminant functions are also reasonably 

interpretable. The function which discriminates winnowing by

products ne gatively from other proce ssing groups has high 

negative loadings for weeds wi th ligh t seeds or seed heads and 

high positive loadings for those which are heavy. Similarly, on 

the function which dis criminates coarse sieve by-products 

negatively, weeds with seeds in heavy heads load high negatively 

and those with f ree o.r light seeds high positively. Fine sieve 

by-products are discriminated positively on a function on which 

weeds with small,· free, heavy seeds load high positively and 

those with large seeds load high negatively. Finally, weeds with 

big, free, heavy seeds load high positively on the function which 

positively discriminates fine sieve produs:ts fr-orn the by

products, while weeds wi th small seeds or seeds in heads load 

high negatively. 

Thus, the way in which weed seeds are distributed 

amongst the various products and by-products of crop processing 
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Fig . 4 Discrimination of Fine Sie~e Product from By- products 
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themselves. This 
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to certain characteristics of the seeds 

ts important because it 1s unlikely that 

exactly the same weed species will occur archaeologically as 

occur in ethnogra.phically collected samples. We therefore havl� 

to rely on characteristics of the weeds which ca n be applied to 

o the r species .

Separate Treatment of Cereals and Pulses 

When discriminant analysis was applied to the four 

groups of products and by-products, treating samples from cereal 

and pulse crops separa tely, one source of variation in the weed 

seeds associated with crop samples was effectivel y  r2moved. In 

both cases, 99.1% of samples were reclassified correctly (see 

Table 4A and B). In fa ct, onl y two samples, a pulse fine sieve 

by-product (reclassified as a coar se sieve by-p roduct) and a 

cereal coarse sieve by-product (reclassified as a winnowing by

product) we re incorrectly recla ssified. F or both cereals and 

pulses, the firs t function is largely interpretable in ter:ms of 

seed size, the seco nd in terms of the tendency of seeds to s tay 

in "heads" and the third in terms of lightness of seed, These 

interpretations fit well with the positions of the groups in 

relation to the discriminant functions {see for example Fig. 5). 

The fact that the discrimination was so successful for 

both cereals and pulses again indicates a consistent relationship 

between the types of weed seeds fot:nd in samples and the status 

of the sam?les in th e proce ssing seque nce. A 50% random 

subsample provided equally convincing results (see Table 4Cl. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL APPLICABILITY OF MODEL 

I will now examine ways in which these methods of 

analysis C'.'J:JJ.d be applied archaeologically, given that one _cannot 

expect to find exactly the same weeds archaeologically as 

ethnographically. 
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Choice of Weed Characteristic Variables 

Three characteristics of weed seeds seem to be most 

relevant to crop processing: 

(i) Size of seed - this is most relevant to fine sieving since

small seeds tend to pass through the sieve and large seeds to be 

retained. 

(ii) Tendency of seeds to remain in heads, spikes or clusters

despite threshing (sometimes because the seeds are slightly 

immature) or.to retain large projections - this is most relevant 

to coarse sie ving since seeds in heads etc. tend to be retained 

by the sieve while free seeds pass through. 

(iii) Aerodynamic qualities of seeds, including density, shape

and presence or absence of features such as wings or hairs - this 

is most relevant to winnowing. 

This classification is similar to Hillman's "B" classification 

of weed species (this volume). 

Ratios of different crop and weed components have been 

used successfully for distingu ishing different crop processing 

groups ( see for example Hillman this volume), so for each sample, 

the ratio of big to small, headed to non-headed and heavy to 

light weed seeds was calculated. These rati os were then used as 

discriminating variables in a discriminant analysis of the four 

processing groups used previously. Disappointingly, only the 

ratios for size and aerodynamics were selected by the analysis so 

only two discriminant functions were extracte d, both with low 

eigen values and W ilk's lambda at the start of the an alysis was 

high (see Table SA). The second function contributed very little 

to the discrimination and only 38.4% of samples were correctly 

reclassified . 

The reason for the failure of this method may be the 

inclusion in the r atios of weeds with more or less neutral 

characteristics i.e. with middle-sized seeds, seeds which 

sometimes remain in heads and are sometimes free and seeds which 
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are neither particularly light nor heavy. So, tfie analysis was 

repeated, excludin-J from the ra tios weeds with neutral 

characteristics. This gave slightly better results (see Table 

SBJ and 51.4% of sampl2s were reclassified correct ly. 

To take more account of the varying dP,gree to which 

weed seeds possess a certain characteristic, e�ch species was 

s co r e d for ea c h c 11 "i r cl. ,; t = r i s t i c o n a s c a 1. e from 1 to 5 , f o r 

increas ing size, increasing tendency to stay in heads and 

increasing heaviness. The square root of the percentage of seeds 

of each species was multiplied by the species score for a 

particular characteristic and these products were su�med for each 

sample (£.f. the "weighted averages" method of plant community 

ordination - Whittaker 1978). Thus three variables were created, 

for each sample, which broadly measure (i) the overall size (ii) 

the tendency to stay in heads and (iii) the aerody namic 

properties of the weed seeds. The discriminant analysis was then 

repeated using these three variables. The results were far more 

successful (see Table 5C) and 72.7% of samples were correctly 

reclassified. 

However, the three weed seed characteristics do not 

operate entirely indep endently and this may have an even more 

important effect than the degree to which a species possesses a 

single characteristic. For example, light seeds which also tend 

to remain in heads will probably not be removed by winnowing. So, 

weed seeds were grouped into categories su ch as big, heavy and 

headed (BHH); small, free ann light (SFLJ and so on, so as to 

take account of all three charact�ristics simultaneously (see 

Table 2). The square roots of percentages of weed seeds in each 

category were summed for each sample, thus creating six (there 

were no big, light seeds) new variables for each sample. These 

six variables were then used as the discriminating variables in a 

discriminant a�alysis of the four processing groups. 

The result 1s that Wilk's lam bda at the start of the 
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Fig. 6 Processing Seguence Indicating Effects on Weed Gr oups 
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analysis was low and three functions with high eigen11aL1es w2�,j 

extracted (see Tabi� SO) - 03.8% of samples were reclassified 

correctly. This itself is a satisfactory resul t is even mor� 

satisfactory when on2 examines the way in which the six variablGs 

load on the three discriminant functions. Let us first consider 

what would be the expected effect of crop processing on these 

groups of weed seeds (see Fig .. 6). Clearly, small, free, light 

seeds (SFL) should largely be removed by winnowing and so end up 

with the winnowing by-products. The seeds whi eh tend to remain 

in heads (SHL,SHH and BHH),. regardless of whether their seeds-are 

light or heavy, big or small, should be removed by coarse sieving 

and remain with the coarse sieve by-products. Small, free, heavy 

seeds (SFH) would be mostly removed by fine sieving a11d so stay 

wit h the fine sieve by- products leaving big, fre�, heavy seeds 

(BFH) with the fine sieve products. 

The results of the discriminant analysis are consistent 

with these expectations (see Table 6, Fig. 7). Big, free, heavy 

seeds load high negatively on the first function which separates 

fine sieve products negatively from the by-products. Small, 

free, heavy seeds contribute most and negatively to the second 

function which separates fine sieve by-products negatively from 

other by-products and products. Lastly, it is the small, free, 

light seeds which load high positively on the third function 

which separ,;1tes winnowing by-products positively from the other 

groups. The weeds which remain in heads do not load high on any 

of the discriminant functions and coarse sieve by-products occupy 

a comparatively neutral position on all functions. 

Effect of Number of Weed Species Used 

The e f f e c t of us i n g d i f fer en t nu m be r s of weed s p e c i e s 

was again examined with results similar to those for the analysis 

of ung�ouped weeds (see Fig. 3). So again, the use of the 39 

weeds presen': in at least 10% of samples is more than adequi:ite. 
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Consideration of Other Variables 

Broadly similar results were obtained when cereals and 

pulses were treated separately. As before, the results were 

improved by the elimination of this source of variation (see 

Table 7, Fig. 8) - respectively 90.7% and 87.2% of samples were 

correctly reclassified. 

The analysis was also repeated using, in addition to 

the six wee� groups, firstly the ratio of number of weed seeds to 

number of crop seeds and secondly the ratio of weight of weed 

seed to weight of crop seed, in addition to the six weed groups. 

This improved the results slightly (see Table 8) but not as much 

as might have been expected. Although products might be expected 

to have very little weed seed and by-products very little crop 

seed, in fact, coarse sieve by-products often contain a lot of 

crop seed and winnowing by-products little weed seed. 

To explore the usefulness of chaff and straw remains, 

in the interpretation of crop processing for cereals, a number of 

further discriminant analyses were performed. Note that models 

based on chaff and straw from the Amorgos cereals, which are 

free-threshing, can only be applied archaeologically to other 

free-threshing cereals. The most durable parts of the chaff and 

straw of free-threshing cereals are the rachis and the culm 

nodes, so both rachis internodes and culm nodes were counted and 

expressed as a percentage of total internode or node plus grain. 

The percentages of rachis internodes were calculated separately 

for wheat and barley. Macaroni and bread wheat grains could not 

be easily distinguished and so a single ratio was calculated for 

wheat. The percentages of culm nodes were calculated for all 

cereals together. 

The first ana lysis used o nly three variables -

percentages of wheat and barley rachis internodes and the 

percentage of cu lm nodes. Seven samples with f�wer than ten 
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grains plus rachis internodes or culm nodes were excluded from 

the discrimination, as were the eight samples from oat crops. 

The former, however, were included in the reclassification. Only 

the fir st function contri b ut ed sig n ifi cantly to th e 

discrimination (see Table 9A) though Wilk's lambda at the start 

of each analysis was low. In the rotated solution each variable 

loads high positively on one discriminant function and, on all 

fun c t i o n s , w i n now i n g a n d co a r s e s i e ve by-prod u c t s a re s i t u a t e d 

positively and fine sieve products and by-products negatively. 

This reflects the fact that most of the straw and chaff is 

removed by winnowing and coarse sieving, before th e process of 

fine sieving. However, only .73.7% of samples were correctly 

reclassified. Although there is a 100% correct reclassification 

of samples into two groups i.e. winnowin g and coarse sieve by

products on the one hand and fine sieve products and by-products 

on the other, there is poor reclassification within these groups 

(see Table 10). 

The discriminant analysis was repeated using other 

variables in addition to chaff and straw. The first variables to 

be added were the ratio of the numbers of crop to weed seeds 

(which had little effect - see Table 9B) or the ratio of the 

weight of crop to weed seed (which improved the results slightly 

- see Table 9C). The results were less satisfactory, ho wever, 

than those, for cereals, based on weed group s alone (see Table 

7B). This suggests that, for free-threshing cereals, weed seed 

characteristics are more diagnostic of processing stages than are 

chaff, grain and overall weed proportions. This may not be the 

case for glume wheats, however (cf. Hillman 1981, Fig. 5 and this 

volume l. 

When chaff and straw variables were used in conjunction 

with weed groups, 97.0% of samples were reclassified correctly 

{see Table 9D). In this insta nce, the further addition of the 

ratio of weight of weed to crop seed produced little improvement, 

but the addition of the ratio of number of crop to weed seeds did 
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(see Table 9E and F) - 99.0% of samples were correctly 

reclassified. In fact, in the latter case, only one fine sieve 

by-product was miscld::::sified as a fine sieve product. The 

rotated functions of this last discrimination are also reasonably 

interpretable (see Table 11> which suggests that they may be 

generally applicable. For example, the wheat and barley rachis 

internode percentages load high positively on the first function 

which separates off winnowing and coarse sieve by-products 

positively (see· Fig. 9), Big, free, hea·✓ y seeds load high 

positively on the second f�nction which separates off fine sieve 

products positive l y. Small, fre e, heavy se�ds load high 

positively and small, headed, heavy seeds negatively on the third 

function which mostly separates off fine sieve by-products 

positively, especially in relation to coarse sieve by-products. 

So, 

co njunct i on 

ch aff and straw components, especi ally in 

with oth e r  varia ble s b a sed o n  weed s e ed 

characteristics, can contribute to the study of the processing of 

free-threshing cereals. 

Conclusion 

Hav ing constructed an analytical mode l of crop 

piocessing based on the statistical analysis of ethnographically 

collected samples, it is now possible to use the groups defined 

in this model as controls to which archaeological samples can be 

compared. It is also possible to mod�l the intermediate products 

of each processing stage (and the by-product of hand sorting> so 

that these too may be used in comparisons with archaeological 

samples. By the use of weed seed characteristics, ·it is possible 

to compare archaeological and ethnographic samples of plant 

remains directly. The conclusions drawn from the ethnographic 

study, particularly with regard to weed seed characteristics and 

the relative usefulness of different composition characteristics, 

can also be a�plied indirectly in archaeobotany. The results of 

such applications, however, must await a later communication. 
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Table 1 Discrimination of Four Processing Groups 

Variables Eigenvalues of Wilk 1 s Lambda % of Samples 
Used Discriminant at start Correctly 

Functions of Analysis Reclassified 

1st 2nd 3rd 

A % weed seeds 
of total 6. 06 2.13 0.66 0.027 86.l
weed seeds 

B sq. rt. % weed 
seeds of total 8,05 3.55 l. 22 0. 011 93. 5

weed seeds 
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Table 2 Loadings 2Q Oiscriminant Functions Using Square Roots of 
Weed Percentag~3 

Weed Speci~s 

Galium aparine 
Loliurn temulent~m 
La thyrus annuus 
Lolium rigidum et al. 
cf. Vicia sativassp. nigra 
Gladiolus italicus 
Scandix pecten-veneris 
Bifora testiculata 
Muscari comosum 
Tetragonolobus purpureus 
Anchusa azurea 
Malva sylvestris 
Phalaris coerulesce ns 
Hirschfeldia incana 
Plantage lagopus 
i\ ve na s t er i l i s 
Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum 
Convolvulus altheoides 

Sinapis arvensis 
Melilotus sulcata 
Chrysanthemum coronarium 
Sherardia arvensis 
Calendula arvensis 
Buglossoides arvensis 
Silene vulgaris 
Picris cf. pauciflora 
Medicagocf. turbinata 
Galium verrucosum 

Cichorium intybus 
Crepis cf. foetida 
Sonchus asper 
Papave r rhoeas 
Rapistrum rugosum 
Hedypnois cretica 
Lathyrus aphaca 
Rumex pulcher 
Chrysanthemuro segetum 
Bromus steri lis 
Ornithogalum narbonense 

• 

Discriminant Function 

1st 

0.730 
0.624 
0.471 

-0.426 
0.379 
0.314 

-0.302 
0.293 
0.255 
0.238 
0.232 
0.216 

-0.209 
-0.192 
-0.161 
-0.138 
-0.138 

0.097 

-0.019 
0.014 

-0.021 
-0 .293 

0.017 
-0.040 
-O.J97 

0.074 
0.105 
0.010 

-0.032 
-0.066 
-0. 180 
-0.232 
0.175 
0.044 

-0.084 
0.135 

-0.081 
-0. 064 

0.019 

2nd 

0.056 
-0.053 
-0.253 
-0.190 
-0.043 

0.001 
-0.218 
-0.099 

0.230 
-0.167 
-0.139 
-0.184 
-0.001 
-0. 079 
-0.138 
-0.134 

0.020 
-0.067 

0.490 
0.420 
0.354 
0.347 

-0.298 
0.257 
0.219 
0.127 

-0.111 
-0.094 

-0.078 
0.084 

-0.229 
-0.126 

0.061 
0,163 
0 .171 
0.041 
0.094 

-0.052 
0.089 

3rd 

-0.055 
-0.076 
-0. 135 
-0.027 
-0.068 
-0.101 

0.219 
-0. 14 3 
0.042 

-0.046 
-0.109 
-0.021 
-0.106 
-0.041 
-0.133 

0.008 
0.068 

-0.057 

0 . 027 
-0.127 
-0.183 
-0.127 
-0. 276 
-0.003 

0.125 
G.137 
0 . 079 
0.018 

0.760 
0.607 

-0.494-
0.478 

-0.28 3 
0.269 
0 . 190 
0 . 156 

-0. 131 
- 0.105 
-0. 091 

highest coefftcient for each speci~s underlin2c 

We,':!d 
Croup 

BFH 
BFH 
BFH 
SHL 
BFH 
BFH 
SHH 
BFH 
SFH 
BFH 
BFH 
SHH 
SHH 
SHL 
SHL 
BHH 
SHL 
BFH 

SFH 
SFH 
SFH 
SFH 
BFH 
SFH 
SHH 
SFH 
BHH 
BFH 

SHH 
SHL 
SFL 
SHL 
BFH 
SHH 
BFH 
SFH 
SHH 
SFL 
SFH 
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Table 3 Discrimination of ~ach Processing Group from all 
Others Using Sq uare Roots of Percentaq es 

Group Eigenval ue of Wilk 1 s Lambda % of Samples 
Discriminated Discriminant at Start Correctly 

Function of Analysis Reclassified 

A winnowing 1. 79 0.359 94.4 
by-product 

B coarse sieve 
by-product 

2.33 0.300 94. 0 

C fine sieve 3.26 0.235 97.7 
by-product 

D fine sieve 6.64 0.131 98.6 
product 

Table 4 Discrimination of Crop Processing Group s for Cereals, 
Pulses and Subsample Using Sq uare Roots of Percenta ges 

Eigenvalues of 
Dis er irninant 
Functions 

1st 2nd 3rd 

A pulse 16.49 4.12 2.57 

B cereal 15.39 9.71 1. 95 

C 50% 12.38 5.28 1. 53 
subsample 

Wilk 's Lambda 
at Start 

of Analysis 

0.003 

0.002 

0.005 

% of Samples 
Correctly 

Reclassified 

99.1 

99.1 

97.2 

Table 5 Discrirnination Using Weed Characteristic Variables 

A 

B 

C 

D 

Variable 
Type 

ratio ( using 
all weeds) 

ratio. (ex:cl. 
intermediates) 

variable by 
multiplication 

weed groups 

Eigenvalues of 
Discriminant 

Functions 

1st 2nd 3rd 

0.18 0. 01 

0.24 0.04 0.01 

1. 54 1.14 0. 00 

4.55 1. 80 0.32 

Wilk 's Lambda 
at Start 

of Analysis 

0.835 

0.767 

0.185 

0.049 

% of Samples 
Correctly 

Reclassified 

38.4 

51. 4 

72.7 

83.8 
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Table 6 Loading s on Discriminant Functions Using Weed Groups 

Weed Group Discrirninant Function 

1st 2nd 3rd 

BFH -0.789 0.094 -0.045 

SFH -0.090 -0.795 0.112 

SFL -0.002 0.001 0.784 

SHL 0.333 0.476 0,066 
SHH 0.338 0.335 -0.515 
BHH 0.060 0.263 0.259 

coefficients of greater than 0.75 underlined 

Table 7 Separate Discrimination of Cereal and Pulse ---
Weed Processing Groups Using Groups 

Crop Eigenvalues of Wilk's Lambda % of Samples 
Discriminant at Start Correctly 
Functions of Analysis Reclassified 

1st 2nd 3rd 

A pulse 5.55 1. 65 0,41 0.041 87.2 

B cereal 8.56 3.06 0.43 0.018 90.7 

Table 8 Discrimination of Crop Processing Groups Using Weed 
Groups and Additional Variables 

Additional 
Variables 

A ratio of no. 
of crop to 
weed seeds 

B ratio of wt. 
of crop to 
weed seed 

Eigenval ues of 
Discriminant 
Functions 

1st 2nd 3rd 

4.56 1.83 0.32 

4.69 2.08 0.33 

Wi lk I s Lambda 
at Start 

of Analysis 

0.048 

0.043 

% of Samples 
Correctly 

Reclassified 

84.3 

83.3 
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Table 9 Discrimination of Crop Processing Group s Using: Chaff 
and Straw Variables 

Variables Eigenvalues of Wilk's Lambda % of Samples 
Used Discriminant at Start Correctly 

Functions of Analysis Reclassified 

1st 2nd 3rd 

A chaff and 
straw 30.03 0.14 0.02 0.028 73. 7 
variables 

B chaff and straw 
+ ratio no. crop 31.11 0.16 0.05 0.026 73.7 
to weed seeds 

C chaff and straw 
+ ratio wt. crop 31. 08 0.48 0.14 0.019 82.8 
to weed seed 

D chaff and straw 
variables + 43.11 3.36 1.86 0.002 97.0 
weed groqps 

E chaff .and straw 
+ weed groups + 43.51 3.40 2.00 0,002 99.0 
ratio by number 

F chaff and straw 
+ weed groups + 44.07 3.82 1.86 0.002 97.0 
ratio by weight 

Table 10 Percentag e Reclassifications of Different Processinq 
Group s (excl. oat) Using_Chaff and Straw Variables 

% of Samples Correctly Reclassified 

Predicted Group Winnowing 
By-product 

Actual Group 

Winnowing 
By-product 

Coarse Sieve 
By-product 

Fine Sieve 
By-product 

Fine Sieve 
Product 

84.0 

25.0 

0.0 

0.0 

Coarse Sieve 
By-product 

16.0 

75.0 

0.0 

0.0 

Fine Sieve 
By-product 

0.0 

o.o 

14.0 

7.4 

Fine Sieve 
Product 

0.0 

0.0 

55.6 

92.6 
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Table 11 Loadings 2Q Discriminant Functions Using Chaff, Straw 
and Ot her Variables 

Discriminant Function 

1st 2nd 3rd 

barley in ternodes 0.889 0.181 0.14 3 
whea t internode s 0.563 -0.092 -0.137 

BFH 0.008 0.901 0.006 

SFH 0.044 -0.031 0.935 
SHH 0.064 -0.392 -0,668 

straw nodes -0.346 0.113 0.157 
ratio by number -0.047 0.077 0.326 
SFL 0.482 0.081 0.226 
SHL 0.233 -0.216 -0.233 
BHH 0.112 0.148 -0.163 

coeff icients of greater than 0.5 underlined 
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ERRATUM 

Page 139. The title of Dr. Kislev's paper should read:
Botanical evidence for ancient naked wheats in the Near East.

M. Kislev, Dep&rtment of Lif� Sci�nces,
Bar-Ilan [niversity, 
Ramat-Gan, Israel 

Host archaeobota nical reports from the Near East and other regions 

include findings of wheat, which are usually charred grains of one or 

several species of this major food crop . Exact ide nt if ica t ion of such 

wheat remnants is difficult due to several conside.-.rations, 1) Insufficient 

knowledge about the heterogeneity of t he crops from which the remains 

originated, 2) the effects of charring, J) uncertainties in the taxonomic 

classification of wheats as well as confusing multiplicity of nomenclature 

in the discipline. 

It is beyond the scope of this article to deal with all details of 

each of these problems. Some relevant points conn ect with identification 

of wheat species and varieties, however, will be mentioned. 

Information obtained from archaeobotanical plant remnants is always 

incomplete. This contrasts with contempnrary plants which may be observed 

throughout their life cycle, or even recently extinct species which are 

represented as complete plants in various states of development in 

herbarium collections. However, the charred, archaeobotanical naked 

wheats are almost always found as threshed grains, devoid of the highly 

diagnostic glumes. Moreover, in t he process of charring, unpredictable 

changes in grain shape occur along wit h burning of hairs and other 

delicate, characteristic structures. 
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Other problems exist as well. A wheat sample, for example, even when 

found ideally preserved in a completely sealed jar, may include grains 

from more than one field, a result of mixing crop yields from different 

localities, or from several years. It is, then, difficult to judge 

whether the sample represents a heterogenous landrace or a mixture of two 

or more (more homogenous) races. Besides, heterogeneity of grain shape 

may also be affected by position of individual grains in the spikelet and 

by differences among individual plants. Moreover, in a threshed crop, 

when grains are found together with individual rachis parts and chaff, 

though tempting to assume that the rachis, grains and chaff originate from 

the same. plant type, there is no absolute certainty that this is so. 

Obviously, when intact spikelets or ear fragments are found, the evidence 

is much more valuable in this respect. Unfortunately, findings of more or 

less complete glumes or spikelets are 1,000 to 1,000,000 times less common 

than those of threshtd grains. This means that only a small fraction of 

A 

the diagnosti c wheat characters can be identified in most archeobotanical 
"' 

samples. Nevertheless, an extensive use of grain characters alone can 

help to recognize wheat types, their abundance and distribution. 

Of course, the larger the number of wheat characters available for a 

study, the more complete the understanding of the variations of landraces 

and species and the story of their evolution becomes. However, these 

landraces can never be described satisfactorily. They should, therefore, 

perhaps be called "archaeobotanical landraces". Page, +F include about 

100 different distinguishing characteristics which may be observed in 

archaeobotanical remnants. The inventory is by no means complete and the 

au thor would be grateful for suggestions of additional characters, or for 



alterations or refinements of the described characters. In addition, sc"'e 

listed characte�s also require drawings to classify their precise meaning. 

These illustrations are now in preparation. Not every character in the 

inventory has equal diagr.ostic value and some of them appear only 

infrequently in rare types. As an aid to identify characters that can 

distinguish, at least to some extent, between tetraploids and hexaploids, 

there is an additional number 4 or 6. One number means that the character 

was found in that level of ploidy. When it is in brackets it means that 

the character appears only ·infrequently in that level of ploidy. In 

addition, some characters can distinguish between Sf>eCies with the same 

chromosome number, e.g., internode hairiness (character nos. 2.1.6, 2.1.7, 

2.1.B, 2.1.9), glume form in face view (5.1.1), glume form in side view 

(5.1.2), glume length vs. lemma length (5.1.4), keel shape (S.1.23), 

nervation (S.1.27), lemma shape (6.1.2), awn base (6.2.1), grain shape and 

length (1.1.1, 1.1.2) and apex shape (1.1.5), may divide T. durum from T. 

turgidum (Briggle and Reitz, 1963, Clark and Bayles, 1942). In the 

references column
J
B.means Bri ggle and Reitz, 19631 Bar. - Barling, 19631 C 

- Clark and Bayles, 1942, J. - Jacubziner, 1932, Jon. - Jonard, 19211 V. -

Vavi lov, 1951. 

As an aid for the identification and characterization of wheat 

remnants the following invent ory of Naked .Wheat Characters is prepared. 

In organization of the Inventory, each property is given by three numbers 

and a single letter code. For example, 1.2.4a means that the grain has a 

central hump when seen from the side. The first numbe·r defines the organ, 

the second the view of the observer, the third, specific character and the 

letter describes the charcacter. 
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Inventory of Naked Wheat Characters 

1. The Grain

Character 

1.1 Dorsal View 

1.1.1 Shape 

a. Sphaerical - Ovoid
b. Elliptic

c. Ovate (germ end broader)
d. Obovate (apex broader)

Ploidy 
linkage 

e. Narrow, laterally compressed 4 

1.1. 2 

1.1.3 

1.1.4 

1.1.5 

1.1.6 

1.1. 7 

Length 

a Very long, 8.0 - 9.5 mm 
b. Long, 7.0 - 8,5 mm
c. Midlong, 6.0 - 7.5 mm
d. Short, 5.0 - 6.5 mm
e. Very short, 4.0 - 5.5 mm

Width 

a. Wide

b. Midwide
c. Narrow

Wrinkling on surface 

a. Present
b. Absent

Apex Shape (dorsal View) 

A. Rounded

b. Truncate

c. Acute

Brush area 

a. Large , longer than apex
b. Midsize, cover the apex
c. Smal11 smaller than apex

Brush hair length 

a. Long, more than 1.0 mm

b. Midlong, 0.5 - J.O mm
c. Short, less than 0.5 mm

4 ( 6) 

4 

4(6) 

References 

B.C.J.V.

B.C.J.V.

v. 

v. 

B.C.

B.C.

e.c.v.



1. 1. 8

1.1.9 

1.1.10 

1, 2 

1. 2.1

1. 2. 2

1. 2. 3

1. 2. 4

l. 2. 5

1. 2.6

Brush Collar 

a. Present
b. Absent

Germ size vs. dorsal area of grain 

a. Large, more than 1/4
b. Midsized, 1/4 - 1/6
c. Small, less than 1/6

Germ shape 

a. Ovate
b. Elliptical
C. Oval

Lateral View 
i-lc,3H 

a. High
b. Midhigh
c. Low

Dorsal depression in middle of grain 

a. Present (swayback)
b. Absent

Hump pro mi nance 

a. Elevated
b. Norma 1
c. Flattened

Hump Loe at ion 

a. Central
b. Closer to germ

Inclination from hump to apex 

a. Steep
b. Moderate
c. Concave {flattened tip)

Apex shape (lateral view) 

a. Rounded
b. Acute

B.C.

B.C.

V. Bar.

v. 

B.C.

B.C.

B.C.

B.C.

B.C.
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1. 2. 7 Brush hair line Bar. 

a. Hod zontal

b. Diagonal

1. 2. 8 Inclination from hump to embryo Bar. 

a. Steep

b. Moderate

1. 2. 9 Plumule outline Bar. v. 

a. Prominent

b� Not prominent 

1. 2.10 Radicle Outline Bar. v.

a. Prominent

b. Not prominent

l. 2.11 Ventral face outline J.V. 

'I 
a. Flat

b. Crescent shape (concave) 4 

1.2.12 A scending at apex Bar. 

a. Present

b. Absent

L 2.13 A scending at embryo Bar, 

a. Present

b. Absent

1.3 Ventral View 

l. 3.1 Crease line 

a. Straight

b. Curved

1. 3. 2 Pits at crease B.C.

a. Present

b. Absent

1.4 Cross section view 



} 

1. 4 .1

1.4.2 

l. 4. 3

Grain shape (X.S. view) 

a. Wide (lOOT : B up to 80)
b. Narrow (lOOT over 80) 

Grain outline 

a. Orbicular
b. Angular

Cheeks outline 

a. Rounded
b, Angular 

B.C.

J.v.

B.C.J.V.

1.4.4 B.C.Crease width vs. grain width 

a. -Wide, almost equals grain
b. Midwide, 4/5
c. Narrow, 2/3

l,4.5 B.C.Crease depth vs. grain height 

a. Deep, 3_0-501
b. Middeep, 15-351
c .. Shallow, up to 20\ 

2. The r a, h ls .

2.1 Face view 

2.1.1 Internode shape 

a. Almost rectangular
b. Wedge shape

2.1.2 Internode length 

a. Long, over 4.0 mm
b. Midlong, 3.0 - 5.0 mm
c. Short,· l. 5 - 3.5 mm
d. Very short, up to 2.0

2.1. 3 Internode width 

a. Wide, 3 mm
b. Midwide, 2.5 mm
c. Narrow, 2 mm

V. 

B.J.V. 

( 4) 6

mm 

J.V. 

4 



2. 1. 4

2. 1. 5

2.1. 6 

Separated internodes 

a. Few
b. Absent

- l.!i6 -

Clear scars at abcission zone 

a. Few

b. Absent

Internode Hairiness 

+ 

a. Along whole internode and node 4 

2. L 7

2. L 8

2.1.9 

2.1.10 

2.1.11 

b. At spikelet base and sides

c. At spikelet base only

Hair density 

a. Dense

b. Sparse

Hair length 

a. Long, over 1 mm

b. Short, up to 1 mm

Crown of hairs on upper internode 

a. Present

b. Absent

Hair on c onvex face of upper internode 

a. Present at the upper quarter

b. Present near spikelet base only

c. Absent

Abortive spikelets at base of ear 

a. Present

b. Absent

2.2 Side view

2.2.1 Zone of attachment to spikelet 

a. Almost horizontal (spikelet

almost vertical)

b. Diagonal {spikelet inclined)

( 4) 6

4 

New 

New 

J.V.

J.v.

J.V.

c. 

Bar. Jon, 

J. 

J.



2.2.2 

2. 2. 3

2.2.4 

Position of internode flattened fac� 

a. Erect

b. Somewhat inclinP.d

Shape of basal part of internode 

a. Straight
b. Curved

Sw_elling on concave face of internode 

a. Present at the upper third

b. Absent

3 Stem below ear 

3.1 Side View 

3.1.1. 

3. L 2

3.1.3 

Straightn ess 

a. Straight

b. Curved

Thickness 

a. Thick
b. Thin

Hairiness 

a. Hairy

b. Gla bY"us

3.2 �ros� secticn view 

3.2.l Solidness 

a. Solid

b. With small aperture

c. Hollow

4 Spikelet and fork 

4.1 Side spikelet 

4. 1. 1 Presence of spikelets 

a. Few

b. Abser.t

4 

6 

4 

4(6} 

(4)6

B •. ;. 

V. 

Jon. 

B.c.v.

J.V.

v. 

J.V.

New 



4.1. 2 

4.1. 3 

4.1.4 

Spikelf't l!?ngth 

a. Long, over 14mm
b. Short, up to 14 mm

Grains per spikelet 

a. Three or more
b. Two or three

c. Two

�idth between keel base of glumes 

a. Wide

b. Narrow

4 ( 6) 

(4)6 

( 4) 6

(See also 2.1.5; 2.2.1; 5.1.20; 5.l.301 5.4.l)

4.2 Upper spikelet 

4. 2. l

�-

5. l 

5.1. 1 

5.1.2. 

5.1.). 

5.1. 4 

Grains in upper spikelet 

a. T-,..,o

b. One

T� 
3
L.�

Outside view, broad fold 

Form in face view 

a. Almost circular
b. Elliptic or rhombic

c. Ovate

d. Lanceolate

Form in side view 

a. Strongly car.vex
b. Slightly convex

c. Flat

Length 

a. Very long, more than 14 mm

b. Long, 11-15 mm
c. Midlong, 8. 5 - 12. 5 mm

d. Short, 6-10 mm

Glume length vs. lemma length 

a. Very long, longer than lemma
b. Long, more than 3/4
c. Midlong, 3/4
d. Short, up to 3/4

(4)6

4 

4 

J. V •

J.V.

Jessen 

New 

J.v.

C.J.V.

C.J.V.

B.C.



5.1. 5 Width B.C,J.

a. Wide. 4-6 mm ( 4) 6
b. Midwide, )-5 mm
c. Narrow, 2-4 mm ff.(l,) 

5. 1. 6 Stiffness of glume v. 

) a; Ordinary 
b. Papery (polonicum type) 4 

s. l. 7 Coarseness of glume v. 

a. Coarse (rigidum) 4 ( 6) 
b. Intermediate
c. Fine (tenerum)

s. 1. 8 Hairiness C.J.V.

a. Hairy
b. Hairy on edges only

� c. Glabrous

5.1. 9 Hair density V. 

a. Dense
b, Sparse 

5.1. 10 Hair length Percival 

a. Long hairs, long over o.a mm
b. Lor.g hairs, short up to 0.8 mm 4(6) 

s. 1.11 Hair width Pere i val 

a. Wide and stout
b. Narrow and delicate 4 

5.1.12 Smoothness J.V.

a. Smooth (glossy)
b. Tuberculate (dull)

5.1.13 Shoulder width B.C.J.V.

a. Wide
b. Mirlwide
c. Narrow
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5.1. 14 Shoulder shape B.C.J.V.

a. Apiculate
b. Elevated
c. Square
d. Rounded
e. Oblique

f. Absent

S.Ll5 Beak length B.C.J.

a. Ver y long, over 5 mm 4 ( 6) 
b. Long, 2. 5 mm ( 4) 6
c. Short, 1-2 mm 4 ( 6)
d. Very short, up to l mm

5. l. 16 Be ak length variabilit y B.C.J.V.

a. Longer at top of ear 4 ( 6) 
b. Shorter at top of ear
c. Irregular
d. Nonvariant

'I 

5.1. 17 Beak ori entation J.V.

a. Straight

b. Curved inward
c. Curved outward 4(6) 

5.1. 18 Beak apex C.C.J.V.

a. Obtuse
b. Acute ( 4) 6

5.1.19 Beak width B.C.

a. Wide, over 1 mm

b. Midwide, 1 mm

c. Narrow, up to 1 mm

5. 1. 20 Beak dentat ion Bar. 

a. Strong

b. Weak.

c. Absent

5. 1. 21 Keel Presence J.V.

a. Along entire length of glume ( 6)4

b. Not reaching base of glume ( 4) 6

c. Absent 4
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5.1. 22 l<eel width C.J.V.

a. Wide, more than l mm 4 

b. Narrow, less tha n l mm 6 

5.1. 23 Kee 1 shap e B.J. 

a. Regular

b. Slightly curved in upper pact

5.1.24 Keel dentation J.V.

a. Along the entire length

b. On the upper part only

5.1. 25 Keel teeth abundance v. 

a. Many 4(6) 

b. Few

5.1. 26 Keel teeth length v. 

� a. Long 4 ( 6) 

b. Short

5.1. 27 Nervation Bar. J.V. 

a. Several prominent nerves

b. Main nerves only

c. Absent

5.1.28 Main nerve dentation J. 

a. Present
b. Absent

5.1. 29 Longitudinal folds at base of glume 6 Bar. c.

a. Present

b. Absent

5.1. 30 Depression at base of glume 6 c. 

a. Present

b. Absent

5.1.31 Width from keel to main nerve Helbaek 

a. Wice

b. Narrow



5. 1. 3 2

5.1.33 
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Apex of lo1,1er glume c� upp, r ,p,l.,/tt 

a. V shaped
b. Split longitudina lly
c. Beaked

Apex of upper glume of upper spikelet 

a. V. shaped
b. Beaked

5.2 Outer view, narrow fold 

5.2.1 

s.2.2

5.3 

5.3,l 

5.3.2 

Hairi ness 

a. Hair on lower margin
b. Absent

Dentation on nerves 

a. Present
b. Absent

Inside view

Hairiness 

a. Hair on the upper third
b. Hair near the shoulder only
c. Absent

Internal imprint 

a. Developed
b. Reduced
c. Absent

5.4 Cross section view

5.4.1 Thickness of glume 

a. Wide
b. Narrow

Lemma and awn 
Lc-r>i.-io1. 
Lemma length 

a. Long
b. Midlon
c. Short

Bar. Jon. 

Bar, 

Jon. 

Bar. Jon. 

Bar. Jon. 

New 

Jon, 
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6. 1. 2 Lemma shape c. 

a. Boat shape
b. Convex

6. 1. 3 Lemma Hairiness J. 

a. On naked parts aild back
b. On naked parts only
c. No hairs

6.2 Awn 

6.2.1 Awn base c. 

a. Widened
b. Not widened

6.2.2 Awn thickness J.V.

a. Thick

b, Thin 

6.2.3 Awn dentation J,V. 

a. Dentate
b. Slightly dentate
c. Smooth + 

6.2.4, Straightness of awn v. 

a. Straight
b. Twisted

6.2.5 Awn length J,V. 

a, I.Dnger than 40 mm 

b. Awnlets, 1-40 mm

c. Awnless, up to 1 mm

d. Awnlets in upper part of ear (4)6



1.1.l 

l.l.2

1. 1. 3

1.1.6 

l.1.7

1.1.9 

l.4.4

1. 4. 5

2.1.2 

4.1. 4 

5.1.1 

5. l. 5

5. 1. 8
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Remarks 

Determinations are based on normally developed grains from the central 

third of ear. The shape of grain is determined by position in 

spikelet and stiffness. Shrunken grains may have elliptical shape 

because of being undeveloped. 

Length is one of the most constant grain characters. Grains from base 

or tip of ear are shorter. 

Width depends upon degree of development. 

Both size and length of brush are very constant characters. 

A few very long hairs may be present in a short brush. 

Germ size is one of the most constant minor characters. 

Crease width is determined by distance between cheeks crests. 

Shrunken grains show wider and deeper crease. 

Nearly all durum and club wheat have shallow crease. Crease depth is 

measured from cheeks crests to the position where the crease is 

closed. Charring may change crease depth. 

Ear density of living plants is determined by length of 10 internodes 

from center of ear (BJ or number of spikelets per 10 cm of rachis 

(Percival, 1921). Single internocles should be measured from lowest 

part to connection to upper internocle. Length is shortened due to 

charring by 151 - 251 (Villaret-von Rochow, 1967). 

"Dimension A". Measured through the middle of the articulation zone. 

Glume are best characterized in central third of ear. This means that 

separated glume do not always represent the middle. Keel divides 

glume into two unequal parts: broad fold and narrow fold. Lower 

glumes should be determined. There are two views of glume: outside 

or convex view and inside or concave view.

Width is determined across the centre from keel to margin of broad 

fold. 

Glume hairiness ii major character in separating varieties. 

5.1.15 Beak is the projection that terminates the keel. Sometimes ea lled 

tooth or point. 

identification. 

Beak characters are of considerable importance in 
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5.1.17 Inwards means towards flower. 

5.1.19 Measured at its base. 

5.1.28 Main nerve sometimes called lateral nerve. 

�-.1.24, '°:,-1.25, �--1.26. 

See also characters 

5. 1. 29

5 .1. 31 

Between keel and main nerve. Sometimes called basal folds or "trucks". 

Helbaek, 1952. "Dimension B". Width of glume base as seen from the 

side. 

5.2.2 See also characters 5.1.24, 5.1.25, 5.1.26. 

6.1.1, Lemma characters are observed in central third of ear. 
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A peculiar problem faced in wheat classification is a double system of 

nomenclature. One is adopted by pure taxonomists and the other by geneti

cists. There are, naturally, some variations within each system, but the 

major factor distinguishing the two approaches is the number of species c� 

"true wheats" that are established. While the taxonomists count about 20 

species, the geneticists recognize only about 5. The existence of the dual 

systems in the literature may cause some misunderstandings. But, on the 

other hand, the possibility of choosing between the two approaches may help 
pc....,ti, .._j,.v/y M 

the archaeobotanist the identification of minor, taxonomic-defined species 
h 

is not always possible from the fragmentary evidence A� hand. Then he must 

be careful to include species author in his identification (Table 1). 

Table l illustrates how different authors may use the same nam e for 

different concepts. By adding the author's name, the range of the taxon 

can often be clarified. E.g., the meaning of .!• turqidum L. is narrower

than !· turqidum (L.) Thell. Likewise, !• aestivum L. is narrower than !· 

'1.e�h�1.1m (L.) Thell. In the case of bread wheat there is, at least one 

more concept which is used widelys T. aestivum (L.) Schiemann (Schiemann, 

1948) includes both T. aestivum sensu Gandilian and_!. compactum (her ssp. 

aestivo-compactum). The concept of Schiemann is used by European archaeo

botanists whenever the remnants do not include the diagnostic rachis. 

However, there are some cases where nomenclature itself does not 

describe exactly the species. !· rnonococcum L. sensu Mackay, for example, 

is wider in range than!• monococcum L. sensu Gandilian and includes both 

T. boeoticum and T. urartu. The only way, perhaps, to overcome this is to

check the author's whole system, if his detailed description of the related 

species is available. 



The geographical distribution of the wheat species today also helps in 

identifying archaeobotanical remnants. There are regions in which only a 

few species grow, while in other regions almost all known wheats can be 

found. Temperate Europe has only 5 species, Mediterranean countries 

include another 5 (minus T. spelta), continental Anatolia and Iran yet 5 

more, and in Transcaucasia one may find about 20 different species of 

wheat (Table 2). 

As the number of contemporary species in a region increases, the 

difficulties in identifying of ·remnants naturally increases. However, 

where only 4-5 species grow, each belonging to a different group, a 

determination of species may be easy. 

In Israel, for example, only 5 species are found (present and past), 

namely, T. dicoccum, T. dicoccoides, T. durum, T. polonicu� and !• 

aest ivum. This poverty of species may be explained by the extremely hot 

conditions prevailing at the time of ripening, the long distance from the 

place of origin of hexaploids, and a lack of high mountains which may 

favour speciation. To this ensemble, !• parvicoccum should be added as an 

extinct archaeobotanical species, but the wild species!· dicoccoides, and 

the rare T. polonicum with its very long grains may be generally 

discounted. Even then, withou t glumes or at least forks and rachis 

frag:nent it is almost hopeless to distinguish between the species, in 

archaeobotanical finds in Israel, especially when the grains are found 

mixed in one sample. 

An attempt is made now in several wheat samples to separate!• oarvicoc-cum 

from T. dicoccum er T. parvicoccum from T. durum. 
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Table 1 

Names of wheat taxa 
(Acco rding t o Mackay, 196~ and Gandilian, 1980} 

T. monococcum L. 

ssp. hneoticum (Boi ss .) Mk 

ssp. boeoticum ~Boiss.) Mk 

ssp. monococcum 

T. turgidurn (L.) Thell. 

ssp. dicoccoides (Körn.) Thell. 

ssp. dicoccum (Schrank) Thell. 

ssp. palaeocolchicum (Men.) MK 

ssp. turgidurn 

conv. durum (Desf.) MK 

conv. turgidum 

conv. turg idum 

conv. turan icum (Jakubz. ) MK 

conv. polonicum (L . ) MK 

conv. polonicum (L.) MI< 

ssp. carthlicum (Nevsk i) MI< 

T. timopheevii 

ssp. araraticum (Jak ubz. ) MK 

ssp. timopheevii 

T. aestivum 

ssp. spelta (L,) Thell. 

ssp. rnacha (Dek. et Men.) MK 

ssp. vavi lovi (Turn.) Sear s 

ssp. vulgare (Vill.) MI< 

s sp. c0mpac tum (Host) MK 

ssp. sphaerococcum (Perc.) MK 

T. boeoticurn Boi ss. 

T. urartu Thum. 

T. monococcum L. 

T. dicoccoides Koern. 

T. dicoccum Schuebl. 

T. palaeocolchicum Men. 

T. durum Desf. 

T. turgidum L. 

T. aethiopicum ·Jakuhz. 

T. turanicum Jakubz. 

T. polonicum L. 

T. ispahanicum Heslot 

T. pe rsicum Vav. ex Zhuk. 

T. araraticum Jakubz, 

T. timopheevii Zhuk. 

T. spe lta L. 

T. macha Dek. et Men. 

T. vavilovi Jakuhz. 

T. aestivum L. 

T. compactum Host 

T. sphaerococcum Perc. 



·,

Tahle 2 

Species of wheat in various regions of Eurasia 

Grai�s/Region Temperature 

Europe 

Hulled 

+very narrow T. monococcum

Hulled+nac row T. dicoccum

Hu lled+w ide T. spelta

Naked T. aestivum

T. comoactum

Mediterranean Anatolia 

and Iran 

Species in Species in 

previous column previous 

(except!· two columns 

spe 1t a ) p l us p ! "s 

!• boeoticum T. urartu

Transcaucasia 

Species in 

previous 

three columns 

(except I· 

isoahanicum)plus 

T. dicoccoides !· araraticum !• palaeocolchicum

T. durum

T. tur9idum

T. polo nicum

!• spelta !• � 
T. ispahanicum

!- turanicum

T. E_ersicum

T. timopheevi

!• vavilovi
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PALAO-ETHNOBOTANISCHE BEFUNDE UNO SCHRIFTLICHE SOWIE IKONOGRAPHISCHE 

ZEUGNISSE IN ZENTRALEUROPA 

U. Willerding, Gottingen

Seit mehr als einhundert J�1ren fin<len Pflanzenrcst0, die bei 

Ausgrabungen angetrof��n werden, Beachtung. Nac�Jem Uber ljngcre 

Zeit hinweg die nachgewi�senen Arten registricrt warden waren, 

entwickelten sich in en1er Kooperation des Pill�o-Ethnobotanikers 

mit dem Prahistoriker allmahlich zahlreic!1e Fragestellunc;cq. 

okonornischer und okologischer Art. Da unterschiedlichc Erhal

tungsbedingungen der Sedimente ebenso wic eine spezifischc 

Erhaltun9schance fUr Diasroren das Fundbild beeinflussen, sind 

bei jeder Auswertung solcher Pflanzenreste Uberlegun�en zum 

Problemkreis Prasenz und Reprasentanz erforderlich. Trotz dcr 

Absicherung der Aussagen durch zahlreiche methodischc Ub0r

legungen handelt es sich um Rekonstruktionen. Daher wird �s 

dem Palao-Ethnobotaniker sehr willkomrnen sein, wenn er zum 

Vergle ich mi t seinen Befunden schr i ftliche oder ikonogra�h i��che 

Quellen heranziehen kann. 

In Zentraleuropa gibt es derartise Quellen seit dcr Eom�r�0i�, 

aus der zahlreiche landw.;.rtschaftliche Texte unc. einiqe �los.::i.ik

bilder sowie in diesem Zus�m�enhang i�teressante Darstellungen 

auf Grabsteinen bekannt sin<l. Hier ergibt sich zunJchst die 

Frage, ob die in Italien entstandenen Texte auch fUr die 

Gerrrcania Romana Gill tigkei t bes i tzen und wiewei t in den J..bbi ldun•TC.!'.1 

etwa mediterrane Traditionen zum Ausdruck komrnen. Bemerkenswert 

ist, daB die palao-ethnobotanische Fuudsituation im ror.i.ischen 

Besatzungsgebiet verglelchsweise vorzliglich ist. Das Intcr-

esse an den fundreichen rornischen Siedlungsresten wirkt sich 

ebenso positiv aus wie die groBe Flille von Ablagerunqstypen, 

unter denen die mit Feuchtsedimenten in Brunnen, Kloaken oder 

Graben besonderen Wert haben. Dort lassen sich zahlreiche Arten 

erfassen, die in den zeitgleichen Fundkomplexen der Gerrnania 

Libera vollig fehlen. Dies gilt insbesondere fur die Obstarten, 

deren Reste sich liberwiegend in unverkohltem Zustand erhalten 

haben. Obgleich entsprechend geeignete Ablagerungen in den 

weni0er zivilisatorisch erschlossenen Gebieten Germaniens 
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fehlen und die fraglichen Arten daher dort nicht gefunden werden 

konnen, ist mit dem Vorkornmen der zahlreichen Obstarten dort 

nicht zu rechnen. Hinzu komrnt, daB Irnportfrilchte wie Datteln 

und Feigen auch in verkohltem Zustand in romischen Brandgrabern 

festgestellt worden sind. 

Fur den romischen Bereich ergibt sich zusammenfassend, daB die 

meisten der in den romischen Quellen erfa�ten Kulturpflanzen

arten auch im Bereich der Gerrnania Romana bekannt gewesen sind. 

Dies trifft ebenso zu fur die in den Mosaiken daraestellten 

Frtchte. Palao-ethnobotanische Auswertungen von Fundkomplexen 

 der jilngeren vorromischen Eisenzeit sowie der Romischen KaisEr

zeit deuten schlieBlich auf eine bodennahe Ernteweise hin, 

wie sie sich auch aus dem bekannten Grabstein von Trier mit der 

gall0-romischen Mahmaschine ergibt. 

Der Aussagewert der frlih�ittelalterlichen Quellen flir �alao

ethno�otanisch interessante Gebiete ist weitgehend u�geklart. 

In den m�isten Gebieten SUdwestdeutschlands und Burgunds fehlen 

derzeit �och Funde von Pflanzenresten vollstandig, so daB flir 

die um�assenden Aussagen des Capit�lare de villis hinsichtlich 

Obstarten, Gewli�zen und Heilpflanzen nach wie vor kein korrespon

dierendes Fundgut vorliegt. 

Allerdings sind einige schriftliche Quellen des 9. Jh, erschlossen 

aus de�cn sich ahnlich wie aus einigen �allo-ethnobotanischen 

Befunden in anderen Regionen Mitteleuropas Hinweise filr das 

Vorhandensein einer Fruchtwechselwirtschaft ergeben . 

. Filr das Hohe und Spate Mittelalter sowie flir die Frilhe Neuzeit 

ergibt sich in besonderem MaBe di� Tatsache, daB schriftliche 

und ikonographische Quellen rneist nicht aus den in palao

ethnobotanischer Hinsicht besser erschlossenen Regionen vor

liegen. Dabei ist zusatzlich zu berlicksichtigen, daB Uber vielc 

daroals alltagliche Arbeiten zunachst kaum etwas aufgeschrieben 

wurde. Das gilt liber lange Zeit hin insbesondere filr den Acker

und Gartenbau ebenso wie flir das Bau- und Holzhandwerk. Die in 

diesen Arbeitsbereichen Tatigen waren in der Regel des Lesens 

und Schreibens oh�ehin unkundig. Bei den Getildeten �achte 

sich hingegen die Kenntnis der antiken Qucllen bemerkb�r, so 

daB in den ersten mittf..lalterlic:1en Arteiten il�er Lanciwirtschaft, 

Gartcnbau und Heilktmde die kutorer. dvs .Z..ltertums r.icLt zu 
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Ubersehen s�nd. Zudem geh6rten sie zu den Beg{i�erten, so daB 

z.B. Rezepte aus diesen Kreisen mit einer Vielzahl kostbarer

Nahrungsmittel wie Reis, Mandeln, Rcsinen, Zucker und exotisch�n 

Gewilrzen sicher nicht ein lilibild der dam.3,ls libllchen Kost 

bieten. 

Hi�sichtlich der E r  n S h r u n g  im Mittel�lter cr�ibt sich 

derruu.ch aus der Zusarnmense:tzun<J der Kultur?fl.:i.n:>.:en-Fundkomple:xe 

eher ein brauchbares Bild als aus den �eisten Re!eoten der 

Zeit. Vereinzelt blieben je2och Zollrollen (G6ttingen), Zoll

rechnungen (Lobither Zollhaus) und RechnungsbUcher (Kloster 

Rein/osterreich) er-halten nnd wurden erschlossen. Auf diese 

Weise ergeben sich Aussagera6glichkeiten Uber die Ernlhrung z.T. 

unterschiedlicher Bevolkcrungskreis2, die relativ gut zu den 

palao-eth�obotanischen Befunden �ber die vegetabilische Ernah

rung im Mittelalter passen. 

Di� in den mittele11ropaischen Krautergarten 0ewachsenen 

G e  w ti r z a r t  e n  wie Petersilie und Z�iebel fanden in 

der vornehmen Kilche Verwendung, hatten aber anscheinend nicht 

die Bedeutung wie die Importgewilrze, von denen Zimt und Nelken 

genannt seien. Daher ist anzunehmen, da8 die meisten der in den 

Fundkomplexen enthaltenen Gewurzarten eher in der Ktiche ein

facherer Leute Bedeutung hatten. 

Auch in den Feuchtboden-Fundkomplexen blciben in der Rcqel n...ir 

die besser konservierbarcn Diasporen erhalt�n. Dus b�de;1tet, da3 

die Nachweischance filr Blatt- und WurzelgemUsc �hnlic� �ering 

ist wie filr Wurzel-, St2ngel- urd Blatt-G2m�se. Uber diese 

beiden Pfl :1nzen<;ru_?pen bieten nun au:::h die meis ten KcchbUcher 

.nur wenige Aussagen, so dac hier die schriftlic�e Quelle zwar 

besonders willkommen i�t, aber leider nur weniy zur Klarung 

der Verhaltnisse beitragen kann. Lediglich Kohl und Erbsen 

werden wiederholt erwahnt. Unklar bleibt, ob d.:i.s Gemlise in der 

Ernahrung tatsachlich eine so geringe Bedeutung gehabt hat, wie 

es die Kochbilcher andeuten. Bemerkenswert ist in diesem Zusammen

hang allerdings, da8 auf den zahlreichen Essensbildern fast 

ausnahmslos Fleisch und Fisch abgebildet sind. Die "Kilchen

stilcke" des ausgehenden Mittelalters und des 16. Jahrhunderts 

zeigen hingegen eine Fillle von Gemilsesorten und Obstarten. 
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Uber <lie O b s t  a r t e n  und ihren Formenreichtum sind wir 

gut unterrichtet durch zahlreiche Feuchtbodenfunde aus Brunnen

oder Kloakenschichten. Demnach spielte neben dem einheimisch 

gewordenen Stein- und Kernobst insbesondere Wein eine Rolle. 

l\ber auch von Ficus earica kBnnen in Kloakenschichten Unmengen 

von Belegen erschlossen werden. Dieser Befund entspricht gut 

den "K:ichensti..icken". In den :Kezepten ist hingegen von Obst nur 

selten die Rede. 

E:r:-iebl ::_c}v� Schwie:r- .i..qkL'i tc:1 e.:g0b,.::n s :i c!1 auch bei den H e i l -

p f l a n z e n . \·or den J\.ufJ.:ommc.- dE: r 1;.oderne�, mi t Hilfe 

Jer :tcmie h2rgestel!ten MeJikam�ntQ sind sehr v�ele einhei�i

s�he ?flanzenartEn zu Heilzwecten v�rwendet worden. Letzte 

R�ste dieser Kenntn.i..sse si�d heute �elegentlich noch in der 

Ethnobotanik bekannt. Oh und wiewcit die Diasporenfunde von 

!-i�,? - �- i c?;.u>i ., V£ rb£ na cffi <'i ra �.?'.s oder .1-!ycccyamuB ni gel' tatsach

lich als H:nweise filr die Verwendung der Arten in der Volks

heilkunde aufzufassen sind, la8t sich mcist nicht endgliltig 

klaren. 

Belege der in den Krautergarten - aufgrund der schriftlichen 

Quellen - offenbar angebauten Heilpflanzen sind hingegen selten. 

Das mag allerdings darnit zusammenhangen, da8 die Heilpflanzen 

vielfach wahrend oder zu Beginn der Bltite gesammelt werden. 

Auf diese Weise konnen die besser erhaltungsfahigen Diasporen 

ka�� in eine Ablage�ung selangen. 

In neu�rcr Zeit ist das VorhandBnsein von z.T. angebauten Heil

pflanzen wtihrend des Mittelaltcrs aller�ings aus einem ganz 

eigentUmli�hen CJellentyp belegt. So konnten in Gr�bern von 

Ticr.gcn/Hochrhein/D BlUt.en-, Blatter- und Stengelreste sowie 

auch uiRsporen u.a. von fclgende:-i Arten erfaP-t werden: J..,11:arduZ.c. 

iP����:0�s und lh ym�s s�. Die ebenfalls nachgcwiescnen GcwUrz

n2lken (:y�bJium �r�mJ��c�m) zeigen, daB zur Konservierung von 

Leichen a�ch i�portiertc GewJrze Verwendung fanden. C�cse pal�o

ethr.o!J0t anischen Befunde ent.5?rethcn vorzi.iglich einigen zei t

genass ischen Mitteilungen zu diesem Themenkreis. 

Von den zahlreichen in den Bildern der sp�tmittelalterlichen 

und fruhneuzeitlichen Tafelmalerei da�gestellten Z i e r  -

� f 1 a n  z e n  sind bislang erst wenige Arten durch ihre 
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Diaspor�n aus etwa zeitgleiche� Ablagerungen nachgewiesen. 

Dazu gehort insbeson�ere die Akelei. Sie ist ahnlich wie Oster

glocke und Marienlilie zwn 3edeutungstrager geworden. Eine 

Fillle solcher Pflanzen ist besonders in den Noli-Tangcre

Bildern (Christus als Gartner am Ostermorgen) erfaBt. Dazu 

geh6ren auch Arten wie Fragaria vesca und Taraxacum officinalis, 

von denen die Belege z.T. massenhaft vorhanden sind. Ob nun 

alle auf diesen Bildern abgebildeten Zierpflanzen tatsachlich 

in den mittelalterlichen Garten gewachsen sind, bleibt vorerst 

noch unklar. Selbst wenn ei�erseits - wie aus G6ttingen - reich

liche FunJe unverk0hlter Pflanzenreste vorliegen und anderer

seits zeitgleiche Tafelgemalde (vom Meister des G6ttinqer·· 

Barfil�eralt�rs) mit Pflanzend�rstellungen bekannt sind, laBt 

sich diese Fraqe vorlaufig kau� klaren. Daran mag auch '.1ier vor 

allem die Tatsache schuld sein, daB selbst in Feuchtablaqerunaen 

in der Regel nur Diasporen einigermaBen gut edtalten bleiLen. 

Neuere Untersuchungcn an Holzkohlen aus M e i  1 e r  n zeigen, 

daB die Befunde Aussagen aus der �lteren Meilerliterat�r (reitt

lere Neuzeit) durchaus stutzen. Entsprechende Nachrichten Uber 

die bevorzugte Verwendung eiP.Zelner Holzarten als W e r k  -

h o  1 z £Ur die Herstellung bestirnmter Geratschaften bzw. fi�r 

einzelne Herstellungsverfahren gibt es ebenfalls aus der mitt

leren �euze:t. Offenbar hat es i� Bereich der Ene�gieerzeugung 

und des Holzhandwerks vom Mittelalter bis weit in die Neuzeit 

hinein �aine wesentlichen �nderungen gegeben. 

SchlieBlich sei in diesem Zusammenhang auch auf die Formen der 

L a n d  n u t  z u n g hingewiesen. Zu diesem Bereich gibt es 

einige interessante Aussagen besonders in Bildern der Kalender

blicher. Sie betreffen Formen der Ernte und Feldbearbeitung 

ebenso wie den zustand einzelner Landschaftsteile. Mit Hilfe einer 

Reihe mehr oder minder �omplizierter Auswertungsschritte des 

fossilen Fundgutes haben sich ganz entsprechende Aussagen Uber 

die verschiedenen Bereiche ergeben. Das gilt insbesondere 

hinsichtlich der Erntemethoden, aber auch der Grilnlandfor�en. 

Die vegetationskundliche und okologische �nalyse mit Hilfe der 

ELLENBERGschen Zeigerwerte {1974, 1979) vermittelt zudem die 

Vorstellung von ahnlichen Umweltverhaltnissen, wie sie au£ 

manchen mittelalterlichen und fruhneuzeitlichen Landschaftsbildcr� 

erfaBt sind. 
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Zusammenfassend ergibt sich mit Hilfe der dargelegten Beispiele, 

daB in vielen Fallen eine Erganzung der ,a1ao-ethnobotanischen 

Rekonstruktionen durch zeitgenossische Quellen auBerst wert 

voll ist, sofern man die damals gegebenen Nutzungs- und Umwelt

verhaltnisse erschlieBen will. Allerdings ergeben sich Schwie

rigkeiten ebenso durch Problerne irn Bereich der artspezifischen 

Erhaltungschancen wie durch offenbar schichtenspezifisch ur.ter

schiedliche Schriftquellen und den Mangel an Schreib- und Lese

kunst Uber lange Zeit hinweg. 

De�noch ist ein Vergleich der aus den Pflanzenresten und den 

schriftlichen sowie ikonographischen Quellen abgeleiteten 

Befunde auBerst wertvoll, weil er zur Absich�rung der palao-

eth�obotanischen Rekonstruktion fur altere Zeitraurne beitragen 

k,mn. 
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A B S T R A C T S 
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ZUR GESCJ-llCHTE DES BIERES NACH FRUCHTFl'NDEh UND SCHRIFTLICHEN 

Ql'F:LLEN 

K.-E. Behre, Niedersachsisches Landes

institut fur Marschen
und Wurtenforschung, 

Wilhe�shaven, B.R.D. 

Im Zuge der Bearbeitung des botanischen Materials der wikin

gerzeitlichen Siedlung Haithabu (b. Schleswig; 9.-10. Jh. n. 

Chr.) wurden grone Mengen der FrUchtchen von Humulu� l____!d_Q_u)u� 

angetroffen: 3 321 Stuck aus 70 Proben. Die Fundumstande 

sprechen dabei eindeutig fur Bierherstellung. Zur Klarung der 

Frage, ab wann uberhaupt Hopfen als BierwUrze benutzt wurde, 

wurden die bisherigen Hopfenfunde aus archaologischen Gra

bungen zusammengestellt. 

Als weitere BierwUrze diente im atlantischen Nordwesteuropa 

lange Zeit Myrica gale. Auch hiervon wurden in den letzten 

Jahren mehrfach Funde aus archaologischen Grabungen gemacht, 

die ebenfalls zusammengestellt wurden. 

Die Auswertung des Fundmaterials zeigt, da� der Beginn der 

Verwendung dieser BierwUrzen erst im Laufe des frUhen Mittel

cilters erfolgte; irn hohec und sp�ten Mittelalter �ntwickelte 

sich dann das Bier zum Volksgetrank. 

Neben den realen Funden liefern auch schriftliche Quellen 

Daten zur Geschichte des Bieres, die einer kritischen Durch

sicht unterzogen werden. Die frUhesten sicheren Quellen die

ser Art stammen aus Deutschland (Carvey/Weser, Gebiet um 

Mtinchen) und bezeug�n die Verwendung von Hopfen bereits ftir 

die 1. Halfte des 9. Jahrhunderts. Seither haben besonders 

die Kloster fUr die Ausbreitung des Hopfenbieres gesorgt. 

Im Norden stand dieses lange Zeit im Wettbewerb mit dem 

Gagelbier (aus �yrica), welches jedoch heutzutage wegen 

seir.er toxischen EigenschAften .. nicht mehr gebraut wird. 
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THF. C0:1POS1TT ON OF MODERN CHARRED SEED ASSE�1BL\GES 

s. Bottcrna, Bi.ologi.sch-Archaeologi.sch
Instituut, Groningen 
the Netherlands 

The processing of charred seed samples in connection with archaeo
logical excavations depends for an important part upon flotation. 
Especially in Mediterranean and Near Eastern sites, where accumula
tion can be considerable, large numbers of samples are collected. 
The composition of samples from one site can be uniform, especially 
within one cultural period, but often also when successive periods are 
compared. 

Still the species composition of such samples is difficult to 
understand. Many of the components seem to have no relation to each 
other or even exclude each other in the field. 

When sampling charred remains in the layers from the Bronze Age 
period in Tell Harnmam et Turkrnan in the Syrian Djezireh, at the same 
time attention was paid to the seed composition in modern fire places 
of the inhabitants of the nearby village. Two types of fire places 
were investigated, one for 'burgul' processing and one for bread baking. 
In addition, the origin of the fuel was traced. 

In 'burgul' processing,wheat is cooked in large cauldrons and dried 
afterwards. Cotton stalks, shrubs, twigs, sheep dung or barley straw 
are used. Samples from the ashes of 'burgul' cooking hardly yielded 
charred wheat although hundreds of kilograms of wheat were processed. 
Instead, more barley grains were found because of the use of barley 
straw as fuel. 

Complete plants are gathered for fuel .and stored in pure heaps, 
for instance Foeniculum stalks, cotton stalks, ProsoDis and Atriplex 
leucoclada. Some species may have been used for fuel, but h;ve�w 
retrievability as the seed concerned completely burned instead of 
charred, e.g. in Atriplex leucoclada and Peganum harmala. Preservation 
could be studied on vegetations that were set afire by the local 
people.Peganum harmala seeds almost completely disappear after 
burning and what is left crumbles when touched upon, 

Puzzling in charred seed samples are seeds from small, low meadow 
plants, which do not grow in grain fields and escape from h2rvesting. 
These species are mainly brought in by sheep through cite dung as herds 
are staying in the village at night. Depending upon the season various 
seed species can be found in the droppings. The dung is pushed in the 
fire under the large cauldrons of the 'burgul' cooking. Modern weeds 
from wheat fields are most easily collected from a combined harvester 
that separates such seeds from the crop. Such samples can be compared 
with subf0ssil seed assemblages. 
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PROGRESS Al\D PROBLEMS OF Al'STRALIAN PALAEOETl-i:iOIWTANY 

A. Clarke, Department of Anthropology,
University of Western Australia, 
Ned lands 

L. Cubis, Department of Anthropology,
University of Sydney 

B. Gott, Department of Botany,
Monash University, Clayton 

Research current in Australian palaeoethnobotany is wide

ranging, with studies of tropical, temperate, coastal and semi-arid 

prehistoric sites and regions currently under-way. The open hunter

gatherer sites of the Australian Aborigines present the problem 

of highly fragmented and disturbed remains. Identification of plant 

macrofossils has proved easier in rockshelter sites of Holocene age, 

containing well-preserved desiccated material, and has provided 

evidence of processing both of plant foods and plants for technolo

gical purposes. Swamp sites, combining archaeological, palynological 

and macrofossil studies, are beginning to provide evidence of 

Aboriginal resource management by the use of fire, and offer promise 

for future work.

Biogeographical studies of food plants, nutritive analyses, 

ethnographic and historical studies are also being undertaken. 

There is a strong trend in Australian archaeology towards 

studies of the total ecology of the Aboriginal hunter-gatherers, 

and it is here that palaeoethnobotany should play an important role, 

Increased archaeological recovery of plant material and suitable 

sampling strategies will be required. 
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FROM PYROPHYTIC TO DOMESTICATE() PLANTS: 
THE PALAEONTOLOGICAL-LINGUISTIC EVTDENCES FOR A VN1TARY THEORY 
ON THE ORIGIN OF DOMESTICATION 

G. Forni, Centro di �useologia Agraria,
Milano, Italy 

A unitary conception on the origin of domestic plants and animals has 
been recently expressed by Lewis. In this connection, Forni speaks of 
a unitary theorv of the origin of domes.tication. Lewis has supported 
his hypothesis with many and determinant archaeozoological, archaeolo
gical, palaeobotanical evidences. According to this theory, the ma�rix 
of the passage from hunting/gathering to breeding/cultivating is the 
"burning �mL (=Gennan Brandwirtschaft) or better the "igniculture" 
(=fire civilization). 

The most profound origins of this process are to be put in the late 
Palaeolithic (e.g. at Swanscombe and Hoxne in South England, in the 
Mindel-Riss Interglacial), because the palynology points to the lowering 
of arboreous flora as a consequence of the burning economy. This hypo
thesis has been further corroborated according to Forni by the epipalaeo
lithic/mesolithic milling tools found in plenty on the plateaus environ
ning the Fertile Crescent and in the lower Nile Valley, and also by 
numerous symbols (cup-marks, paddles, forks, rakes)" of the European rock 
carving - Neolithic, Iron Age - but chiefly by the linguistic palaeontology. 

In fact the main cultivated plants: cereals (wheat, barley, etc.) and 
some fruit trees belong to the plants that botanists name pyrophytes. 
They develop easily on ground broken by fire (igniculture). Corresponding
ly, the oldest Indomediterranean, Indoeuropean, Semitic terms by which 
cereals were meant (e.g. ancient Greek puroi - cfr. �= fir -
Lithuanian purai, ancient Slavic ..PYE,£, Georgian pur-i. In the Iberian 
dialect the stem purona means meal. Cfr. also Czech £YE_ and Anglo-Saxon 
fyrs = weed. Celtic brace - cfr. Sanskrit bhrasate =burning -) and also 
some fruit trees were meant (e.g. ancient Greek dios-piros = black cherry, 
puren = the fruit stones; Latin pirus = pear-tree, prunus = plum-tree, 
ancient Greek proumnon, Isl. ploma, Finn. i.e)luumu, Angl. plum - cfr. 
Latin pruna = ember, and prurire = to burn), emphasize their characteris
tic of being pyrophytic plants. 

Symmetrically Forni has evidenced that the main herbivorous or omni
vorous animals (for example ewe, cow, barrow, bull, boar, bear) have the 
same (or correlated)linguistic root as fire and burning. 

In conclusion, cultivating plants and breeding animals and consequently 
their domestication, is the result of the observation of the advantageous 
effects {the developing of young grasses and shoots which attract 
herbivorous game) of natural burning by lightning and their intentional 
extension. 

It is, aliis verbis, the direct and immediate effect of the possession 
of fire, the first great force, or better the first instrument (chemical 
instrument) to modify the environment. The igniculture (=fire civilization) 
is the matrix of domestic plants and animals. From that originates the 
unitary theory (pyrogeneti� theory) on the origin of domestication. 

The archaeobotany must work along this direction in the future. 
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lNFOR�TION ON THE PALAEOECOLOGY OF BRITISH GRASSLA�DS BASED ON 
TI-ff sn:oY OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL FINDS AND MODERN SPECIES-RICH MEADOi,.TS 

J.R.A. GrPig, Department of Plant Biology, 
University of Birmingham, 
England 

Waterlogged archaeological remains often contain pollen and seeds 

of grassland plants. The interpretation of such remains has been 

limited by our slight understanding of the ecology of grasslands, 

and especially that of the types of hay meadows that may have 

exist�d in the past. There is also little information on the 

differential productivity, dispersal and survival of pollen and 

seeds in hay. The phytosociological classification of British 

grasslands is now being done, and it includes the 'flowery meadows' 

which have long been known for their great richness of species and 

possible antiquity. Hay samples from some of these have been tested 

for pollen, seed and plant content, and the results compared to 

some archaeological data thought to represent grassland. This 

information is compared with some from central Europe. 



E'I'ffi,.DHISTORICAL EVIDENCE FDR THE E.'<PWITATION OF WILD GR,\SSE5 A,\D FORDS 

o. R. Harris, Institute of Archaeolog-i,
University of London 
England 

As the work of Hillrran, Jones am others sho,.,s, the interpretation of 
archaeologically preserved plant remains can be elaoorated and made rrore 
precise by the application of nruern ethnographic data derived fran field 
studies 'of crop-husbandry practices in areas where traditional £arming 
systems still persist. The contexts and sequences of crop-processing 
activities c.an thereby be accurately defined, and the archaeological residues 
likely to result fran them predicted. This approach can transfonn our 
understanding of the agronomic significance of the remains recovered. Hawever, 
because it necessarily rests on the study of how already-daresticated cro1?5 
are cultivated and processed, it tells us little aoout the ways in which 
the wild relatives of those crops may have been exploited in the prehistoric 
past before danestication took place. 

There is no precise ethnographic analogy for the ways in which wild grasses 
and £orbs were ITBnipulated in the earliest, 'pre-darestication' stages of 
their selection as crops, but ehtnographic infonnation on how present-day and 
recent hunter-gatherer groups exploited this resource ITBY thro,., sane light 
on the processes involved in the very beginnings of grain-crop agriculture 
in Southwest Asia and elsewhere. If v..>e assume a broad continuity in the 
developrent of the harvesting and processing rnethcds that v..ere applied first 
to wild and later to daresticated grasses and forbs, then examination of the 
rnethoos by which extant hunter-gatherers harvested and processed these plants 
is valid and wDrthwhile. 

Unfortunately, hOv..'ever, there are few well docurrented ethnographic examples 
of the systenetic exploitation of wild grasses and forbs for focd. Examples 
fran Southwest Asia or tb,e eastern Mediterranean area would be mcst directly 
relevant to interpretation of the beginnings of grain-crop agriculture in 
the Near East, but such are not available. The examples that I shall describe 
in this soort paper are drawn from ethnohistorical accounts rather than frcm 
rrcdern ethnographic studies. They are based on nineteenth- and early 
twentieth-century observations recorded by travellers and ethnographers in 
Australia and western North Arr€rica in arid and SE'IP�-arid envirorurents broadly 
similar to the clirna.tic environnents of much of Southwest Asia. The accounts 
provide fairly detailed information on the taxa exploited and the rnetho::is 
used to prarote plant growth and to harvest and process the seeds and other 
edible parts. The taxa include grasses, such as SP2cies of Agropyron, 
Echinochloa, Elymus, Eragrostis, Oryzopsis, Panicum and Setaria, sedges of 
the genera Cyperus and Eleocharis, and species of Chenop:x]ium, as well as 
several other more obscure forbs; and the methcrls include irrigation, burning, 
sowing, harvesting by beating, stripping, breaking, cutting and uprocting, drying, 
threshing, winnONing, grinding, and the storing of seeds. The historical 
evidence for the systanatic exploitation of such taxa by Australian Aooriginal 
groups in the Central Desert and Darling Basin, and by ,American Indians in 
the Great Basin and Owens Valley, will be surma.rized, and discussion of the 
relevance of these data to understanding the beginnings of grain-crop 
agriculture in Southwest Asia and Northeast Africa will be invited. 
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CRITERIA FOR DISTIKGrISHING RACHIS RDl\INS OF 

4x A�D 6x KAKF.D WHEATS 

G.C. Hillman, Institute of
Archaeology, London 
England 

Examination of details of rachis morphology of the �heat 

D-genome donor (Triticum tauschii, syn. Aegilo� squarrosa)

has allowed identification of those features unique to hexaploid 

wheats carrying the D genome, A number of these criteria have 

proved �seful for distinguishing between free-threshing (naked) 

wheats of the 4x (AABB) series (e.g. T. durum) and the 6x (AABBDD) 

series(e.g. !· aestivum). 

Six of these features apply to rachises and are visible even in 

charred remains. Examples will be drawn from a) a wide range of 

recent populations of primitive forms of!· durum and T. aestivum 

collected in Turkey and Syria, 2) from charred remains exhibiting 

characteristics typical of extreme forms of the same 2 species. 
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DER KLEINE PFAHLBAUWETZEN OSv,ALD HEERS -
BE�ERK�NGEN ZUR �ORPHOLOGIE ALTER UNO NEUER NACKT¼�IZENFUNDE 

S, Jacomet, Botanisches Institut, 
Base 1, Schwe iz 

H. Schlichtherle, Landesdenkmalamt
Baden-W�rttemberg, 
Hemmenhofen, B.R.D. 

Neue Ahrenfunde aus jung- und endneolithischen Ufersiedlungen 
von Sudwestdeutschlanc und der Schweiz (ea. 4000-3000 v.Chr., 
cal,Dat.) lenkten unsere Aufmerksamkeit auf die Beschreibung 
verschiedener Nacktweizentypen <lurch 0. 'Heer (1865). In mehreren 
Museen und Sammlungen haben wir Altfunde nach einem Schema zur 
Erhebung von Messdaten und Merkmalen an GE:treideahren aufgenommen, 
das uber subjektiv-typologische Zuweisungen hinausfuhren sollte. 
Die Grundlage unserer Arbeit bilden jedoch die urnfangrei chen 
und zudem stratifizierten Neufunde verkohlter Erntevorrate. 

In mehreren Fallen konnten Ahren zur Untersuchung in ihre 
Einzelteile zerlegt werden, Die dabei freigewordenen K�rner 
zeigen ein uneinheitliches Forrnenspektrum, das auch Spelzweizenkorn
typen umfasst(!). Die detaillierten morphologischen Beobachtungen 
fiihren zudem auf das Problem der Unterscheidbarkeit tetraploider 
und hexaploider Nacktweizen zuiuck, wie es sich seit der um
strittenen Bestirmnung von "Triticum turgidum" aus schweizerischen 
Ufersiedlungen stellt. Heers Beobachtungen haben sich insofern 
bestatigt, als tatsachlich verschiedene Ahrentypen vorliegen, 
wobei auch aufgrund unserer differenzierten Merkmalsanalyse unkla� 
bleiben muss, ob es sich durchwegs um Triticum �estivum s.l. 
handelt. 

Es ist von besonderem Interesse, dass die Siedlungsplatze 
jeweils ein eigenstandiges Typenspektrum aufweisen. Wieweit dabei 
regionale, kulturelle oder chronologisc h bedingte Differenzie
rungen vorliegen, lasst sich beim augenblicklichen Forschungs
stand nur schwer beurteilen. Offenbar handelt es sich aber um 
einzelne, genetisch uneinheitliche Nacktweizenpopulationen. 
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Al'SS.A,G E�10GLICHKE I TE I\ PALAOETHNOBOTANI SCHER LATR INEM'NTERSl1CHl'l',GEN 

K.-H. Knorzer, Neuss, 
B.R.D. 

Botanische F�kalienuntersuchungen sind schwierig, obwohl die 
Erhaltungsbedingungen fur pflanzliche Substanzen in dauerfeuchten 
L1trinengruben meist sehr gut sind. Die zur Besti mmung geeigneten 
Pflanzenteile sind schon vor dem Verzehr durch Zermahlen und Zer
kauen zerrissen worden. Sie wurden dann bei der Darmpassage fermen
tativ verindert and konnten schliesslich nach der Ablagerung durch 
kotbewohnende Ins�kten und dur�h bakterielle Verrottung weiter 
zerstort werden. Zur Analyse ist es deshalb erfordirlich, die 
Zugehorigkeit der Pflanzenreste .auch an kleinsten S�uren zu erken
nen, um ihren Anteil quantitativ zu erfassen. 

Die hier ausgewerteten Beobachtungen beruhen auf den Unter
suchungen.von J romerieitlichen, 9 mittelalterlichen und 3 fruh
neuzeitlichen Latrinen aus dem nordlichen Rheinland. 

Bei Ausgrabungen erkennen die Archiologen F�kaliengruben und 
-sch�chte meist an Form und Aufbau und vor allem an den torfigen
Einlagerungen, die meist makroskopisch .erkennbare Fruchtkerne ent-
halten. Durch mikroskopische Untersuchungen konnen Sedimente
menschlichen Kotes an der charakteristischen Zusammensetzung
identifiziert werden: Sie bestehen in sehr gleichmassig vert�ilten
Spuren von Nahrungspflanzen, besonders Obstkernen in sehr grosser
Zahl zusammen mit Samenresten vor allem von Halmfruchtunkraut
pflanzen, die als Beimischungen aus der Getreidenahrung stammen.
Unter ihnen sind Spuren von Agrostermna githago und Centaurea
cyanus auffallend haufig.

Es hat sich gezeigt, class F'akalien u.a. wegen der porenfreien 
dichten Lagerung auch oberhalb des permanenten Grundwassers ausser
ordentlich lange unverkohlt erhalten bleiben. Dabei lassen sich 
Stufen der Zersetzung unterscheiden von den leicht verganglichen 
Getreidekornhjuten bis �u den widerstandsfjhigen Resten harter 
Steinkerne von Sambucu�, Vitis, Lithospermum, Fumaria u.a. 

Beispiele fur die Auswertung von Grossrestanalysen aus Fakalien: 
a) Ermittlurig der Nahrungszusammensetzung:
Eine Schatzung der anteilmassigen Zus ammensetzung der Nahrung wird
<lurch die unterschiedliche Erhaltung der einzelnen Bestandteile
erschwert. Nicht oder nur in geringen Spuren nachweisbar sind
Getreidespeisen, Hulsenfriichte und Blattgemiise. Ziemlich gut nach
weishar sind Hirsen durch Spelzen, Buchweizen durch Fruchtschalen,
Ge�urzkorner, Apfel <lurch Endokarpreste und Birnen durch Steinzell
k�rner. Sehr gut erhalten sind die meisten Obstkerne, doch ist beim
Vergleich die Anzahl der Kerne pro Frucht zu beachten.

Zu allen Zeiten war im Rheinland auch in grossen Stadten der 
Anteil an gesammeltem Wildobst sehr gross. Die Verwendung von 
Gewurzen war in r�mische� und mittelalterlicher Zeit recht �hnlich. 
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b) Entwicklung der Kulturpflanzen durch Sortenverbesserung:
Beim Steinobst (Prunus spec.) lassen die Steinkerne erkennen t wie 1m
Mittelalter die Sortenvielfalt zugenommen hat. Bei den Erdbeeren
(Fragaria vesca) traten in der fruhen Neuzeit Sorten mit grosseren
Kernen und�utlich grosseren Fruchcen auf.
c) Ermittlung des ersten Auftret�ns neuer Kulturpflanzen:
Die altesten Buchweizenspur·en (Fagopvrum escl:lentum) befanden sich iri
Fakalien des 14./15. Jh. Ribes rubrum wurde nur aus Ablagerungen des
16. bis 18. Jahrhunderts nachgewiesen. Der einzige sichere Fund von
Ribes nigrum stammt aus dem 18. Jahrhundert.
d) Nachweise von importiertem Obst:
In allen Fakalien seit der Romerzeit sind Feigenkerne (Ficus carica)
gefunden worden. Eine spatmittelalterliche Klosterlatrine in Kolo
enthielt eine Mandelschale (Prunus dulcis).
e) Beitrag zur Einwanderungsgeschichte von Unkrautern:
Kamillenartige Pflanzen sind mit ihren Achanen als Getreidebeimischung
in Kotresten haufig vertreten� Anthemis arvensis und seltener Matricaria
inodora waren seit der Romerzeit vorhanden. Anthemis cotula trat seit
dem fruhen Mittelalter regelmassig auf, wahrend Matricaria chamomilla
erstmalig in einer Kolner Latrine des 17./18. Jahrhunderts gefunden
wurde.
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MORPHOLOGY Of THE CREASE OF WHEAT C.ARYOPSES AND ITS l'SABlLITY 
FOR AN IDENTIFICATION OF SOME SPECIES 

R. Kosina, Institute of Botany,
Vniversity of Wroclaw, 
Poland 

The investigations were inspired by the results of Matlak6wna 
1926) refer�ing to the caryopsis crease of fossil wheats, by the 

co�parative data of Korber-Grohne (1980, 1981) resulting from the 
analysis of cereal pericarps as well as by own studies of the caryop
sis anatomy of present-day forms of wheat (Kosina, 1980). Twenty-six 
varieties and cultivars of monococcum, durum, dicoccum, spelta and 
vulgare wheats in unburned state as well as in carbonized state were 
examined. In addition,four samples of fossil vulgare wheats were 
analvzed. Measurements have been carried out on the cross-fracture 
of the grain for ten characters: l. width of caryopsis; 2. width of 
crease; J. thickness of caryopsis; 4. depth of crease; 5. distance 
between the crease and dorsal surface of caryopsis; and adequate 
relations of characters: 6. 1/3; 7. 1/2; 8. 3/4; 9. 3/5; and 10. 4/5. 
Variations of characters range from V"-'8% for caryopsis width to 
V,..,_,30% for crease width. For the burned forms the variation increased 
mostly for the depth of the crease (from V.....,12% to ..-v22%). As for 
the width of the crease, the investigated forms can be arranged into 
the following consecutive series: monococcum - dicoccum - durum -
vulgar� - spelta. This succession is preserved for the burned forms, 
while the fossil vulrare wheats have the widest crease. A similar 
series for the depth of the crease of present-day unburned fonns 
gives: vulgare - dicoccum - monococcum - durum - spelta; for burned 
forms: vulgare - durum - fossil vuigare -�ccum - monococcum -
spelta. Among the presP.nt-day forms, spelta has the smallest value 
for the "width of caryopsis/width of crease" coefficient and durum 
the highest value for this coefficient. This range increases more 
in burned forms. 

Informative value of characters is estimated by means of multiple 
regression analysis, while taxonomic distances in the form of the 
Mahalanobis distances matrix are given in the dendrite. Some consider
ations on the possibility of identifying species, especailly vulgare 
and durum forms, by means of the endosperm-cavity shape are made. 
Relatively regular cavities were observed in burned cultivars of 
vulgare: Kaspar, Cl 13449 and Ostka Popularna. The cavities appear 
most numerous in the burned wheats, e.g. Entre Largo de Montijo 
(durum), Ostka Popularna, 10100, Atlas 66 (vul�are). However, the 
shape of the cavity is hard to observe in fossil forms. Observations 
indicate that it may be possible to identify the endosperm structure 
and indirectly the caryopsis quality in partly or completely burned 
forms. 
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KULTURPFLANZENFVNDE AUS POD BE[ BUGOJNO/ZENTRALBOSNIEN 
(HALLSTATT- und LA TENE-ZEIT) 

D. Kucan, Niedersachsisches Landes
ins�itut ftir Marschen- und 
�urtenforschung, 
Wilhelsmhaven; B.R.D. 

Die vom Landesmuseum in Sarajewo durchgefuhrten Grabungen in der 
Wallburg Pod bei Bugojno (Zentralbosnien) erbrachten neben wichtigen 
archaologischen Ergebnissen auch eine Menge an verkohltem Kultur
pflanzenmaterial, das hier vorgelegt wird. Er wurde archaologisch 
in das 4. und 6. Jh. vor Chr. datiert. Das Material bestand uberwiegend 
aus Kulturpflanzen, zu einem ganz geringem Teil aus Unkrautern. 
Unter dem angebauten Getreide trat vor allem Weizen (Triticum mono
coccum, dicoccu� und spelta) haufig und in grossen Mengen auf. Daneben 
kamen in nennenswerter Zahl Funde von Hafer (Avena) and Gerste 
(Hordeum vulgare) zutage. 

---

Die bespelzten Haferkorner zeigten einen ausgepragten Dimorphis
musj zum einen waren es Korner mit feiner runder basaler Abbruchnarbe, 
zum anderen etwas kleinere schlanke spitze Korner, die in eine 
schmale Abbruchnarbe oder sogar in ein schmales Stielchen ausmunden. 
Die morphologische Kornanalyse sowie Vergleiche mit rezentem Material 
ennoglichten schliesslic� bespelzte Avenakorner als Ahrchenreste von 
Avena sterilis L. zu bestimmen. Insgesamt 3732 Korner und Spelzenresten 
dieser Art stammen aus einem Hallstatt-zeitlichen Getreidespeicher. 
Damit ist es zum erstenmal gelungen, den Anbau von Avena sterilis im 
zentralbosnischen Anbaugebiet prahistorisch nachzuweisen. An Hafer 
fanden sich in denselben Proben ausserdem 6751 entspelzte Avenakorner, 
weitere 7 bespelzte Korner von Avena sativa und 6 von Aven�ua. 

In allen Proben wurden an weiteren Kulturpflanzen insgesamt fast 
20 000 Spelzfruchte der Rispenhirse (Panicum miliaceum) gefunden, 
die deren Anbau bei der Siedlung Pod nahelegen, Nebe;;-dem Getreide 
sind bemerkenswerte Mengen an Leguminosen-Arten aufgetreten, In der 
Reihenfolge ihrer Haufigkeit: Linse (Lens culinaris)

1 Wicklinse 
(Vicia ervilia), Pferdebohne (Vicia faba) und Erbse (Pisum sativum). 
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NEO�I T:: IC pr...· .. :r:: :-::!:H.: us !"RO!-'. EBEF.Dn: J:sr;-n:o::::::DC:RF 
( SvL'TH-JEid•.r..:;Y) 

H. Kiister, Institut fiir Bota�i�,
University of Stutt[art, 
B.�111D.

The Sberdinr,en-Hochdorf site is situated ea. 20 km northwest 

of Stuttcart (s.w. Germany) in a fertile loess landscape. It 

was inhabited at about 3000 B.C. and is asF,igned to the "Schus;:;en

riede r Kultur". 

Altoeether 142 samples for botanical analysis were taken from 

the profiles of 56 pits, for the cre�ter part by the botan�t. 

Preliminary examination was carried out at the excavation site 

and the subsequent investig�tion at the Botonical Institute, 

University of Stut�cart-Hohenheim. 

140 samples contained carbonised plant remains. Grey ash bands 

and ag1;regates of burnt clay contained most plant remains, 

whereas blackish sediments contained relatively little material. 

Altogether more than 82 000 carbonised plant remains, pertaining 

to 88 species, were investigated. 

Cultiv�ted plants were naked barley (the main crop), einkorn, 

em�er, naked wheat, millet, pea, fla�, poppy and pars�ey. 

Collected plants were apples, hazelnuts, elder and strawberries. 

The list of we�ds from Eberdin5en-Hochdorf Dives interesting 

data relev2nt to the reconstruction of Neolithic environment a�d 

agriculture: 

1) There was no mixed cultivation of barley and wheats, perhaps

not even of einkorn and em·er.

2) Soils were cultiv�ted intensively.

3) The soils were rich in nitroGen.

4) Crops were harvested near to the groundo

5) After harvesting an intensive crop p�ocessing took place,

including threshing, kiln-drying (in an kiln, which was exca

vated at EberdinDen-Hochdorf), pounding and win�owing o 

6) Crop stores were very effectively cleaned by these crop

processinG procedures.
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INTERPRETATION OF MACROPLANT RE�INS FRm-1 A NEOLITHIC LAKESHORE 

SITE IN FRANCE 

K. Lundstrom-Baudais, Geneve,

Switzerland 

The small lake of Clairvaux is situated on the western 

edge of the Jura Mountian chain. Its shores were frequently 

inhabited during pr·ehistoric times from the Middle Neolithic 

on. This paper concerns the submerged site of Station III 

which was occupied 3 times at the end of the Neolithic period. 

From this site numerous macroplant remains (woods, seeds, and 

fruits) were examined and found to represent some 129 species. 

The image of the forest, established by pollen analysis, is 

completed by the results of wood analysis, providing precise 

information about the exploitation of th� forest by the inh�b-

itants for construction and combustion materials. The structure 

of the forest is revealed by the study of the growth rings 

of post woods. Grain analysis provides not only information as 

to the plants cultivated but also the probable weed flora. 

By comparing these different information sources, it is possible 

to attempt to define the technics of agriculture which were 

employed, the relationship between agriculture and forestry 

management, and the impact of the inhabitants on their environ-

ment. 
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BOTANICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN AMSTERDAM 

N. Paap, Instituut voor Prae-
en Protohistorie, 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands 

During the last 6 years archaeological excavations 1n Amsterdam 

have abundantly provided material for systematic synchronous and 

diachronic botanical investigations. This resulted in a preliminary 

diagram, showing the occurrence through time of the food remains. 

Extensive horizontal stratification offered the possibility for 

comparing cess-pit contents on social differences. The vertical 

stratification showed a change in weed communities. The great 

quantities of Prunus insititia made it possible to differentiate 

between groups of varieties. 
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PLA,t\JT RC·IAI NS FROM AARTS\,JOUD, A NEOLI. TH IC SETTLE}IE�T 
IN TI!f. COASTAL AREA 

J.P. Pals, Instituut voor �rae-
en Protohistorie (IPP), 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands 

The neolithic (protruding foot beaker - bell beaker) settlement 

near the village of Aartswoud (province of Noord-Holland) is one 

of the objects of integrated ecological research by the IPP. 

The remains of the settlement lie on an undulating subsoil of 

sandy clay which belongs to the Calais IVa2 transgression (the 

end of this geological phase 1s Cl4 dated about 4100 B.P.). The 

site consists of a system of occupation layers, made up of broken 

Mytilus edulis shells, black sandy clay, ash, peat and yellow clay. 

The black soil is especially rich in carbonized and occasionally 

uncarbonized plant remains. All layers have been systematically 

sampled. 

Concentrations of Triticum dicoccum and Hordeum vulgare var. 

vulgare were sometimes visible in the field, and in additon, 

Triticum monococcum, hexaploid wheat and Linum usitatissimum 

occurred sporadically. Exploitation of the coastal dunes is indi

cated by the presence of crab apple, blackberry, hazelnuts and 

acorns. 

Stratigraphic differences 

crop-processing activities and 

and the possibility of establishing 

weed communities are discussed. 
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Ci•�':',\� T SO:S: (lf ARCI-IA;.l•JlC11 A:<1 CAL ;\.;TA ·,,,'i TH LlT:c:.�.RY E ·.'If:•f.:-:CE 
1 :-; :.TPER fORT GARRY, �l..\\l TC13A 

C:. T. Sr1-1y, Dc>?:-.r c�e:1t of Anthr,,p0 l .•f:·, 

Cniv�rsity of �anit0ba, 
1-:i nr. L pq:-,, Canada 

fxcavations of two privy-refuse depo$its at a fur trade fore in 

�innipeg, M�nitoba, Canada, have yielded a rich assort�ent of 

plnnt remains. So far. 30 taxa have been identified including four 

tYpes of nuts, 13 of berries and fleshy fruits. 10 s<:"eds, and 3 of 

�ood and charcoal. Three of the four nuts and several of the fruits 

!?!OSt likely were ir.iported but the tomato, 1.vc,•persico�, and several 

other fruits may have been grown at the fort. The seeds probably 

d�rivcd from plants growing in the immediate vicinity, either as 

wpeds or cultivated spices. All three woods were used in construction 

(qu�rcu�, Picea, Populus) but so far only !:Opulus has been found as 

charcoal. Historical records describe the staple crops of the rnid

l9th century, the approximate date of the deposits, as wheat, barley 

and potatoes but there is scant reference to nuts, fruits and other 

vegetables. The plarit remains thus offer a rare opportunity to broaden 

our unrlerstanrling of life at the fort. 
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RO�AN LONDON: CARBONIZED GRAIN FROM THE FORU:,01 AND THE THA:!ES 
WATERFRONT 

V. Straker, Urban Archaeology,
Museum of London, 
England 

Two larg e deposits of carbonised grain recovered from excavations 

in Roman London have been analysed. One deposit dated to AD 60 

came from the Forum area, the other dated to c. AD 130 Erom the 

Thames waterfront. Both a ssemblages consist principally of 

wheat caryopses, with smaller amounts of other cereals, spikelet 

fragments and weed seeds and in both deposits many sprouted grains 

were observed. However, the presence of small quantities of 

Triticum crono�occum (einkorn) and Lens sp. (lentil) in the earlier 

deposit demonstrates that it may be imported, whereas the assem

blage from the waterfront 1s consistent with native production. 

Possible area of origin, interpretation in terms of agrarian practice 

and intended use are discussed. 
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THr:: �'.EDIF\'AL VILLAGE 0F IJO�l'.·!E:_E�;: A CASE STL'JY fOR �HE l'.\ER

PKC:TAT: ON OF CH,\RRED SEEPS FR(,�'. ?(';=:;T!1ClLf.S 

V,T, van Vilsteren, Instituut voor 

Pre- en Protohistorie, 

Amsterdam. the �etherlands 

From 1980 till 1983 exc3vations have been carried out 
on the sandy soils in t7e south of the Netherlands 
resulting in the exposure of a complete medieval village. 
Durir.g the excavations a large-scale sampling-program 
was carried out; mainly flotation-samples from posthole
fillings. The preliminary results of the examination of 
the charred material are presented as well as some ideas 
regarding the formation of the posthole-fillings and 
possible ways to interpret the derived samples. 
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THE CARBO�HZA7IC:-J OF wEED SEEDS ANJ 'l':JEIR 1EPHE:3E'.l:'A-::":c,i IN 
MAC-iOFO.'..iS :L A..SSE/-;BLAGES 

D.G. �ilson, Subdept of Quaternary
Research, university of 
Cambridge, England 

The literature describt:is the eff<lct cf induced car:ionisation ::>:'l

in1ividual species of food plants. Sa�plee fro� archaeological sites, 

hcwever, will usually have resultad from the carbonisation of mi:red 

asse!l:bl3.ges of eeveral different species includir:g weed.3. 

It 1s reason:1.ble to suppose that the seeds of individual species 

will respond differently to any particular conditions ini, . .icing carbonisation, 

according to their original size, shape, or che�ical con�ent. 

rhis paper descri�es an experiment showing what happens to twelve 

species when they are heated together. rhe species represent most of tte :a�ic 

morphological esed.-typea likely to be encountered in European sa�ples, 

i.e. large or small; round or flat; oily or st9.rchy;etc.

The assen:blage was subjected to (1) three temper1.tc1re !'egii:es, (2) ho 

different envirorn::ien�s : mixed with soil, and without aoil, an1 (3) t�o 

different conditions 1 starting with wet seeds, :mi startir.g �ith dry .3ee.·i:3. 

In all cases, 3 .x 2 x 2 permutations, son:e species 'Rere burnt to lestructior. 

while others �ere perfectly carbonised or not carhonisei 4t all. 

1'he resultant 12 -iifferent assen:bl,1.ges are described, :i.r.d the 

archaeological i�plications are 1iscu3sei. 
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THE SPECIFIC COMPOSITION OF WHEAT FINDS FROM ANCIENT 
AGRICULTURAL CENTRES IN THE USSR 

Z.V. Yanushevich, Botanical Institute of
- the Academy of Sciences of
Moldavia, Kishinev, USSR

1. In Moldavia and Ukraine, the first traces of hulled wheats
(Triticum monococcum, !· dicoccum and!• spelta) date back to the
5th millennium B.C. T. dicoccum is predominant in the majority of
the finds. Remains of this species occur in archaeological samples
from as late an epoch as the e'1:rly Middle Ages. Naked wheat of the
!· compactum-type has been found though as admixtures to hulled wheat
only. Samples from the high Middle Ages (A.D. 1000-1200) yielded
numerous grains of!• aestivo-compactum.

2. In the Crimea, uniform populations of!• aestivo-compactum with
small round grains were found in Tauric settlements (1000-900 B.C.),
in Greek colonies (400-200 B.C.), and in Scythian settlements. Also,
finds of pure T. durum and infrequent finds of hulled wheats have
been made.

- ---

3. !- aestivum, !· compactum, !- monococcum, !· dicoccum, !· spelta
and!· cf. sphaerococcum were present in the Trans-Caucasus, in
archaeological layers dated to the 6th to 5th millennia B.C. Spikelet
fragments and one caryopsis of T. aestivum have been identified in
a burnt clay coating, in a layer dated to the 6th millennium B.C.
Remains of almost pure T. durum (92% of the grains) have been dis
covered in a 3rd millennium B.C. site,

4. !· compactum and T. aestivum have been identified in the settlement
of Altyn-Depeh, dated to the 4th millennium B.C,, southern Turkmenis
tan.

S. Wheat species migrated from their primary centres along various ways;
they must have reached the farthest south-west of the USSR via the
Balkans. The Trans�caucasus region has influenced the specific compo
sition of wheats in the Crimea and, supposedly, in southern Turkmenis
tan.

6. The Trans-Caucasus, considered in a broad geographical sense, may
be regarded as the area of origin of bread wheat, because in this
region the ranges of the parental species were concentrated. Varia
tions in the specific composition of wheat in ancient agricultural
centres of the USSR are due to differences in climatic conditions,
agricultural practices and overall economic patterns of the primitive
tribes.
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THE CAUCASUS - A CENTRE OF ANCIENT FARMING IN EURASIA 

G.N. Lisitsina, Archaeological Institute 
of the Academy of Sciences, 
MOSCOW, USSR 

The Caucasus region harbours an exceptionally large number of plant 
species. Theie is a great variety of wild and cultivated cereals. 
Food production had a rather late start in the Caucasus, which is 
ascribed to the rich potential of the area for wild plant collecting 
and hunting. 

The late Neolithic Shuiaveri-Shomutepin culture (6th-5th millen
nium B.C.) has long been considered as the earliest farming culture of 
the Caucasus area. It was to be expected that- this archaeological 
culture with a fully developed agriculture was preceded by cultures 
with a less developed food production. The upper levels of the Chokh 
site, in the Dagestan Mountains of the East.Caucasus, at an elevation 
of 1700-1800 m, would represent such a transitional stage from a food
gathering to a food-producing economy. The domestic plants recovered 
from these levels, dated to the beginning of the 6th millennium B.C., 
include Triticum monococcum, !· dicoccum, !· aestivo-compactum and 
Panicum spec. The cultivated plants had not been introduced from else
where, but the Caucasus was an independent centre of plant domestication. 
Grape was also cultivated by the Chokh farmers, implying that viti
culture dates back to the 6th millennium B.C. The Chokh site is not an 
isolated case, but other identical sites have been located (but not 
yet excavated). 

The comparison of the plant remains from the Chokh site with 
those from sites of the Shulaveri-Shomutepin culture suggests a con
spicuous expansion of the crop plant assortment. Already by the end 
of the 5th millennium B.C. the South Caucasus must have been a diversity 
centre for wheat. In addition to wheat, various types of barley, millets 
(Panicum miliaceum, Setaria italica), pea and lentil were grown by the 
inhabitants of the 5th millennium B.C. sites. 



G.N. Lisitsina 

THE CAUCASUS - A CENTRE OF ANCIEITT FARMING IN EURASIA 

z.v. Yanushevich

THE SPECIFIC COMPOSITION OF WHEAT FINDS FROM ANCIENT AGRICULTURAL 
CENTRES IN THE USSR 

Lisitsina's discussion is confined to the Caucausus, including 
Trans-Caucasia, whereas Yanushevich deals with a much larger area 
but confined herself to Triticum species. There is one site vhich is 
mentioned in both papers, viz. the Eneolithic settlement of Arukhlo, 
in the republic of Georgia, and this site will form the starting point 
of this discussion. The Arukhlo site belongs to the so-called Shulaveri
Shomutepin culture, which dates from the late 6th to the Sth/early 4th 
millennium B.C. Sites of this archaeological culture are mainly dis
tributed in the river valleys of Armenia, Georgia and Azerbeidjan. 
The material culture of these sites points to an economy based upon 
food production, 

A great number of crop plant species has been established for 
the sites of the Shulaveri-Shomutepin culture. Particularly the many 
wheat species are striking. In addition to the Triticum species shown 
in Table 1, T. turgidum, T. macha and T. palaeo-colchicum are reported. 
I am not in a position to evaluate the species identifications of the 
various naked wheats, 

A table like the one presented here does not provide any informa
tion on the numbers or proportions of charred grains or other remains 
found in the various sites. Happily for us, in Yanushevich's report 
a table with numbers of grains found in samples from the Arukhlo site 
is given (Table 2), The numbers of well identified grains are conspicu
ously low, and I have a feeling that this is one of the richest 
Neolithic-Eneolithic sites of the area. I wish to draw your attention 
to Triticum spelta. The glume bases and rachis internodes make.a 
reliable species identification possible. Consequently, there is no 
doubt that T. spelta was among the crop plant species cultivated by 
the inhabitants. 

Until recently, the Shulaveri-Shomutepin culture was the earliest 
known farming culture in the Caucasus/Trans-Caucasus region. Already 
in the 19SO's excavations of Palaeolithic and Mesolithic sites in the 
Dagestan Mountains of the East Caucasus had been carried out. Among 
these sites was the Chokh site, situated on the Turchidag plateau, in 
the valley of a small river (Maarda-tlar), at an elevation of 1700-
1800 m above sea level. Upper-Palaeolithic and Mesolithic levels were 
distinguished by the first excavator of the site. The levels attri
buted to the Mesolithic yielded, among other things, the handle of a 
harvesting tool. The stone and flint implements provide no clear 
indications about the economic basis of the Mesolithic habitation. 
Was the economy based exclusively on food collecting or were animal 
breeding and plant cultivation already practised? The animal bones did 
not provide a clue in this respect (or at least the zoologist could 
not tell whether they were of wild or domesticated animals) and plant 
remains had not beeD recovered. There was even a dispute about whether 



any of the tools had been used for collecting and processing the 
seeds and fruits of wild plants or whether they had served other 
purposes. 

In 1980, excavations at the Chokh site were resumed, now under 
the direction of Kb.A. Amirkhanov. Proper attention was paid to the 
geological, palynological, palaeoethnobotanical and archaeozoological 
aspects of an archaeological excavation. It turned out that the late
Mesolithic levels of the first excavator must be attributed to the 
Neolithic. The Neolithic levels are dated to the beginning of the 6th 
millennium B.C. It is not clear to me on what this dating is based, 
probably on a comparison with other sites. By that time deciduous 
forest had expanded into the area, which is also reflected in the 
charcoal record. The excavator claims that the Neolithic layers at 
the Chokh site are from the transitional period between a food-gathering 
and a food:-producing economy. This assumption would be supported by the 
remains of domesticated animals and by the archaeobotanical material 
recovered by means of flotation. 

The domestic crop plant species include emmer wheat, einkorn wheat, 
bread wheat/club wheat, naked barley, millet and grape (Table 1). 
In addition, a number of wild plants could be established, such as 
Agrostemma, Avena, Bromus, and Rumex. In my opinion the Panicum at the 
Chokh site is of particular interest because it would constitute a 
link between the unknown Central-Asian homeland of the species and 
Europe. 

A comparison of the Chokh plant remains with those from the sites 
of the Shulaveri-Shomutepin culture (Table 1) shows, according to 
Lisitsina, that in a period of at most 700 to 800 years a considerable 
expansion of the crop plant assortment had taken place. I doubt 
whether at this stage of the investigation this conclusion is fully 
justified. Lisitsina compares the number of crop plant species from 
only one site, the Chokh site, with the total number of species found 
in several sites. Some of the individual sites of the Shulaveri
Shomutepin cu'lture did not yield more crop plant species than the 
Chokh site, e.g. Kjultepe and Toiretepe. 

Dr. Lisitsina puts much emphasis on the Caucasus as an independent 
centre of ancient plant cultivation. There would have been no question 
of the introduction of domesticated plant species from Near Eastern 
countries, such as Turkey, Iraq and Iran. Various crop plants would 
have developed locally from the wild progenitors, There would at most 
have been a certain impetus from outside J and the idea of plant 
cultivation may have been adopted from other areas, 

The Caucasus as an independent centre of plant domestication is 
certainly not a new hypothesis. It was already claimed many years ago 
by Soviet crop plant geneticists. The Caucasus is an area with a 
remarkably great diversity in crop plant cultivars J in other words, 
it is a gene centre which according to Vavilov's conception should 
correspond with a centre of origin of plant domestication. Further, 
the wild ancestors of most of the Old World's prehistoric crop plants 
are found on the territory of the Caucasus and Trans-Caucasus. The 
hypothesis of an independent centre of plant domestication is in itself 
not unreasonable. However, in my opinion it is not supported by the 
palaeoethnobotanical evidence available at present. The diversity in 
Triticum species in the 6th and 5th millennium sites of the Shulaveri
Shomutepin culture cannot simply be adduced as evidence in support 
of the hypothesis of an independent domestication centre. Most of the 
wheat species evolved after plant cultivation had been well established 



in the area. Assuming that the Chokh settlement was indeed a very 
early food-producing site, this would have supported the hypothesis 
of an independent domestication centre, but the evidence available 
does not. No wild wheats or barley are represented in the charred 
plant remains at Chokh, only fully domesticated Triticum and Hordeum 
species. If plant domestication developed independently in the· 
Caucasus area, it must have started from morphologically wild crop 
plants. 

I believe that the archaeological plant remains neither support 
nor contradict the hypothesis of an independent domestication centre. 
Be this as it may, it is clear that the Caucasus and Trans-Caucasus 
are areas of particular interest for the early history of crop plants. 

Dr, Yanushevich discusses at some length the wheat species in prehis
toric and early-historic sites in Moldavia and the Ukraine. The species 
composition of wheat found there in Neolithic and Bronze Age sites is 
sho-wn in Table 3. Yanushevich's table includes also the Iron Age and 
historical periods. The Neolithic and Bronze Age plant remains consist 
of charred material as well as of imprints in burnt clay. It is 
striking that in the 5th millennium sites only hulled wheats are present, 
whereas it would not have been until the Bronze Age that naked wheats 
started to play an important part. In the majority of the sites 
T, dicoccum was the dominant wheat species. Among the hulled wheats, 
Triticurn spelta is represented. 

Yanushevich is of the opinion that agriculture and crop plants 
reached Moldavia and the Ukraine through the Balkans. A problem in 

'''' •----t"his connection is the fact that the-re 'is no evidence -forthe cuTt:-i-=------
vation of spelt in early Neolithic Turkey, Greece and Bulgaria. Thus, 
how could spelt have been brought to Moldavia by farmers who did not 
grow this crop plant themselves? On the other hand, it has already 
been discussed that T. spelta was grown by the inhabitants of the 
late 6th and 5th millennium B.C. sites in the Trans-Caucasus region. 
The _sP._':_c_ies Js ___ �_l_so __ r._eP.�:r:

-
�-:�_J.?.t: ___ ��� -�_il lenni Ul_!:_ Y<i!il1l_ __ 'T�p� _ _in the north

of Iraq. For that reason one may wonder whether spelt may have origi
nated in the eastern part of the Near East or in the Caucasus region, 
and that from there it migrated westwards to Moldavia and subsequently 
to central Europe. 

In Yanushevich's paper for the Wilhelmshaven symposium it was 
suggested that in Neolithic times crop plants migrated into the 
southwest of the USSR through the Balkans, whereas a second wave of 
migration, and this time through the Caucasus, would have taken place 
in Bronze Age and Iron Age times (Fig. l). One wonders whether the 
eastern route could not equally date back to the Neolithic. It is a 
pity that Mrs. Yanushevich is not here to explain her point of view. 
She may have good arguments to support her opinion that spelt reached 
Moldavia through the Balkans. 

The left-hand branch of the arrow marking the eastern route 
refers to the composition of wheat finds in the Crimea. In roost of 
the Crimean sites from after 1000 B,C. naked wheats are predominant. 
In addition to bread wheat/club wheat, also hard wheat, Triticum durum, 
is reported from Bronze Age and later sites in the Crimea. The culti
vation of hulled wheats, particularly of T. monococcum and T. dicoccum, 
was not wholly abandoned, but was apparently of secondary importance. 
Until the beginning of the century einkorn and emmer wheats were still 
grown locally in the Crimea on a small scale. The farmers called it 
'a reliable bread 1

, because these wheats guaranteed a satisfactory 
yield even in unfavourable years. 



In most of the sites the free-threshing hexaploid wheat is 
predominantly made up of the club wheat typ�: small, round grains, 
n ot exceeding 5 mm in length. Many finds consist of considerable 
numbers of grains, The export of grain was of great economic impor
tance for the northern Black Sea coast according to Greek authors, 
such as Herodotus. 

The predominance of naked wheat in the Crimea would point to an 
influence from the Trans-Caucasian area, where already from Neolithic 
times on naked wheats played an important part. Of particular interest 
in this respect is Triticum durum. Leaving aside to what extent 
hard wheat can be distinguished from haxaploid naked wheat, it is 
striking that Triticum durum is reported for the late Neolithic of 
the Trans Caucasui, whereas the species seems to be absent in the 
Neolithic and Eneolithic sites in the southwest of the USSR. This 
makes it all the more likely that the hard wheat in the Crimea had 
been introduced from the east, 

W. van Zeist



_ . The m-.in migratory path of the cultivated plants from the Near East to the 
South West of ehe USSR. 1 - Ncolithi_c and eneolithic periocls; 2 - Bronze and 

early rron age. 

Fig. l. 
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Table 1. Neolithic and Eneolithic crop plants in the Caucasus area. 
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Table 2. Triticum from Arukhlo, 

T R I T I C U M 

mono-
B.C. Culture coccum dicoccum spelta aestivum 

4700+50 Crish X XXX X 

4880+150 Bug-Dniester X X X 

5 mill. early Danubian X X 

4 mill. early Tripolye XXX XXX XXX X 

4 mill. Gumelnitse X XXX X 

4-3 mill. middle Tripolye X XXX XXX )( 

3 mill. late Tripolye XXX XXX XXX X 

2 mill. Noua (Bronze Age) XXX XXX XXX XXX 

Table 3. Triticum in Moldavia and the Ukraine. 
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PALAEOETHNOBOTANICAL EVIDENCE FOR THE USE OF DUNG AS FUEL: 

CARBONIZED SEEDS FROM MALYAN, IRAN AND THE TIERRA BLANGA SITE, 

TEXAS 

N. Miller, Bronx/New York

There are many ways that seeds can be preserved in and recovered 
from archaeological deposits. Ethnographic work at Malyan, Iran 
suggests that seeds occur in dung and may become carbonized when 
the dung is burned as fuel. This interpretation was applied to 
the carbonized seed assemblage from Malyan, a third millennium B.C. 
urban center in Iran. Subsequent work in the United States 
suggested the use of dung fuel in a very different situation. 
In this case, analysis of a prehistoric hunter-gatherer site 1n 
Texas indicates that bison dung may have been used as fuel. 
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FOSSIL EVIDENCE FOR ANCIENT FOOD PLANTS IN POLAND 

K. Wasylikowa, lnstytu t Botaniki PAN,
Cracow-, Poland 

The use of wild and �ultivated food plants is discussed on the 
basis of plant··fossils reco�ered from archaeological sites in 
Poland. For each taxon the number of localities from each period 
is given and for cereals the estimate of their abundance in a site 
is added. 

Fossil evidence shows that: 
1) the number of cereal species is established very early; 6 are

kn6wn since the Neolithic; 2 occur since Roman times;
2) all pulses are known already in Hallstatt time;
3) the number of wild fruit-trees and shrubs increases and

the first cultivated ones appear in the older phase of the
Early Middle Ages;

4) the number of vegetables and spices increases in the younger
phase of the Early Medieval period.

The gathering of wild plants for food is indicated by the 
presence of fruit-stones (in case of fruit-trees, shrubs, and 
berries), by large accumulations of remains of one species 
(Bromus arvensis and_!!. racemosus) or by the frequent though 
scattered occurrence of a species in archaeological samples 
(31 species of herbs). 

The question is discussed to what extent the picture obtained 
from this kind of evidence is influenced by the very nature of the 
fossil data. 
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BRONZE- UND EISENZEITLICHER ACKERBAU VON KASTANAS IN MAKEDONIEN 

H. Kroll, Institut fUr Ur- und
Fri.ihgeschichte, Kiel, 
West-Germany 

Der metallzeitliche SiedlungshUgel von Kastanas in Makedonien liegt 
auf dem linken Ufer des Flusses Aixos (Vardar) auf halbem Wege von der 
jugoslavischen Grenze nach Thessaloniki. Die 14 m. machtigen anthropo
genen Ablagerungen des Hi.igels lassen sich zu 28 Schichten ordnen, die 
je einer Architekturphase entsprechen und unterschiedlich lange Bildungs
zeiten haben. 

Obwohl wir uns bemuhten, iie Pflanzenproben aus allen Schichten des 
Hi.igels in einem vergleichbaren Mengenverhaltnis zu entnehmen, stammt mehr 
als die Halfte der pflanzlichen Funde aus spatbronzezeitlichen Schichten. 
Katastrophen wie Erdbeben und Brande bedingten in diesen Schichten 
eine Haufung von Vorratsfunden, besonders von Vicia ervilia; dadurch 
vurde ein Vergleich der absoluten Fundmengen der einzelnen Taxa unmoglich. 

Eine Analyse der Stetigkeit des Vorkommens der Taxa erwies·sich als 
brauchbare Methode (Prozentwerte der fi.indigen Proben einer Schicht oder 
Schichtgruppe bezogen auf die Gesammtmenge der Proben dieser Herkunft� 
· Engl.: presence/absence analysis). In Verbindung .mit den absoluten Fund
mengen ergibt das Stetigkeitsdiagramm der Kultur- und Sammelpflanzen sowie
der Unkrauter eine gute Grundlage zur BeYertung der agrarischen Produk
tion, denn alle Proben aus allen Schichten gehen in diese Auswertung ein.

Hordeum vulgare vulgare, Triticum dicoccum und T, monococcum, 
Vicia ervilia und Linum sind die wesentlichen FeldfrITchte der Fruhbronze
zeit, die Wirtschaftsweise dieser Peri.ode bleibt gleich. Mittelbronze
zeitliches Fundgut fehlt weitgehend. 

Die Spatbronzezeit setzt in den altesten Schichten die Tradition 
fort, Doch bald gibt es Yesentliche Xnderungen: Man beginnt plotzlich 
mit dem Anbau von Panicum miliaceum, das von typischen Unkrautern beglei
tet wird: Setaria viridis, S. glauca, Digitaria sanguinalis, Echinochloa 
crus-galli, Cynodon dactylo�, Portulaca oleracea und Solanum nigrum. 

Auch im Weizenbau gibt es wesentliche Neuerungen: Einkornfunde 
nehmen stark zu, das bisherige Spektrum der haufigen Unkrauter (Gruppe A: 
Gali.um spurium, Lithospermum arvense, Polygonum convolvulus. Bromus 
( steri lis-Typ), Avena sp.) erweitert sich um bis her fehlende Taxa 
(Gruppe B: Plantago lanceolata-Typ, Furnari.a sp., Agrostemma githago, 
Convolvulus arvensis, Secale cereale, Bromus (secalinus-Typ) u.a.). 
Triticum spelta und !· aestivum werden jetzt regelmassig gefunden, sind 
aber sehr selten. Der Anteil der Lolium temulentum-Fruchte im Getreide 
ist sehr hoch (um 10 Gewichtsprozente). Vicia ervilia ist nach wie vor
die haufigste Hlilsenfrucht. 

---

Die geschilderten Entwicklungen eteigen sich in der jungeren Spat
bronze zeit. Mit dem Ubergang zur Eisenzeit geht der Hirse- und Einkornbau 
zuru.ck, Vicia ervilia verliert ihre bedeutende Stellung und bleibt im 
folgenden Lens culinaris gleichgestellt. Gerste und Emmer werden wieder 
haufiger gefunden. 

Triticum spelta und !• aestivum bleiben wie viele Unkrauter noch 
langere Zeit eingeblirgert. Den Wechsel zur Eisenzeit kennzeichnet eine 
Neuerung im Olsaatanbau: Camelina sativa und Papaver somniferum beginnen 
Linum zu ersetzen. Letzterer fehlt in etlichen spatbronzezeitlichen 
Schichten, vielleicht hat ihn importiertes Olivenol in diesen Phasen 
verdrangt. 



DEN HELDER 

In 1978 the remains of an Iron age terp were found at Den Helder. 

The profile was sampled in two samplers of 50 cm length 15 cm width and 

15 cm depth. 25 slices of 1 cm thickness were analysed for ruacroreruains. 

The euthrophic peat under the terp grows from reed marsh into birch wood 

on peat. It grows until about 2500 BP (Holland peat). Then a process of 

soil development takes place and a mbo:ed deciduous wood develops. 

The area has become more mesothrophic and very wet because of the rise 

of the ground water level during the DI transgression phase, this leaded 

to terp-building. 

The marshy birchwood is replaced by elder swamp with fresh and brackish 

reed swamps. In these reed swamps Sphagnum and even Calluna growed. Vege

tations from sand and clay soils could not be reconstructed. These mate

rials were not used as building material for the terp. 

The terp is built in a moist grassland with bank plants. 

The terp layers consist of dung and reed layers mixed with other remains 

of the vegetation on the site. 

The first terp layer consist of dung and it contains already many seeds 

of halophytes. 

In about 100 years the sea comes nearer. This is concluded from the 

increase in number of species of these halophytes. This process goes on 

until the ferp lies in the tidal area. 

The field weeds show that the fields turned from mesothrophic into euthropic. 

Linum usi.tatissimurn, Triticurn (possibly dicoccurn) and possibly Spergula 

arvensis and Chenopodium album were cultivated. 

Cattle was kept in the stable in winter and possibly in summer during the 

night. Reed was used as straw. In one spectrum this reed was mi ed with

grasses from a moist peaty salt marsh. The cattle also grazed op th�se 1 

salt marshes. Near the terp a fresh water creek run. 

On top of the terp structure 5 m of �and {D III) was deposited. 

Ellen Smit 

ROB Amersfoort/IPL Leiden 



ROMAN AMPULLA FROM UITGEEST 

The ROB carried out large scale e cavations of a Roman civi_l settJement 
at Uitgeest from 1980 - 1982. 
Numerous Roman imports were found, also a small bronze bottle (ampulla) 
of ea. 5 cm height. 'l'he ampulla is dated in the 4th century. 
It was found in a filled up DI restgully which was still open during the 
Roman occupation. Shells (Unio) and plant remains indicate that ... the gully 
contained fresh water. The gully has been filled up with organic and 
anorganic archaeological material during the occupation. 

The ampulla likely had a plug, but this was not found. 

The ampulla contained the following seeds: 
medicinal 
Raphanus sativus 172 
Apium graveolens 23 
origanum vulgare (?) 21 
Malva sylvestris 3 

contamination from the environment 
weeds of rich soils 4 species, 16 seeds 
perennial ruderals 3 species, 5 seeds 
damp disturbed habitats 6 species, seeds 
pioneers of nitrogenous damp soils 2 species, 2 seeds 
saltings l species, 3 see_ds 
high salt marsh l species, seeds 
euthrophic banks and marshes 5 species, 1,3 seeds 
damp rich grasslands 1 species, 1 seed 
mesothrophic peat l species, 2 seeds
dry heath l species, 1 seed 
nitrate rich borders 1 species, 3 seeds 
varia 

Raphanus sativus has been a very important crop plant in antiquity. 
The roots were grown to a very large size. But also the plant has 
been cultivated because of the seeds. Oil was e tracted from them. 
The seeds also ·were used for their medicinal qualities. 
Chewing on roasted seeds was good for a cough. The seeds beaten up with 
honey was used by asthmatics. (Plinius, Dioscorides) 

The seeds of Raphanus sativu� found in the ampulla have some sticky 
material on the surface. Pollen analyses will.be carried out to investigate 
the nat.ure of tbis·material. Possibly it is honey. The other medicinal seeds 

found, may have been added deliberately for their medicinal or aromatic 
qualities. 

Janneke Buurman 
ROB, Amersfoort 



DEVENTER 

In the course of the renovation of the town centre of Deventer, excavations 

have been carried out by the ROB in 1980 and 1981. 
The site has been inhabJted from Karolingian times on. 

114 samples have been taken from wells, latrines, pits, debris-layers, charcoal 

concentrations etc. 42 of them have been selected to be analysed. The analyses 
are in full progress. 

The plant remains are carbonised, mineralised of waterlogged. 

A provisional con�ilation of the economic plants is given in table 1. One has 
to keep in mind that the evidence from the different time periods can be of a 

different origin. In some periods (the older) only carbonised plant remains have 
survived. Especially in the younger periods mineralised as well as waterlogged 
plant remains have survived also, 

On the floor of a room of a house that burned down in the 2nd or 3rd quarter of 
the 13th century, 16 grain concentrations were found. They give us important 

information on crop processing activities and condition of the fields. 
'l'he results of the analyses are given in table 2. 

Two different crops have been stored in this room: 

1. a mixture of Hordeum vulgare and Avena sativa, grown together as "dredge"
2. Secale cereale

'I'he grains and the weed seeds of the "dredge"-crop stored besides the NE-wall 

have all germinated. It must have been very moist near that wall. 
Some samples of Secale consist of very small "underdeveloped" grains. This 

leads to the conclusion that the Secale from at least two different fields 
is stored in this room. 

Th0re is a little contamination by other crops which may have been grown on 

the same field in some other year and survived. The crops are threshed and cleaned. 

The number of weed seeds is small. Possibly the fields were well-cleaned. 
High growing and low growing species of weeds have been found. The harvest 

possibly was reaped low on the ear. 
The fields must have laid on very poor, sandy soil. This soil occurs in the 

vicinity of Deventer. 

The crop plants and the weeds indicate the possibility of a crop rotation 
with a period of fallow ("drieslagstelsel"l. 

Janneke Buurman, 
ROB, Amersfoort 

....: .. 



SIR Data Base Management Systems in Archeobotany 

the use of computers is justified when costs in terms of time and money 

are reduced or when nev methods become available. 'Where statistical 

analyses are of interest, time-consuming calculations should be left to 

a machine. One of the basic occupations in archeobotany is comparing. For 

every comparison, the researcher has to reselect a group of relevant data 

from the total, another time-consuming and tedious task. Considerable 

amounts of data often have to be dealt with: many samples with their 

archeological characteristics contain many more remains vith their botanictl 

features. The questions to be asked are manifold. These can range from the' 

listing of a simple tabulation to the execution of a very complex multi

variate analysis (see Jones, Hillman this conference) • .!!'or the latter the 

computer must be used, for other tasks it may facilitate the work a great 

deal. 

In Amsterdam (IPP) and Groningen (BAI) experience has been gained vith the 

use of the SIR Data. Base Management System (version l, respectively 2). 

A DBMS is a package of programs and procedures which stores and retrieves 

data from a Data Base. The interrelations of the data are defined beforehand. 

Retrieval of the data runs according to the defined relationships. In SIR-1 

the relation of the data is hierarchical: one sample "o'W?ls11 many remains 

(species) and each species 11owns" many individuals (seeds). 'This is a one-

t o-many relationship, vhich ean be depicted as a. tree up-side do'W?l. The 

d ata are organized in Cases and in Record-types, ea.eh type containing the 

information Records of one category of data� The Case can be described as 

containing all the records belonging to one tree a.nd is identified by the 

Case identifier (CASE ID). All information �ecords in the tree are identified 

by this GASE ID. The number of the sample could be taken as the CASE ID. 

Record type-1 then contains data on the sample, i.e. sample no., volume of 

the sample, feature type where it vas taken, date, etc •• Record type�2 

contains data on different species found in this sample, i.e. sample no., 

species name, the count of the remains of this species. Record type-3 

contains data on the individual remains from this sample and from this 

s pecies, i.e. sample no., species name, individual number, score on length, 

breadth and thiokness. 

In SIR-2 it is possible to implement a network structure tmany-to-many 

relationship)s one sample owns many species, but also one species owns 

lie found in) many se.mples. Here samples as well as species are Cases. ThiB 

feature is used to add another Record type dealing with species. Record 

type-4 contains data. on general characteristics of the species, i.e. species 

name, species number code, its ecological group, its maximum height and 

o ptionally the sample numbers wherein the species occurs. 



UPDA'i'E, COMPU'l'.!!.:, RECODE and �ELECTION facilities give a. maximum of control 

over the data in the Data Base. Retrieval of the data is possible ·through 

a user-�ritten Retrieval Program. The programming language is relatively 

simple (comparable to SPSS). Ad hoa questions a.re readily ans�ered through 

the use of standard procedures for the generation of REPORTS and TABLES 

{SIR-2 only} a.nd for simple statistics together �ith HISTDGNAMS a.nd PLOTS. 

An important feature of tiIR is the direct link �ith other statistical 

packages like �P�s. SIR can generate SPSS-System files, meaning that variable

and value labels a.re retained. 

Negative aspects of SIR are the very considerable computer space that is 

needed and the time consuming installation of the program by the uninitiated 

computer user. Once installed SIR ca.n be used by every non-computer

specialist. Many other Data Base Management 8ystems are on the market. 

Especially relational systems are of interest. ihese seem easier to handle 

but may give lesser control of the data. 

'We are convinced, that, no matter what kind of methods being used for 

comparing the data, a. DBMS can be a very powerful tool in a great number 

of our archeobotanical.investiga.tione. 

A.G. Lange & N. Paap 



VI SYMPOSIUM OF THE INTERNATIONAL WORK GROUP FOR PALAEOETHNOBOTANY 
Groningen, 30 May - 3 June 1983 

Excursion 1 June 1983 

1. Excavations to be visited:

SMILDE, wooden trackway in the former raised bog, made of transversally laid
logs of Alnus. Dated to 2195�30 BP and 2160�30 BP. 

HEVESKESKLOOSTER, Megalithic tomb (c. 2500 BC) on a sand/boulder clay ridge, 
overgrown by peat (c. 1500-500 BC), covered with clay, probably 
Duinkerke I, on top of which a Roman Age occupation or vegetation layer. 
A second clay deposit, probably Duinkerke II, forms the base of a 
dwelling mound with farm houses with clay-sod walls (c. 10th cent. AD). 
Next to the dwelling mound the remains of a monastery(AD 1300-1600). 

2, Breaks: 

BAREVELD, coffee break/sanitary stop (13.30-14.00 h). Packed lunches cannot be 
consumed at Bareveld. 

At the FRAEYLEMABORG a drink and a snack will be offered to the participants 
by the Rijksdienst voor het Oudheidkundig Bodemonderzoek (State Service 
for Archaeological Investigations in the Netherlands). 

3. Some information about the landscape:

1. SMILDE, peat reclamation village (peat-colony) along the main drainage canal,
from the beginning of the 17th century AD. The raised bog has totally 
been dug away for fuel. 

2. DRENTS PLATEAU, the higher sandy soils, with some relief. All the land is
reclaimed; the brook and rivulet valleys are hardly visible. 

3. HUNZE VALLEY, western part of the Bourtanger Moor.
4. WILDERVANK, peat-colony village, originating from the 17th century AD, along

the main drainage canal. 
5. VEENDAM, peat-colony village, since the 17th century AD; the drainage canal

along which the village developed, was tilled in a few decades ago. 
6. MEEDEN, a so-called ribbon-village, following a longitudinal sand ridge;

the chief axis of bog marginal reclamation since the 13th century AD. 
Note the large farm houses. 

7. HEILIGERLEE, situated on the same sand ridge complex as Meeden. Here the
Eighty Years' War (AD 1568-1648) began. 

8. FEN PEAT LAND, cultivated, between very low end moraine ridges of the final
stage of the Saale glaciation. 

9. YOUNG CLAY LANDSCAPE, developed by impoldering (reclamation) of areas
inundated by dike breaks in the second half of the 13th century AD. 
Most of the reclamations took place in the 17th and 18th century AD. 

10. THE CLAY DISTRICT, partly situated on peac,with dwelling mounds; to be
dated from the 2nd century BC. 

11. SIDDEBUREN, village with ribbon-building, developed since the 12th century
AD, on the same complex of sand ridges on which the megalithic tomb 
of Heveskesklooster is situated. 

12, SLOCHTEREN, ribbon-village of the same complex of sand ridges as Siddeburen. 
The development of this village, since the 13th century AD, is strongly 
determined by families belonging to the nobility, who had their resi
dence at the Fraeylemaborg, The last noble family was named: 
Thomassen� Thuessink van der Hoop van Slochteren. 



Raised bog, max.inlJtn extent; totally dug away.

Fen peat and brook deposits; dug away or in use 
as arable and pasture. 

Hi9her (Pleistocene) soils: sand and boulder clay. 

Marine clay deposits; sedimented before the 
construction of the dikes (c. AD 1000), 

Late Medieval and younger clay sediments in areas

inundated after dike breaks around AD 1270. 

0 10 2.0 
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